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ABSTRACT

THE MICRO AND MACRO ECONOMICS OF BAD BANKRUPTCY
Rutger van Bergem, Ph.D.
George Mason University, 2016
Dissertation Director: Dr. Donald J. Boudreaux

This dissertation is meant as an example of a broader research agenda. The
agenda focuses on the role that Legal and Regulatory institutions play in determining
economic failure as well as on their role in the subsequent (re)-allocation of productive
resources. The broad goal is to investigate how institutions that underlie reallocation and
adjustment processes in the economy can hamper or facilitate the flow of resources to
their highest productive use. The research effort can be distinguished into two
interconnected parts of inquiry: (1) the micro-economic study of institutions involved in
determining economic failure and reallocation of productive resources, and (2) the study
of the macro-economic impact of the functioning of these institutions.
Predicting failure in complex systems is difficult since failure often is the
emergent result of several interconnected elements within that system. As such the
question is not so much how we can prevent failure as more how we can fail well. In
economic systems, several institutions are involved in determining what constitutes
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economic failure and subsequently how the resources involved in economic failure can be
reallocated. The question is (1) how well these institutions perform the task of facilitating
the flow of resources to their highest productive use and (2) what the Macro Economic
consequences are of that functioning. The dissertation specifically investigates how
corporate bankruptcy functions in this light.
The first chapter, entitled “The Effects of Legal Limbo on the Bankrupt Firm”
argues that bankruptcy’s institutional environment creates inertia and steers firm
governance during bankruptcy away from profit maximization. Inertia is evidenced by
significantly less variable firm (dis)investment during bankruptcy as compared to the
matched industry counterparts. Importantly, given lengthy bankruptcy procedures, the
firm’s ability to recover out of bankruptcy - as measured by several financial indicators is negatively affected by the length of bankruptcy procedures. The finding is especially
relevant for recessions where the number of bankruptcies increases and thereby the length
of bankruptcy court procedures. The connection between worsening financial
performance and the length of bankruptcy procedures can be explained by the (1) lack of
managerial monitoring of business processes during bankruptcy as well as (2) the lack of
firm adaptation in terms of the firm’s capital structure to the changing market
environment during bankruptcy.
The second chapter entitled “Bankruptcy as Filtering Failure”, investigates how
well U.S. corporate bankruptcy procedures perform the task of distinguishing
economically viable but financially failed firms from economically failed firms.
Bankruptcy filtering failure constitutes a failure to facilitate the flow of resources to their
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most productive use.

The question is important since firm exit rates yearly average

around 10 percent while recessions feature more firm exits. I provide novel evidence that
suggests the bankruptcy process is not able to distinguish between financially failed but
viable firms and economically unviable firms. Specifically I show that firms emerging
from bankruptcy do not exhibit performance catch-up behavior to their going concern
industry counterparts as is expected from viable firms that are relieved from financial
distress. Additional evidence on matched performance differences between bankrupt
firms and industry counterparts indicate that there is no improvement in the performance
gap between bankrupt firms and industry right before and after bankruptcy. Moreover,
employing a logistic regression analysis of the determinants of bankruptcy survival, I find
that the bankruptcy judge may be a source of filtering failure: Bankruptcies featuring
more employees as well as with operations closer to the judge’s district are more likely to
emerge. The finding is important since the current dominant view of the bankruptcy
process and possible filtering failure is based on the creditor conflict view.
The third chapter “Bankruptcy Filtering Failure and Recession Cleansing” is an
example of how I envision the study of the macro-economic impact of institutions
dealing with economic failure and reallocation of productive resources. In the paper I
incorporate the possibility of bankruptcy filtering failure in a macroeconomic model of
business dynamics. The model , originally designed by Osotimehin and Pappada (2015) ,
is a model based upon the study of business dynamics and firm exit supplemented with
firm exit under credit frictions. The institutional addition to the business dynamics model
illustrates the mechanism through which bankruptcy filtering failure diminishes the
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extent by which recessions are cleansing the pool of firms from the less productive
establishments. The model shows that the degree to which recessions are cleansing
depends on bankruptcy filtering accuracy. The recession cleansing effect worsens, when I
incorporate the fact that firms with bigger asset valuations have a higher likelihood of
bankruptcy survival.
The last chapter concludes. Overall the dissertation is an attempt to study the
performance of institutions of reallocation in terms of dealing with economic failure and
subsequent reallocation. It is my hope that the legal and regulatory structures that are
vital in their influence on reallocative capacity of economies receive more attention in
Macro Economics broadly and specifically in the Macro Economic modelling
methodology.
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1 THE EFFECTS OF LEGAL LIMBO ON THE BANKRUPT FIRM

Large and persistent differences in productivity levels across businesses exist,
even within the same industry (Syverson, 2011, p.326). The question is what allows for
such differences if competitive forces operate to drive productive resources away from
the less efficient firms to more efficient firms?

The mechanisms uncovered in the

literature include factors that impact productivity and firm performance at the micro level
within the firm1 and factors that are external to the firm2 and lie in their operating
environments (Syverson, 2011). An important external factor is the efficiency effects on
firm performance of the institutional environment the firm is operating in.
The paper argues that bankruptcy’s legal institutions have a disturbing influence
on firm performance by (1) misaligning management’s incentives away from value
maximization (2) , providing procedures that extend negotiation and create conflict
between the various claimholders of varying priorities, as well as (3) creating legal
uncertainties. The matter is not trivial since a firm’s stay under the specter of bankruptcy
litigation can amount to substantial costs. Altman (1984), for example, estimated the
1

The internal factors include differences in managerial talent (see f.e. Bloom and Van Reenen, 2007), input
quality (see f.e. Margolis, 1999), IT and R&D ( see f.e. Doraszelski and Jaumandreu (2009); Jorgenson et
al. (2005), experience from learning by doing (see f.e. Benkard, 2000), product quality innovations (see.
F.e. Acemoglu and Joshua, 2004) and firm internal structure decisions (see f.e. Bloom et al., 2009).
2
External factors that explain productivity and performance differences include differing productivity
spillovers (see Moretti, 2004), intra market competition (see Foster et al., 2001), trade competition (Eaton
and Kortum, 2002), regulation (Bridgeman et al., 2009) and flexibility in input markets (Maksimovic and
Philips, 2001)

1

costs to be beyond 15% of a firm’s value at the outset of bankruptcy filing. One element
contributing to these costs is the lengthy procedure time necessary to resolve legal
matters until disposition. Especially during recessionary times the length of the
procedures can significantly increase and presumable thereby the cost of bankruptcy (see
appendix F).
To test whether bankruptcy’s institutional environment affects firm performance,
we construct a dynamically query-able relational database combining data on large public
U.S corporate bankruptcies from Lopucki’s Bankruptcy Research Database (BRD) with
firm financial data from the Center of Research in Security Prices (CRSP). The relational
database allows for more specific robust testing of various hypotheses concerning large
public firm bankruptcies. In this paper we specifically aim to test the effects of
bankruptcy’s institutional environment on firms in terms of various financial indicators.
The most important result is that firm (dis-) investment behavior during
bankruptcy is less variable than their industry counterparts, while controlling for the
possibility that the finding is a continuation of a trend of less variable (dis-)investment
before bankruptcy filing. The result directly confirms Lopucki's (1993) suggestion that
the institutional environment of bankruptcy causes the bankrupt firm's management to
'steer a middle' road when it comes to (dis)investment decisions within bankruptcy.
The finding can also be thought of as qualifying claims on the relation between
uncertainty and firm level investment elasticity (such as in Bloom 2009 et al); to the
extent our finding is relevant, the link between uncertainty and firm level (dis)investment response is mediated by the firm's institutional environment. Even though it

2

is difficult to evaluate the direct effects of bankruptcy institutions on firm performance
during bankruptcy – for instance a bankrupt firm does not service its debt – compared to
their industry, we find that the length of bankruptcy procedures is associated with worse
firm performance emerging out of bankruptcy controlling for various firm and industry
characteristics.
We proceed as follows: First, we review the bankruptcy literature with respect to
the possible institutional rules that could adversely affect firm performance during
bankruptcy. Then, we describe the data sources and research methodology to test
hypotheses concerning firm performance as affected by bankruptcy’s institutions.
Subsequently, (1) tests are conducted on whether firms during bankruptcy experience
inertia and (2) what the performance consequences are of legal limbo on the bankrupt
firm’s performance.

1.1. The Institutional Environment of Bankruptcy and its Effects
There is reason to believe that the institution of bankruptcy, or more generally the
firm’s status of being bankrupt, is adversely affecting the firm’s performance relative to
the firm being outside the institutional environment of bankruptcy. Off course the
bankrupt firm is most likely in bankruptcy because of poor performance whether
economically, financially or both. So we contend that the state of bankruptcy affects the
firm’s performance adversely, conditional on it performing poorly, as compared to a firm
from the same industry operating as a going concern.
We review the institutional rules underlying the bankruptcy environment that are

3

expected to adversely affect firm performance and the mechanism through which they
operate: (1) the non-alignment of management incentives with firm value maximization
during bankruptcy and (2) creation of rule uncertainty and (3) intensifying conflict
between junior and senior interests through the “absolute priority” rule.
During the normal course of business self-interested corporate management
behavior can be constrained by the different beneficiaries of the firm in various ways that
make their interest align with firm value maximization (Jensen & Mecklin, 1976;
Demsetz, 1983; Easterbrook & Fishel,1982). Market mechanisms such as management
employment contracts tied to firm performance, the corporate management’s employment
markets measuring manager’s reputation and the market for corporate control align the
incentives of managers with firm value maximization in the context of the solvent firm.
The question in the context of the paper is whether management’s interests are
aligned with firm value maximization during bankruptcy. There is reason to believe that
that the techniques of allinging management’s compensation schemes to corporate
beneficiaries’s interests lose their effectiveness when the company files for bankruptcy.
During the firm’s stay in bankruptcy, management acts as a debtor-in-possession;
incumbent directors and managers can be made into statutory fiduciaries to reorganize a
business that failed under their leadership. The Bankruptcy code provides that a debtor in
possession’s duty is to perform the role of a trustee3. According to Lopucki and Whitford
(1993, p.776) the letter of the law “suggests looking to the law of trusts for guidance to

3

U.S.C. § 1107(a) (1988).
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the corporate governance dilemma”4 within bankruptcy.
Trust law deals with situations where the interests of successive beneficiaries of a
trust conflict. In the case of an insolvent company generally the senior interests are
conflicting with the junior interests with respect to investment policy5: Whenever the
assets of a firm during bankruptcy are preserved rather than aggressively invested , senior
creditors will be much more likely to recover most of their claims while shareholders or
junior creditors recover little or nothing.
On the other hand if assets are aggressively invested, shareholders and or junior
creditors will benefit at the expense of senior creditors; if the invested assets decline in
value, shareholders will receive little or nothing while creditors receive less. However,
When investments increase in value, shareholders and junior creditors will receive more
while senior creditors don’t receive less as compared to the conservative investment
strategy.

Another conflict area between junior and senior interests regards management’s
decision to maintain current business activities in bankruptcy rather than to liquidate parts
of the assets of the firm. Preserving the business activities of the firm under bankruptcy
and delaying asset liquidations allows for the possibility of changing fortunes of the firm

4

Some courts take the analogy almost literally. See, e.g., In re Technical Knockout Graphics, Inc., 833 F.2d
797, 802 (9th Cir. 1987) ("The debtor-in-possession is not free to deal with [property of the estate] as it
chooses, but rather holds it in trust for the benefit of creditors, just as would a trustee.").
5
This basic creditor-shareholder conflict exists in all insolvency situations (Bulow & Shoven,1978, pp.437439).

5

which benefits shareholders and junior creditors6.
Investment decisions or sales during the bankruptcy process are subject to the
rules of bankruptcy law: Significant asset sales or investment initiated by management
that is not “in the ordinary course of business”7 are subject to the creditors’ and
shareholders’ right of notice and hearing8 before the management can proceed. However
there are no explicit statutory standards that guide the courts to determine whether to
approve or oppose the management’s plans and the courts usually defer to management’s
“business judgment” (Nimmer & Feinberg, 1989, pp.60-64).
Trust Law also pertains to firm investment decisions within bankruptcy: The
restatement (second) of Trusts provides that “when there are two or more beneficiaries of
a trust, the trustee is under a duty to deal impartially with them”9. The statement can be
interpreted as requiring the trustee – the debtor in possession in the case of the insolvent
company- to balance the interests of the competing constituents. Investment policies
focused solely on generating high income and investment policies targeted solely on
preservation or growth of the principal would thus be equally inappropriate10 (Scott &
Fratcher, 1987).
“The holders of underwater claims and interests often have reason to oppose liquidation until the
distributions to them under a reorganization plan have been fixed. Such holders derive at least part of their
bargaining leverage in plan negotiations from their ability to dispute the value of the assets continued in
their current use, and therefore the value of the reorganization securities that would be issued if the
company were reorganized rather than liquidated” (Lopucki & Whitford, 1993, p.685).
7
Examples of the transactions for which prior notice must be given include: sales of assets outside the
ordinary course of business, borrowing money outside the ordinary course of business (U.S.C. § 364(b)
(1988)), and the rejection of any executory contract existing at the time of filing U.S.C. § 365(a) (1988)
8
U.S.C. § 363(b) (1988)
9
RESTATEMENT (SECOND) OF TRUSTS § 183 (1959).
10
§ 232 ("The trustee is under a duty so to administer the trust as to preserve a fair balance between
[successive beneficiaries."); Case, supra note 146, at 373 ("In conflicts between remainderman and income
beneficiaries, the personal trustee is put in a position of balancing the flow of income versus the
preservation of the principal.").
6

6

Next to the second restatement of trusts there is another rule that is applicable to
management’s behavior within bankruptcy; the prudent investor rule. The rule mandates
the trustee “make such investments and only such invetments as a prudent man would
make of his own property having in view the preservation of the estate and the amount
and the regularity of the income to be derived”11. The rule can be interpreted as judging
an investment policy appropriate whenever it avoids the extremes of either being too
conservative or too risky.
The behavioral results of management following the “prudent” investment rule
and the second restatement of Trusts are thus pointing in the same direction; conservation
of the estate of the trust while maintaining a risk strategy that is contained within a
narrow band. Lopucki and Whitford (1993, p.669) find qualitative evidence that supports
in fact that firms in bankruptcy behave that way; “there seemed to be a general
understanding that management should steer a middle road with regard to risk-taking. At
least in the early stages of the proceedings, managements generally did what was
necessary to continue the existing businesses of the companies. And so long as a
company remained in bankruptcy, management did not make the kind of risky new
investments that might, if successful, substantially increase the company's value. The
balance between senior and junior interests was drawn with an emphasis on preservation
of the existing business; that is what was considered "prudent" in this context”.
Even though it might seem that rules pertaining to Trusts confine management
behavior there seems to be considerable uncertainty for management on how to conduct

11

RESTATEMENT (SECOND) OF TRUSTS § 227 (1959).

7

themselves within bankruptcy given the amount of decision making leverage they have;
in interviews management indicates that although they seek frequent guidance ,attorneys
find it difficult to provide advice (Lopucki & Whitford, 1993, p.751).
Moreover, next to specific rule uncertainty, uncertainty in general reduces firm
responsiveness of investment to changing demand conditions, which are especially
prevalent in recessionary times, by increasing option values (Bloom, Bond & Van
Rheenen, 2007). A firm in bankruptcy, obviously is uncertain about whether the firm
survives the bankruptcy process and if so it is uncertain whether it survives intact or that
certain part of the business are liquidated. Thus not only the institutional environment is
expected to induce management inertia but also increased general uncertainty during
bankruptcy increases option values which reduces firm responsiveness to changing
market conditions.
Management’s balancing act concerning the differing interests of the different
constituents of the firm while being uncertain on how to conduct themselves specifically
suggests that the assets of the bankrupt firm are likely not be managed properly during
the often long drawn out process of large public bankruptcies. The prudence by which the
management operates might prevent acquisitions or liquidations that could be in value
maximizing interest of the firm. A recent study by Ayotte and Morrison (2009)
underlines the point of the inefficiency of the management of the estate within
bankruptcy; senior interests in bankruptcy have an incentive to sell the company or major
parts of its assets in a fire sale even when reorganization has a higher expected return for
the estate. The risk of senior interests having more sway on management is a possible

8

inefficient premature fire sale of debtor’s assets. Junior constituents, on the other hand,
have an incentive to sway management to forestall quick sales and draw out an expensive
reorganization effort even when a sale has a higher than expected value for the estate12.
The distortions mean that the assets are not managed efficiently in bankruptcy. As
Geanakoplos (2014) indicates, the problem is also apparent in the foreclosure of
subprime loans where often the recovery of the value is only 25%.
According to Casey (2011) the distortions are not primarily the result of market
bargaining failure between senior and junior interests but a result of the mandatory assetdistribution mechanism imposed by bankruptcy law known as the “absolute priority rule”
(APR)13. In the absence of transaction costs, the bankruptcy process would not be
affected by the allocation of control right over management and the debtor’s assets,
however transaction costs in bankruptcy are often insurmountable14. In some cases APR
puts too much leverage in the hands in of senior interests, while in other times junior
creditors acquire too much power. There are also the possibilities that the APR does not
allot enough leverage to the senior interests given that junior interests acquired at least
12

See Ayotte and Morrison (2009), at 514, 527, 538 (finding that junior creditors lodge objections in most
bankruptcies).
13
“When a firm issues debt, the repayment of that debt is contingent on the future value of the firm. A
secured creditor receives payment of all future value up to the face value of its debt. The junior creditor
receives the future value that exceeds that face value. That means the junior creditor’s interest is the
equivalent of a
call option with a strike price equal to the face value of the senior debt. But Chapter 11 bankruptcy in the
APR world destroys the value of that option because all future possibilities are given present-day values.
That is to say, absolute priority collapses all interest in future value and thereby eliminates the contract
rights of the junior creditor. This failure to respect non-bankruptcy rights results in a bankruptcy world
where the creditors are entitled to rights that were not determined by the market” (Casey, 2009, p.764).
14
In Chapter 11 there are four major transaction costs that cumulatively make it prohibitively expensive for
the junior creditors to efficiently purchase control from the senior creditors: (1) liquidity constraints (see
Buccola & Keller; 2010; (“there are periods where capital is scarce even to the most credit-worthy
borrowers.”),(2)information constraints (see Baird & Rasmussen,2002; Lopucki & Doherty, 2007) , (3)
lack of coordination among junior creditors, and (4) impediments to negotiation with the senior creditors
(see Adler, 2012,pp.11-14).
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some power or that junior interests acquired too little given that APR grants at least some
power to senior creditors.
Deviations from the APR during bankruptcy result from procedures embedded in
chapter 11 that can give junior creditors a possibility to increase the bankruptcy value of
their assets by holdup (Schwartz, 1998).

15

Others like Baird and Bernstein (2006) argue

that many deviations occur because of the unpredictability of firm valuation within
bankruptcy.
Whatever the possibility is, management is guided by the rules of Trusts and the
prudent investment rules which, in light of the APR discussion, should have a moderating
effect on either extremes of senior influence of APR and deviations from it as a result of
junior efforts. If the result on average is that the balance between senior and junior
interests are drawn with an emphasis on preservation of the existing business - at least
initially - and that either too risky or too conservative investment strategies are avoided,
then we should see minimal changes in the bankrupt firm’s asset valuations or (dis)
investments.
In general thus the firm is expected to be adversely affected in terms of
performance as a results being in legal limbo. The firm in bankruptcy cannot react
properly within bankruptcy on changing market circumstances, which especially during
recessionary times should affect firm performance negatively. Off course, the negative
impact on firm performance is not a necessity, after all, the right investment response for
certain firms might be to steer a middle road when it comes to investment.
15

Pp. 1836–37 (noting the widely held belief that bankruptcy procedures are used to capture value that
belongs to senior creditors)
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The next section explains the data acquisition methodology concerning the
hypotheses to be tested in the paper.

1.2 Methodology and Data Analysis
To test the hypotheses concerning firm behavior during bankruptcy as well as its
performance consequences, we compile data on large U.S. public corporate bankruptcies
ranging from the beginning of 1981 to the end of 2010 from the UCLA-Lopucki
Bankruptcy Research Database (BRD)16. We specifically obtain data on the firm’s filing
and court disposition date, whether the bankruptcy was a pre-negotiated or a prepackaged
case and whether a new CEO took over control of the bankrupt firm before case
disposition as well as the firm identification number; CUSIP17.
The Center for Research in Security Prices (CRSP)18 dataset provides us with
quarterly reported financial indicators of all public firms between 1981 and 2010 as well
the CUSIP identifier and the industry identifier, SIC 19, to which the firm belongs. The
firm financial values we use in this paper are (see appendix A for more detail on data
acquisition); the value ($M) of Totals Assets (TA), the value ($M) of gross property,
plant, and equipment (PPEGT), firm Net Worth (NW) ($M), the value ($M) of Total

16

The UCLA-Lopucki Bankruptcy Research Database is available from http://lopucki.law.ucla.edu/ upon
request
17
The CUSIP is a nine-digit security identification number to identify identifies most financial instruments,
including: stocks of all registered U.S. and Canadian companies, commercial paper, and U.S. government
and municipal bonds. Each U.S. firm that is publicly traded has a CUSIP identifier.
18
Data from the Center for Research in Security Prices (CRSP) is available from http://www.crsp.com/
upon subscription
19
The Standard Industrial Classification SIC is a system for classifying industries by a four-digit code.
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Sales (Sale), Operating Income before Depreciation (OIBDP in $M), Profitability20
(Prof), the Asset Turnover Ratio (ATO), Leverage (Lev), and Tobin’s Q (Q).
The data from the two separate sources are compiled in a relational database and data
management system (RDDMS) that allow for the ability to query and manage the
combined two datasets. In both datasets we delete observations of financial firms,
regulated firms as well as quasi-public firms. To ensure consistency of firm size between
the BRD and the CRSP We delete all firm financial observations that are under $100
million (in 1980 dollars) in the CRSP database21.

1.2.1 Evaluating Corporate Governance during Bankruptcy
To understand firm behavior during the bankruptcy process it is imperative to
understand the institutional environment in which corporate governance plays itself out.
Management is guided by the rules of Trusts and the prudent investment rules which, in
light of the APR rule, should have a moderating effect on either extremes of senior

20

The elements from the financial ratios used are collected quarterly from CRSP and calculated thus:
The firm’s Profitability (𝑷𝒓𝒐𝒇𝒊 ) is a ratio between the values of operating income before depreciation
(OIBDP) and amortization and total assets (AT):
The firm’s Asset turnover Ratio ( 𝑨𝑻𝑶𝒊 ) – the firm’s ability to generate revenue – is a ratio between the
values of net revenue (Sale) divided by the total assets (AT):
The firm’s Leverage ( 𝑳𝒆𝒗𝒊 ) is the ratio between the value of total liabilities (𝐷𝐿𝐶 + 𝐷𝐿𝑇𝑇) and total
assets (TA):
The firm’s Tobin’s (𝑸𝒊 ) value is defined as the sum of the share price multiplied by number of common
shares outstanding (market value equity; MVE), value of debt in current liabilities (DLC) , value of longterm debt (DLTT) and the value of preferred stock minus (PSTKL) deferred taxes (TXDITC) , divided by
the value of total assets (AT); the value of net revenues (Sale); and profitability (Prof) (operating income
before depreciation divided by total assets):
𝑷𝒓𝒐𝒇𝒊 =

𝑂𝐼𝐵𝐷𝑃𝑖
𝑆𝑎𝑙𝑒𝑖
𝐷𝐿𝐶𝑖 + 𝐷𝐿𝑇𝑇𝑖
𝑀𝑉𝐸𝑖 + 𝐷𝐿𝐶𝑖 + 𝐷𝐿𝑇𝑇𝑖 + 𝑃𝑆𝑇𝐾𝐿𝑖 − 𝑇𝑋𝐷𝐼𝑇𝐶𝑖
; 𝑨𝑻𝑶𝒊 =
; 𝑳𝒆𝒗𝒊 =
; 𝑸𝑖 =
𝐴𝑇𝑖
𝐴𝑇𝑖
𝐴𝑇𝑖
𝐴𝑇𝑖 + 𝑆𝑎𝑙𝑒𝑖 + 𝑃𝑟𝑜𝑓𝑖
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Variables are deflated to constant 1980 dollars using the GDP deflator provided by the Bureau of
Economic Analysis.

12

influence of APR and deviations from it as a result of junior efforts. Moreover general
and specific institutional uncertainty about the correct way of governing the firm during
bankruptcy is expected to cause the firm too steer a middle road with respect to either too
risky or too conservative corporate governance strategies. If the institutional environment
of bankruptcy as well as general uncertainty about the future of the firm causes
management to steer a middle road with respect to investment policy we would expect
that minimal changes in the bankrupt firm’s asset structure as well as minimal (dis)
investment during bankruptcy.

The time line above illustrates the empirical method for testing the ‘steering the
middle road’ hypothesis of corporate governance during bankruptcy. The relational
database and data management system (RDDMS) allow for the specific querying of
bankrupt firm financial data during bankruptcy (see timeline: Filing quarter until
Emergence quarter ) as well as their ‘going-concern’ counterparts (firms that have never
gone bankrupt in the 1980-2010 period) in the industry during the same time period as
the bankrupt firm was involved in the bankruptcy process.
To test the ‘middle of the road’ thesis we use the value ($M) of property, plant
and equipment (PPEGT) and the value ($M) of total assets of which PPEGT is a part.
The value of PPEGT is comprised of tangible, not easily liquidated, depreciating part of
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the firm’s assets. Total assets include PPEGT and the value of the other classes of assets
of the firm including intangibles.
We query from the all the quarterly PPEGT and total asset values from the
RDDMS for each firm that went bankrupt until it either liquidated or emerged from
bankruptcy. Per emerged firm, we query the same metrics for all ‘going-concern’ firms in
the same industry (see timeline: 𝑆𝐼𝐶𝑖 indicates all firms in the same industry as the
bankrupt firm with CUSIP i) as well as in the same time period as the particular firm was
in bankruptcy (see timeline).

Subsequently for each bankrupt firm we calculate the

average quarterly change (AQC) values22 in the period in which the firm was under the
bankruptcy court supervision; the AQC values thus indicate how much on average a
firm’s performance metric change per quarter in the period in which the firm was subject
to the bankruptcy process. The following method underlies the calculation of the AQC
values for both the bankrupt firm (see underlying timeline: 𝐹𝑖𝑟𝑚𝑖

and the matched

industry average (see underlying timeline: 𝑆𝐼𝐶𝑖 ).

First, per bankrupt firm, we calculate the average quarterly asset value for both PPEGT
and total assets for two time periods; (1) from the emergence quarter until the middle

22

See appendix A for the exact methodology in data collection and data treatment.
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quarter (quarter in between filing and emergence) and (2) from the middle quarter until
the emergence quarter:
∑𝑛𝑖=0

𝑋𝑖
𝑁

= 𝑎𝑣𝑒𝑟𝑎𝑔𝑒 before and after

where 𝑋𝑖 are the bankrupt firm quarterly asset values in each of the two time periods in
the bankruptcy period, N is the number of quarters in each of the two periods. Now we
calculate the AQC asset values per firm that are indicated as being bankrupt in the
database.
𝐴𝑣𝑒𝑖;𝑎𝑓𝑡𝑒𝑟 − 𝐴𝑣𝑒𝑖;𝑏𝑒𝑓𝑜𝑟𝑒

(

𝑁

) = 𝐴𝑄𝐶 per firm

Where 𝐴𝑣𝑒𝑖;𝑎𝑓𝑡𝑒𝑟 and 𝐴𝑣𝑒𝑖;𝑏𝑒𝑓𝑜𝑟𝑒 are the Quarterly averages per firm in the two periods
during bankruptcy, N is the number of quarters the firm spent in bankruptcy court.
We calculate the same metric (AQC) for the firm’s matching going concern
industry average in the same period (see timeline above; 𝑆𝐼𝐶𝑖 ) in the same way we
calculate the firm’s AQC value. First, per matching industry, we calculate the average
quarterly performance value for two time periods (average before and after; see timeline):

𝑗

𝑋
𝑖
∑𝑛
𝑖=0
𝑁

𝑁𝑘

= 𝐴𝑣𝑒𝑟𝑎𝑔𝑒 per matching industry before and after:

𝑗

𝑋𝑖 are the going concern firm values, per firm j in the matching industry, in the same
two periods as the emerged firm, N is the number of quarters in each of the two periods
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(before and after), and 𝑁𝑘 is the number of ‘going-concern’ firms in the bankrupt firm’s
matching industry. Now we calculate the AQC performance values per matching industry
for each firm that has been in bankruptcy in the database.

𝐴𝑣𝑒𝑖;𝑎𝑓𝑡𝑒𝑟 − 𝐴𝑣𝑒𝑖;𝑏𝑒𝑓𝑜𝑟𝑒

(

𝑁

) = 𝐴𝑄𝐶 per matching industry of the emerged firm

Where 𝐴𝑣𝑒𝑖;𝑎𝑓𝑡𝑒𝑟 and 𝐴𝑣𝑒𝑖;𝑏𝑒𝑓𝑜𝑟𝑒 are the Quarterly averages for the matched industry in
the same time period as the bankrupt firm, N is the number of quarters in the two years
after bankruptcy. The average quarterly change (AQC) metric has the advantage that it
deals with possible missing values in the time period under study as well as correcting for
the differing lengths of the bankrupt firms stay under bankruptcy.
Now we collect all the bankrupt firm’s AQC values for both PPEGT and total
assets (AT) as well as the matched industry average AQC values into four distributions;
𝐹𝑓𝑖𝑟𝑚𝑠,∆𝐴𝑇 ; 𝐹𝑖𝑛𝑑𝑢𝑠𝑡𝑟𝑦,∆𝐴𝑇 and 𝐹𝑓𝑖𝑟𝑚𝑠,∆𝑃𝑃𝐸𝐺𝑇 ; 𝐹𝑖𝑛𝑑𝑢𝑠𝑡𝑟𝑦,∆𝑃𝑃𝐸𝐺𝑇 .
At this point we compare the distribution pairs in order to test the ‘middle of the
road’ corporate governance description of management’s actions during bankruptcy. To
do so we use the Kolmogorov-Smirnov (KS) test to determine whether two empirical
distributions come from different or the same continuous distribution (Kolmogorov
1933,1941 & Smirnov 1939). Furthermore the KS-test can be used to decide whether - if
two distributions do not come from the same distribution - contains significantly larger or
smaller values than the other distribution. The two sample version of the KS test
generalizes to:
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𝐾𝑆𝑛𝑛′ = √

𝑛𝑛′
𝑠𝑢𝑝𝑥 |𝐹0,𝑛 (𝑥) − 𝐹1,𝑛′ (𝑥)|
𝑛 + 𝑛′

Where 𝐹0,𝑛 (𝑥) and 𝐹1,𝑛′ (𝑥) are two empirical cumulative distributions consisting of
values on x from two data sets of size 𝑛 and 𝑛′ , 𝑠𝑢𝑝 is the supremum function and 𝐾𝑆𝑛𝑛′
is the KS statistic (see Massey 1951 for a table of critical values for the two sample KS>
test). The possible testable hypotheses are 𝐻0 : 𝐹0 = 𝐹1 and 𝐻1 : 𝐹0 |≠| 𝐹1 .
<
We test the ‘middle of the road’ description of firm governance – as tending to
preserve the estate by avoiding quick liquidation as well as avoiding risky investment
policies - during bankruptcy by comparing the following distribution pairs
𝐹𝑓𝑖𝑟𝑚𝑠,∆𝐴𝑇 ; 𝐹𝑖𝑛𝑑𝑢𝑠𝑡𝑟𝑦,∆𝐴𝑇 and 𝐹𝑓𝑖𝑟𝑚𝑠,∆𝑃𝑃𝐸𝐺𝑇 ; 𝐹𝑖𝑛𝑑𝑢𝑠𝑡𝑟𝑦,∆𝑃𝑃𝐸𝐺𝑇 (see figure 1) containing
AQC values of PPEGT and TA from firms during bankruptcy and average AQC values
from the same industry and time period per each bankrupt firm. The KS-tests indicate
that the distribution pairs 𝐹𝑓𝑖𝑟𝑚𝑠,∆𝐴𝑇 ; 𝐹𝑖𝑛𝑑𝑢𝑠𝑡𝑟𝑦,∆𝐴𝑇 and 𝐹𝑓𝑖𝑟𝑚𝑠,∆𝑃𝑃𝐸𝐺𝑇 ; 𝐹𝑖𝑛𝑑𝑢𝑠𝑡𝑟𝑦,∆𝑃𝑃𝐸𝐺𝑇
are not samples from the same distributions and that 𝐹𝑓𝑖𝑟𝑚𝑠,∆𝐴𝑇 < 𝐹𝑖𝑛𝑑𝑢𝑠𝑡𝑟𝑦,∆𝐴𝑇 as well as
𝐹𝑓𝑖𝑟𝑚𝑠,∆𝑃𝑃𝐸𝐺𝑇 < 𝐹𝑖𝑛𝑑𝑢𝑠𝑡𝑟𝑦,∆𝑃𝑃𝐸𝐺𝑇 (appendix B,C and D contain all the empirical c.d.f.’s
as well as the KS test summary statistics).
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Figure 1:Comparison between firms in bankruptcy with the industry averages in terms of the average
quarterly change value (AQC) for the same time period. The figure at the left compares the AQC for Total
Assets for the firms during bankruptcy (𝝁𝑨𝑸𝑪 = −𝟖. 𝟒; 𝝈𝑨𝑸𝑪 = 𝟏𝟎. 𝟓𝟒) with the AQC values for the
industry averages (𝝁𝑨𝑸𝑪 = 𝟑. 𝟖𝟗; 𝝈𝑨𝑸𝑪 = 𝟐𝟖. 𝟕𝟐), the figure at the right shows the same comparison
between bankrupt firms (𝝁𝑨𝑸𝑪 = −𝟑. 𝟎𝟕; 𝝈𝑨𝑸𝑪 = 𝟑. 𝟔𝟗) and industry averages (𝝁𝑨𝑸𝑪 = 𝟔. 𝟕𝟒; 𝝈𝑨𝑸𝑪 =
𝟑𝟎. 𝟒𝟒) for Property, Plant and Equipment.

More importantly, from the vantage point of testing the ‘steering the middle road’
description of corporate governance during bankruptcy is that the variances of both
𝐹𝑓𝑖𝑟𝑚𝑠,∆𝐴𝑇 and 𝐹𝑓𝑖𝑟𝑚𝑠,∆𝑃𝑃𝐸𝐺𝑇 are smaller than 𝐹𝑖𝑛𝑑𝑢𝑠𝑡𝑟𝑦,∆𝐴𝑇 and 𝐹𝑖𝑛𝑑𝑢𝑠𝑡𝑟𝑦,∆𝑃𝑃𝐸𝐺𝑇 . The
lower variance in both PPEGT and AT for firms during bankruptcy indicate that the
degree of change in (dis)investment during bankruptcy is significantly lower as compared
to the industry averages outside of bankruptcy during the same time period; the finding
supports the ‘middle of the road’ description of corporate governance during bankruptcy.
The lower mean PPEGT and TA quarterly change values for firms can possibly be
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explained by 363 sales23 that can occur during bankruptcy as well as capital depreciation.
There is a possibility that the ‘steering the middle road’ description of corporate
management during bankruptcy is not a feature of the institutional rules under which
management works during bankruptcy: It could be that management of the soon to be
bankruptcy firm was already avoiding pursuing risky and or conservative strategies. The
possibility indicates that managerial behavior before bankruptcy is sticky and carries over
into bankruptcy.
To test the possibility that management behavior carried over into bankruptcy as
an artifact of management behavior before bankruptcy we compare the change in the
average quarterly values of PPEGT and AT before bankruptcy and during bankruptcy. To
be

precise

we

compare

the

following

𝐹𝑑𝑢𝑟𝑖𝑛𝑔,∆𝑃𝑃𝐸𝐺𝑇 and 𝐹𝑏𝑒𝑓𝑜𝑟𝑒,∆𝐴𝑇 𝐹𝑑𝑢𝑟𝑖𝑛𝑔,∆

𝐴𝑇 .

AQC

distributions: 𝐹𝑏𝑒𝑓𝑜𝑟𝑒,∆𝑃𝑃𝐸𝐺𝑇 ,

We choose 2 years as the before bankruptcy

period (see timeline). The method to calculate the ‘during’ bankruptcy AQC values is
used to calculate the AQC values before bankruptcy.

We find that 𝐹𝑑𝑢𝑟𝑖𝑛𝑔,∆𝐴𝑇 and 𝐹𝑑𝑢𝑟𝑖𝑛𝑔,∆𝑃𝑃𝐸𝐺𝑇 are smaller than 𝐹𝑏𝑒𝑓𝑜𝑟𝑒,∆𝑇𝐴 and
𝐹𝑏𝑒𝑓𝑜𝑟𝑒,∆𝑃𝑃𝐸𝐺𝑇 , moreover the variances of the AT and PPEGT distributions are
Section 363(b)(1) of the Bankruptcy Code permits a debtor, after notice and a hearing, to ‘‘use, sell, or
lease, other than in the ordinary course of business, property of the estate” 363 Sales are becoming more
common in bankruptcy procedures
23
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significantly larger (see figure2) for firms before bankruptcy (see appendix B for all
comparison of distributions of firms before and during bankruptcy). The results indicate
that the distribution differences between firms during bankruptcy and their respective
industry comparisons are not a result of an artifact of firm behavior before bankruptcy but
can more likely be attributed to the effects of institutional environment on corporate
governance during bankruptcy.

Figure 2: Comparison between firms before and during bankruptcy in terms of the average quarterly change
value (AQC). The figure at the left compares the AQC for Total Assets for the firms during bankruptcy
(𝝁𝑨𝑸𝑪 = −𝟖. 𝟒; 𝝈𝑨𝑸𝑪 = 𝟏𝟎. 𝟓𝟒) with the AQC values for firm before bankruptcy(𝝁𝑨𝑸𝑪 =
−𝟒. 𝟓𝟑; 𝝈𝑨𝑸𝑪 = 𝟓𝟖. 𝟐𝟗), the figure at the right shows the same comparison between firms during
bankruptcy (𝝁𝑨𝑸𝑪 = −𝟑. 𝟎𝟕; 𝝈𝑨𝑸𝑪 = 𝟑. 𝟔𝟗) and firms before bankruptcy (𝝁𝑨𝑸𝑪 = 𝟐. 𝟗𝟒; 𝝈𝑨𝑸𝑪 =
𝟔𝟗. 𝟒𝟕) for Property, Plant and Equipment.

1.2.2 Evaluating the Effects of the Institutional Environment of Bankruptcy
The comparisons between bankrupt firms during bankruptcy and their ‘going
concern’ counterparts with respect to their capital and general asset valuations suggest
that bankrupt firms are inert as a result of being in legal limbo. The characterization of
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firm behavior during bankruptcy suggests that these firms are negatively affected in terms
of their performance as a result of being under supervision of the bankruptcy court. After
all, the firm in bankruptcy cannot react properly within bankruptcy on changing market
circumstances, which especially during recessionary times should affect firm
performance negatively. The negative impact on firm performance is not a necessity; it
could be that the proper response to market conditions is to ‘steer a middle road’ between
conservative and risky corporate strategies. However the possibility seems to be small
since it is driven entirely by chance and not as a result of a conscious corporate response
to market conditions.
To test the performance effects of the institutional environment of bankruptcy on
firm behavior, we employ several firm performance metrics: profitability and the asset
turnover ratio (ATO). Profitability is used to measure the efficiency of the firm’s
operating performance, independent of the firm’s capital structure, investment and other
corporate strategy level variables (Klein, 2001). The ATO is also used as an efficiency
metric, reflecting the firm’s ability to generate revenue independent from any debt
servicing obligations.

Specifically we employ the average quarterly change (AQC)

values for ATO and profitability during bankruptcy that are obtained in a similar fashion
as the AQC values for AT and PPEGT.
The following distributions are compared to assess firm performance during
bankruptcy as compared to their ‘going-concern’ counterparts in the same time period:
𝐹𝑓𝑖𝑟𝑚𝑠,∆𝐴𝑇𝑂 ; 𝐹𝑖𝑛𝑑𝑢𝑠𝑡𝑟𝑦,∆𝐴𝑇𝑂 and 𝐹𝑓𝑖𝑟𝑚𝑠,∆𝑃𝑟𝑜𝑓 ; 𝐹𝑖𝑛𝑑𝑢𝑠𝑡𝑟𝑦,∆𝑃𝑟𝑜𝑓 (see figure 3).
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Figure 3: Comparison between firms in bankruptcy with the industry averages in terms of the average
quarterly change value (AQC) for the same time period. The left panel displays the Comparison of the
ATO ratio distributions between firms (𝝁𝑨𝑸𝑪 = 𝟎. 𝟎𝟎𝟏; 𝝈𝑨𝑸𝑪 = 𝟎. 𝟎𝟎𝟗) in bankruptcy with the industry
averages (𝝁𝑨𝑸𝑪 = 𝟎. 𝟎𝟎𝟎; 𝝈𝑨𝑸𝑪 = 𝟎. 𝟎𝟎𝟓) in terms of the average quarterly change value (AQC) for the
same time period. The figure at the right shows the same comparison between bankrupt firms (𝝁𝑨𝑸𝑪 =
𝟎. 𝟎𝟎𝟏; 𝝈𝑨𝑸𝑪 = 𝟎. 𝟎𝟎𝟏) and industry averages (𝝁𝑨𝑸𝑪 = 𝟎. 𝟎𝟎𝟎; 𝝈𝑨𝑸𝑪 = 𝟎. 𝟎𝟎𝟎) for Profitability.

The KS-tests indicate that the distribution pairs 𝐹𝑓𝑖𝑟𝑚𝑠,∆𝐴𝑇𝑂 ; 𝐹𝑖𝑛𝑑𝑢𝑠𝑡𝑟𝑦,∆𝐴𝑇𝑂 and
𝐹𝑓𝑖𝑟𝑚𝑠,∆𝑃𝑟𝑜𝑓 ; 𝐹𝑖𝑛𝑑𝑢𝑠𝑡𝑟𝑦,∆𝑃𝑟𝑜𝑓 are not samples from the same distributions and also
indicate that firms during bankruptcy improve their financial performance as compared to
their going concern counterparts in the industry;

𝐹𝑓𝑖𝑟𝑚𝑠,∆𝐴𝑇𝑂 > 𝐹𝑖𝑛𝑑𝑢𝑠𝑡𝑟𝑦,∆𝐴𝑇𝑂 and

𝐹𝑓𝑖𝑟𝑚𝑠,∆𝑃𝑟𝑜𝑓 > 𝐹𝑖𝑛𝑑𝑢𝑠𝑡𝑟𝑦,∆𝑃𝑟𝑜𝑓 (see appendix B,C and D for all c.d.f’s and KS-stats). At
first sight the findings run contrary to the expectation of institutionally induced firm
inertia causing firms to mal adapt to changing market circumstances during their lengthy
stay in bankruptcy.
When a comparison is made between average quarterly change values of ATO
and profitability for firms before and during bankruptcy these - contrary to expectations -
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findings are corroborated;

𝐹𝑏𝑒𝑓𝑜𝑟𝑒,∆𝐴𝑇𝑂 = 𝐹𝑑𝑢𝑟𝑖𝑛𝑔,∆𝐴𝑇𝑂

and

𝐹𝑏𝑒𝑓𝑜𝑟𝑒,∆𝑃𝑟𝑜𝑓 <

𝐹𝑑𝑢𝑟𝑖𝑛𝑔,∆𝑃𝑟𝑜𝑓 (see figure 4).

Figure 4: Comparison between firms before and during bankruptcy in terms of the average quarterly change
value (AQC). The figure at the left compares the AQC for ATO for the firms during bankruptcy (𝝁𝑨𝑸𝑪 =
𝟎. 𝟎𝟎𝟏; 𝝈𝑨𝑸𝑪 = 𝟎. 𝟎𝟎𝟗) with the AQC values for firm before bankruptcy (𝝁𝑨𝑸𝑪 = 𝟎. 𝟎𝟎𝟎; 𝝈𝑨𝑸𝑪 =
𝟎. 𝟎𝟏𝟏), the figure at the right shows the same comparison between firms during bankruptcy (𝝁𝑨𝑸𝑪 =
𝟎. 𝟎𝟎𝟏𝟐; 𝝈𝑨𝑸𝑪 = 𝟎. 𝟎𝟎𝟏𝟑) and firms before bankruptcy (𝝁𝑨𝑸𝑪 = −𝟎. 𝟎𝟎𝟏𝟔; 𝝈𝑨𝑸𝑪 = 𝟎. 𝟎𝟎𝟐𝟔) for
profitability.

The data so far supports the idea that firms during bankruptcy perform better in
terms of profitability and the ability to generate revenue (ATO) as compared to their
going concern industry counterparts. Moreover firms during bankruptcy significantly
increase their profitability during bankruptcy as compared to firms before they enter
bankruptcy.
To make sense of the findings we start by decomposing the ATO and profitability
ratios; the ratios consist of operating income before depreciation and total revenue (Total
Sales) in the numerator respectively, while both featuring the value of total assets in the
denominator.
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We have already seen that the value of total assets for firms during bankruptcy
falls on average as compared to both the ‘going-concern’ industry, as well as compared to
firms before they enter bankruptcy (see figure 1 & 2). To explore our counterintuitive
results concerning firm financial performance during bankruptcy further, we start by
exploring the profitability numerator by comparing the following distributions:
𝐹𝑏𝑒𝑓𝑜𝑟𝑒,∆𝑂𝐼 ; 𝐹𝑑𝑢𝑟𝑖𝑛𝑔,∆𝑂𝐼 and the during bankruptcy comparison between industry and
bankrupt firms; 𝐹𝑓𝑖𝑟𝑚,∆𝑂𝐼 ; 𝐹𝑖𝑛𝑑𝑢𝑠𝑡𝑟𝑦,∆𝑂𝐼 .

Figure 5: Comparison between firms before and during bankruptcy as well as firms during bankruptcy
compared with their going concern counterparts in terms of the average quarterly change value (AQC). The
figure at the left compares the AQC for Operating Income (OI) for the firms during bankruptcy (𝝁𝑨𝑸𝑪 =
𝟎. 𝟕𝟑; 𝝈𝑨𝑸𝑪 = 𝟐. 𝟑𝟒) with the AQC values for firms before bankruptcy (𝝁𝑨𝑸𝑪 = −𝟐. 𝟏𝟔; 𝝈𝑨𝑸𝑪 =
𝟏𝟎. 𝟔𝟒), the figure at the right shows the comparison between firms during bankruptcy (𝝁𝑨𝑸𝑪 =
𝟎. 𝟕𝟑; 𝝈𝑨𝑸𝑪 = 𝟐. 𝟑𝟒) and the industry averages (𝝁𝑨𝑸𝑪 = 𝟎. 𝟐𝟏; 𝝈𝑨𝑸𝑪 = 𝟏. 𝟗𝟖).

The KS-tests indicate that the distribution pairs 𝐹𝑏𝑒𝑓𝑜𝑟𝑒,∆𝑂𝐼 ; 𝐹𝑑𝑢𝑟𝑖𝑛𝑔,∆𝑂𝐼 and
𝐹𝑓𝑖𝑟𝑚,∆𝑂𝐼 ; 𝐹𝑖𝑛𝑑𝑢𝑠𝑡𝑟𝑦,∆𝑂𝐼 are not samples from the same distributions and also indicate that
firms during bankruptcy improve their Operating Income more than their industry
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counterparts; 𝐹𝑓𝑖𝑟𝑚,∆𝑂𝐼 > 𝐹𝑖𝑛𝑑𝑢𝑠𝑡𝑟𝑦,∆𝑂𝐼 . Moreover firms during bankruptcy improve their
operating

income

more

during

bankruptcy

as

compared

to

firms

before

bankruptcy; 𝐹𝑏𝑒𝑓𝑜𝑟𝑒,∆𝑂𝐼 < 𝐹𝑑𝑢𝑟𝑖𝑛𝑔,∆𝑂𝐼 .
The numerator of the ATO ratio - ability to generate revenue - is compared in the
same fashion as the numerator for the profitability ratio. We compare the distributions of
Total Sales for firms before and during bankruptcy as well as bankrupt firms during
bankruptcy

with

their

industry

counterparts:

𝐹𝑏𝑒𝑓𝑜𝑟𝑒,∆𝑇𝑆 ; 𝐹𝑑𝑢𝑟𝑖𝑛𝑔,∆𝑇𝑆

and

𝐹𝑓𝑖𝑟𝑚,∆𝑇𝑆 ; 𝐹𝑖𝑛𝑑𝑢𝑠𝑡𝑟𝑦,∆𝑇𝑆 .

Figure 6: Comparison between firms before and during bankruptcy as well as firms during bankruptcy

compared with their going concern counterparts in terms of the average quarterly change value (AQC). The
figure at the left compares the AQC for Total Sales (TS) for the firms during bankruptcy (𝝁𝑨𝑸𝑪 =
−𝟑. 𝟔𝟗; 𝝈𝑨𝑸𝑪 = 𝟏𝟏. 𝟏𝟖) with the AQC values for the industry averages (𝝁𝑨𝑸𝑪 = 𝟐. 𝟔𝟗; 𝝈𝑨𝑸𝑪 =
𝟏𝟗. 𝟓𝟒), the figure at the right shows the comparison between firms during bankruptcy (𝝁𝑨𝑸𝑪 =
−𝟑. 𝟔𝟗; 𝝈𝑨𝑸𝑪 = 𝟏𝟏. 𝟏𝟖) and firms before bankruptcy (𝝁𝑨𝑸𝑪 = −𝟎. 𝟕𝟖; 𝝈𝑨𝑸𝑪 = 𝟏𝟔. 𝟐𝟕) in terms of
Total Sales.
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The total sales comparisons show an opposite picture as compared to operating
income comparisons: Total Sales before bankruptcy falls as a quarterly average as
compared to firms during bankruptcy. Sales for firms, as a quarterly average, during
bankruptcy also fall more than their going concern counterparts in the industry.
In sum so far, it seems that the institutional environment of bankruptcy does not
impact the performance of the firm negatively: both the ATO and profitability ratios of
bankrupt firms increase as compared to their industry counterparts. When we deconstruct
the performance ratios it is clear that the total assets valuations during bankrupt fall
relatively to the industry and firms before bankruptcy which explains part of the results;
after all, Total Assets forms the numerator in the firm financial performance indicators of
the ATO ratio and the profitability ratio.
Also operating income during bankruptcy improves relative to the industry as
well as compared to firms before bankruptcy. Only when we look at Total Sales, there is
a noticeable worsening of firm performance during bankruptcy as compared to before
bankruptcy as well as compared to the industry.

In the next section, possible

institutional reasons- related to bankruptcy - are reviewed as to explain the results
presented in this section.

1.2.3. The Institutional Underpinnings of Apparent Efficiency Gains during Bankruptcy
Firms’ asset valuations during bankruptcy fall more relative to the relevant
comparisons (firms before bankruptcy and the going concern industry during
bankruptcy), which could indicate that firms during bankruptcy liquidate some of their
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less efficient operations. The result could be a drop in sales but an increase in the
efficiency of generating revenue.
To explain why the valuation of assets during bankruptcy fall more than before
bankruptcy, requires more institutional detail. After all, if operational efficiency in
generating revenue can be achieved through the liquidation of less efficient parts of the
business, it should happen before bankruptcy.
However, outside bankruptcy the liquidation value of the firm or parts of the firm
is worth less. This is true because liquidation of the firm or parts of the firm within
bankruptcy can be achieved free and clear of any obligations, such as liens, that might
have existed outside bankruptcy. The institutional provision that exists within bankruptcy
is especially valuable for secured creditors that have the greatest chance of recovering
their claims on the firm within bankruptcy. Secured creditors, aware of their privileged
position in bankruptcy, strengthen their senior claims on the firm before bankruptcy
happens. Indeed, Ayotte and Morrison (2009) find that senior creditors obtain substantial
control through their loan agreements with distressed firms; 75 percent of the bankrupt
firms obtain senior secured financing prior to entering bankruptcy while in 76 percent of
the cases, bankrupt firms obtain loans after they file.
The finding could mean that firms delay filing for bankruptcy since they could
obtain secured lines of credit before bankruptcy to stay afloat. Adler et al. (2013) argue
that as control over US bankruptcy reorganization - as a result of the increase in secured
lines of credit - has shifted from the debtor’s management to holders of secured claims.
Managers - in anticipation of bankruptcy - still decide where and when to file and can use
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secured lines of credit to delay filing, preserve their jobs at the cost of higher leverage,
increased secured debt, and the prolongation of a firm’s asset being locked up in an
inefficient arrangement. Secured creditors benefit by securing and or extending secured
claims that are free of lien within bankruptcy process.
In sum, the apparent increase in the efficiency of generating revenue during
bankruptcy is at least in part an artifact of the rules of bankruptcy reorganization, not the
result of underlying increases in operational efficiency.
Moreover, most of the improvements in the profitability position of the bankrupt
firm are the results of the institutional environment of bankruptcy procedures. Thanks to
the Bankruptcy Code’s provisions of debtor’s automatic stay24 and priority rules a firm
can operate while being spared from the debt collections efforts of creditors and does not
have to service its debt or pay other obligations such as landlords until the bankruptcy
reorganization plan is confirmed. Moreover, the debtor can use the institutional
environment of bankruptcy to keep its profitable executory contracts while breaching
unprofitable ones while deferring paying breach-of-contract damages until a
reorganization plan is confirmed25. In general the provisions of the bankruptcy Code
improve the bankrupt firm’s operating income by reducing operating expenses to the
detriments of largely unsecured creditors and landlords.
On top of the advantages that the institutional environment of bankruptcy gives to
the bankrupt firms w.r.t dealing with mostly unsecured creditors, it also provides several
Bankruptcy’s automatic stay suspends obligations to general creditors for the duration of the case. See 11
U.S.C. § 362(a) (2000) (amended 2005). Prepetition obligations under executory contracts and leases are
treated as ordinary claims in the event they are rejected and put in abeyance until assumption.
25
See id. § 365. Damages under real property leases are capped under § 502(b)(6).
24
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provisional avenues for the bankrupt firm to reduce its obligations to their workforce,
perhaps leading to delayed layoffs for struggling firms (see figure 7) .

Figure 7: Percentage Labor lost for firms during bankruptcy (𝝁𝒍𝒂𝒃𝒐𝒓 = 𝟐𝟖. 𝟏𝟒; 𝝈𝒍𝒂𝒃𝒐𝒓 = 𝟑𝟐. 𝟏𝟕) firms on

average fire 28% of their workers during bankruptcy as measured from the amount of labor upon filing and
emerging out of bankruptcy.

The firm’s privileged position in bankruptcy as compared to the firm outside
bankruptcy is most notable in the areas of back due wages, severance pay and other
related benefits such as pensions and collective bargaining agreements. Whenever a firm
owes back-due wages, the obligation has only a modest special priority (Skeel, 2004):
“the first $4,925 owed to the employee for wages or severance pay earned within ninety
days of bankruptcy is treated as a priority claim”26. However, in order for a contract for
severance pay to qualify priority, the claimant must prove that the company's severance
payment obligation arose after it filed for bankruptcy, rather than arising prior to the
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11 U.S.C. § 507(a)(3) (2000) and Id. § 507(a)(4) ; The Bankruptcy Code also allows the employee to
apply this priority to missed contributions to the employee’s pension plan if the priority is not used up by
back wages.
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petition27.Besides the priority, the employees are lumped in with other general creditors.
With respect to defined benefit plans, the bankrupt firm can invoke “distress termination”
provisions of pension law, thereby reducing the employees’ pension benefits. If the court
finds that the benefit reductions are necessary for the continued operation of the firm it
can allow alterations to the pension plan28.
Also collective bargaining rights have less legal force in bankruptcy; a 1984
Supreme Court decision is widely seen as making it easier to reject collective bargaining
agreements within bankruptcy29 (Skeel, 2004). Even though Congress has amended the
Bankruptcy Code since30, a firm in bankruptcy is more likely to reject a collective
bargaining agreement inside bankruptcy than outside31. In general the U.S. Bankruptcy
Code provides little protection for employees of a bankrupt firm; firms face little
restrictions in their ability to lay off workers. The ones that get layed off are not
guaranteed the full amount the firm owned them as off bankruptcy32.
In sum we can conclude that the institutional environment of bankruptcy
artificially increases the value of the firm in bankruptcy as compared to the same firm
outside bankruptcy. Especially secured creditors make use of this reality by increasing
their claims on the firm before bankruptcy. The reality seems to benefit management of
the firm since extended lines of credit can allow them to extend the moment of filing for
27

See, e.g., In re White Motor Corp., 831 F.2d 106, 110 (6th Cir. 1987).
11 U.S.C § 114 (2000)
29
NLRB v. Bildisco & Bildisco, 465 U.S. 513 (1984)
30
In 1984 Congress enacted 11 U.S.C. §1113, which added new requirements to the rejection of collective
bargaining agreements (see Baird & Jackson (1990); Cases, Problems and Materials on Bankruptcy)
31
See Dowling, Jr. (1994), The intersection between U.S. Bankruptcy and Employment Law; for the
relation between U.S.C. §1113 and the rejection of collective bargaining agreements
32
Employees’ interest are not represented in bankruptcy as the creditors who are frequently represented by
a creditors’ committee. The interest of the employees are very heterogeneous (older vs. younger workers)
and therefore hard to coordinate.
28
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bankruptcy. Thus what seems to be an increase in operational efficiency of the firm
during bankruptcy, is perhaps more in fact an artifact of the institutional rules that
increases the value of the assets of the firm inside bankruptcy.

1.3. Isolating the Effects of the Firm’s Stay in Bankruptcy
The bankruptcy provisions that alter the operational performances of firms during
bankruptcy make it difficult to directly evaluate the firm performance effects - during
bankruptcy - of management’s tendency to steer ‘a middle road’ between too
conservative or risky corporate governance. To try to isolate the effects of the firm’s stay
in bankruptcy, we estimate the effect of the firm’s length of stay in bankruptcy court, on
the bankrupt firm’s performance emerging out of bankruptcy via OLS regression.
The idea is that the longer the firm is dealing with legal matters and the
uncertainty regarding its future the less it is responding to changing market conditions,
thereby negatively influencing its performance trajectory emerging out of bankruptcy.
Non - adaptive firm behavior during bankruptcy deteriorates the possibility of the firm
being adapted to the market situation whenever it emerges out of bankruptcy.
The longer the firm’s stay under supervision of the court, the larger the possibility
of mal adaptation being the case. In other words, the length of stay in bankruptcy is
approximately causing the underlying efficiency of the firm to deteriorate as result of
non-value maximization of the firm during bankruptcy. It is assumed that the degree of
mal adaptation of the firm does not disappear overnight once the firm emerges out of the
bankruptcy process; mal adaptation is thus presumed to be sticky.
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We employ two measures of performance to test the thesis of firm mal adaptation
during bankruptcy: Profitability and the Firm’s ability to generate revenue (ATO).
Profitability is used to measure the efficiency of the firm’s operating performance
independent of the firm’s capital structure, investment and other corporate strategy level
variables. The ATO is also used as an efficiency metric, reflecting the firm’s ability to
generate revenue independent from any debt servicing obligations.
To isolate the effect of duration of stay in bankruptcy we employ the average
quarterly change metric for both profitability and ATO of firms emerging out of
bankruptcy. We specify three OLS regression setups for the AQC value of profitability
and the ATO. The results of the profitability are presented first. The first regression
specification concerning profitability is as follows:

(1) 𝐴𝑄𝐶𝑖,𝑎𝑓𝑡𝑒𝑟 (𝑓𝑖𝑟𝑚) =𝛽1 𝐴𝑄𝐶𝑖,𝑏𝑒𝑓𝑜𝑟𝑒(𝑓𝑖𝑟𝑚) + 𝛽2 𝐴𝑄𝐶𝑖,𝑎𝑓𝑡𝑒𝑟(𝑖𝑛𝑑𝑢𝑠𝑡𝑟𝑦) + 𝛽3 𝐴𝑄𝐶𝑖,𝑏𝑒𝑓𝑜𝑟𝑒(𝑖𝑛𝑑𝑢𝑠𝑡𝑟𝑦) +
𝛽4 𝑄𝑢𝑎𝑟𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑠𝑖𝑛𝑖(𝑓𝑖𝑟𝑚) + 𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑛𝑡 + 𝜀

The dependent variable is the average quarterly change in profitability in the two year
period after bankruptcy (see appendix E for the descriptive statistics underlying the
regression specifications). The explanatory variables include the AQC in profitability in
the two years before bankruptcy for firms as well as for the industry average. These
controls are included to measure if there is some stickiness in the AQC of profitability
after emerging from bankruptcy based on the bankrupt firm and the firm’s particular
industry’s change in profitability before bankruptcy. We also control for the emerging
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firm’s matching industry average AQC profitability; the firm’s AQC metrics after
bankruptcy can be reflective off industry trends. The length of stay of the bankrupt firm is
measured by the number of quarters the particular bankrupt firm is under the court’s
supervision before emerging out of bankruptcy.
The results for all regression specifications for profitability are summarized in
table 1. The first regression specification results for profitability are listed in the first
column ‘firm and industry controls’.
The statistically significant and negative coefficient associated with the number of
quarters a firm spends in bankruptcy supports the hypothesis that on average the longer
corporate governance is focused on resolving legal matters in bankruptcy, the lower
profitability growth will be after emerging from bankruptcy. The finding is related to
other studies (Bogana & Sandler, 2012) where “time spent under bankruptcy is positively
associated with the probability of the firm being liquidated or entering bankruptcy a
second time”. Denis and Rodgers (2007) find that firms that “higher quality firms and
those in higher margin industries spend less time in Chapter 11”. The finding could
mean, in light of our results, that lower quality firms spend more time in bankruptcy and
experience the possible negative effects of bankruptcy governance longer, thereby
reducing the likelihood of successful bankruptcy emergence. It could also mean that
lower AQC in profitability for firms emerging out of bankruptcy is directly related to
poor performance before bankruptcy and thus not a result of the firm’s longer stay in
bankruptcy. We employ several performance indicators of firms that are about to go
bankruptcy to test the possibility (see appendix F). The tests indicate that no pre
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bankruptcy firm performance and financial indicators as well as their industry adjusted
equivalents are not related to post emergence change in profitability. The results diminish
the truth likelihood of poor firm performance before bankruptcy influencing post
financial performance in terms of profitability.
The second regression specification takes into account the possibility that
managerial and financial factors influence the firm’s AQC of profitability after emerging
from bankruptcy;

(2) 𝐴𝑄𝐶𝑖,𝑎𝑓𝑡𝑒𝑟 (𝑓𝑖𝑟𝑚) = 𝛽1 𝑁𝑒𝑤_𝐶𝑒𝑜𝑖 + 𝛽2 𝑃𝑟𝑒𝑃𝑎𝑐𝑘𝑖 + 𝛽3 𝑃𝑟𝑒𝑁𝑒𝑔𝑖 + 𝛽4 𝐿𝑜𝑔_𝑁𝑒𝑡𝑊𝑜𝑟𝑡ℎ𝑖,𝑎𝑓𝑡𝑒𝑟 +
𝛽5 𝐿𝑜𝑔_𝑇𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙𝐴𝑠𝑠𝑒𝑡𝑠𝑖,𝑎𝑓𝑡𝑒𝑟 + 𝛽6 𝐿𝑜𝑔_𝐿𝑖𝑎𝑏𝑖𝑙𝑖𝑡𝑦𝐴𝑠𝑠𝑒𝑡𝑅𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑖,𝑎𝑓𝑡𝑒𝑟 + 𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑛𝑡 + 𝜀

The first explanatory variable indicates whether a firm changed CEO during bankruptcy
procedures; perhaps a change in management improves firm performance coming out of
bankruptcy. The next two variables (Prepack and PreNeg) indicate whether the firm’s
bankruptcy was resolved as a pre-packaged or pre-negotiated bankruptcy33. Since both
pre-packaged and pre-negotiated bankruptcies are significantly shorter than the normal
chapter 11 process, the length of stay in bankruptcy correlates with these variables. By
regressing both pre-arranged bankruptcies as dummy variables we are able to see whether
the firm’s change in profitability depends on the length of stay in bankruptcy or depends

In a prepackaged bankruptcy, the debtor negotiates its bankruptcy reorganization plan with the firm’s
constituencies, arranges debtor-in possession financing (if necessary) and solicits votes on the plan before
the filing for bankruptcy. A prenegotiated plan refers to a plan that is agreed to by the major constituents of
the debtor. The soliciting of votes on the debtor’s proposed plan starts after the firm has filed for
bankruptcy. The prenegotiated plan is not as swift as a prepackaged bankruptcy but significantly shorter
than a classic bankruptcy process.
33
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more on the institutional nature of one or both the pre-packaged and pre-negotiated
bankruptcy types.
The final three explanatory variables are the firm’s net worth position, value of
Total Assets and Liability Asset Ratio , or leverage, one quarter after bankruptcy.
Perhaps, the better the firm’s financial position is, the less the firm’s operational
performance is expected to be negatively affected: The worse the firm’s financial position
after emergence, the harder it is presumably to obtain external financing.
The results (see table1: Management and Financial Controls) show that having a
new CEO is significantly associated with positive quarterly change in profitability for
firms emerging out of bankruptcy in the two period after case closure. The results is
consistent with Hotchkiss (1995) and Bogana & Sandler (2012): the latter find that
having new management, pre-emergence, increases the probability being an active firm
post-bankruptcy while Hotchkiss finds that having new management is critical to postbankruptcy survival since having the same management as before pre-emergence are
more likely to perform poorly in terms of operating margins. Indeed, pre-filing
management oversaw the firm going into bankruptcy and at least in part the managementfirm combination showed to be a failed one. Moreover, pre-bankruptcy management
might be less able to identify recurring problems or able to solve them as a result of the
lack of political capital within the firm or a reluctance to implicitly admit mistakes by
altering course. A new CEO, without a golden parachute or other vested interests in the
failed firm might be better able to restructure parts of the business which is indicated by
Dawley et al (2002) to have a positive effect on post-reorganization performance. Off the
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two types of pre-negotiated bankruptcies, only the pre-packaged is weakly associated
with better post emergence performance in terms of profitability.
The final regression specification includes all explanatory variables from the
previous two specifications except the dummy variables. The length of stay in bankruptcy
and both pre-negotiated and pre-packaged bankruptcies are highly correlated since the
two bankruptcy types are significantly shorter than the classical chapter 11 bankruptcy
procedure.

However we choose to drop both dummy variables given their lower

explanatory power as compared to the length of stay under bankruptcy.

(3) 𝐴𝑄𝐶𝑖,𝑎𝑓𝑡𝑒𝑟 (𝑓𝑖𝑟𝑚) = 𝛽1 𝐴𝑄𝐶𝑖,𝑏𝑒𝑓𝑜𝑟𝑒(𝑓𝑖𝑟𝑚) + 𝛽2 𝐴𝑄𝐶𝑖,𝑎𝑓𝑡𝑒𝑟(𝑖𝑛𝑑𝑢𝑠𝑡𝑟𝑦) + 𝛽3 𝐴𝑄𝐶𝑖,𝑏𝑒𝑓𝑜𝑟𝑒(𝑖𝑛𝑑𝑢𝑠𝑡𝑟𝑦) +
𝛽4 𝑄𝑢𝑎𝑟𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑠𝑖𝑛𝑖(𝑓𝑖𝑟𝑚) + 𝛽5 𝑁𝑒𝑤_𝐶𝑒𝑜𝑖 + 𝛽6 𝐿𝑜𝑔_𝑁𝑒𝑡𝑊𝑜𝑟𝑡ℎ𝑖,𝑎𝑓𝑡𝑒𝑟 +
𝛽7 𝐿𝑜𝑔_𝑇𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙𝐴𝑠𝑠𝑒𝑡𝑠𝑖,𝑎𝑓𝑡𝑒𝑟 + 𝛽8 𝐿𝑖𝑎𝑏𝑖𝑙𝑖𝑡𝑦𝐴𝑠𝑠𝑒𝑡𝑅𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑖,𝑎𝑓𝑡𝑒𝑟 + 𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑛𝑡 + 𝜀

Again we find that having a change in management before firm emergence and the
time spent under bankruptcy court supervision significantly influence the AQC in
profitability for firms emerging out of bankruptcy. Having a new CEO on average
changes the profitability of a typical firm emerging out of bankruptcy by 8% while each
quarter less spent in bankruptcy on average increases profitability by 1.6 %34.

34

The average firm emerging out of bankruptcy has a profitability of 0.024
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Table 1: Summary of Regression Outcomes with respect to the Average Quarterly Change values of
profitability in the two year period of firms emerging out of bankruptcy. Notes: SEs in parentheses; * and
** indicates significant at the 10% and 5% levels.
AQC Prof. (firm)
‘After’

Firm & Industry
Controls

Management &
Financial Controls

Full specification

AQC Prof. (Firm)
‘Before’

-0.1214
(0.1365)

-0.1331
(0.1251)

Ave. AQC Prof.
(Industry) ‘After’

0.0331
(0.066)

0.0750
(0.0689)

Ave. AQC Prof.
(Industry) ‘Before’

0.1071
0.2074

0.0401
(0.2078)

Quarters in BK

-0.0003**
(0.0001)

-0.0004**
(0.0001)

New CEO during BK

0.0021 **
(0.0010)

Pre-Packaged BK

0.002*
(0.001)

Pre-Negotiated BK

0.0015
(0.0009)

Log. Net Worth ‘After’

0.0003
(0.0002)

0.0002
(0.0002)

Log. Total Assets
‘After’

0.0002
(0.0004)

0.0003
(0.0004)

Liabilities / Assets
‘After’

-0.0022
(0.0024)

-0.0014
(0.0028)

59
1.79
0.14
0.12

59
1.81
0.11
0.25

Number of Observations
F
Prob>F
Adjusted R2

59
2.04
0.10
0.12

0.0025 **
(0.0011)

As indicated we also isolate the effect of duration of stay in bankruptcy on the
average quarterly change values of ATO belonging to firms emerging out of bankruptcy.
The three regression specifications used to determine the controlled relation between
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length of stay in bankruptcy and the profitability AQC values are also employed for AQC
ATO values. In what follows we present the main findings as well as the differences with
the outcomes of the profitability analysis (see table 2).

Table 2: Summary of Regression Outcomes with respect to the Average Quarterly Change values of ATO
in the two year period of firms emerging out of bankruptcy. Notes: SEs in parentheses; * and ** indicates
significant at the 10% and 5% levels.
AQC ATO. (firm)
‘After’

Firm & Industry
Controls

Management &
Financial Controls

Full specification

AQC ATO (Firm)
‘Before’

0.5165*
(0.2775)

0.5224*
(0.2902)

Ave. AQC ATO
(Industry) ‘After’

-0.5803*
(0.3152)

-0.5492
(0.3392)

Ave. AQC ATO.
(Industry) ‘Before’

-0.2634
0.2074

-0.2644
(0.2376)

Quarters in BK

-0.0020
(0.001)

-0.0045**
(0.0018)

-0.0021
(0.002)

New CEO during BK

0.0006
(0.0044)

0.0007
(0.0041)

Pre-Packaged BK

0.0103**
(0.0045)

Pre-Negotiated BK

0.0085*
(0.0047)

Log. Net Worth ‘After’

-0.0007
(0.0021)

-0.0009
(0.0022)

Log. Total Assets
‘After’

0.0003
(0.0019)

0.0003
(0.0019)

Liabilities / Assets
‘After’

0.0075
(0.0024)

-0.0014
(0.0028)

59
2.66
0.03
0.13

59
2.06
0.06
0.31

Number of Observations
F
Prob>F
Adjusted R2

59
4.08
0.01
0.30
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The first specification - Firm & Industry Controls - shows that, as opposed to the
profitability analysis, there is no significant relation between the time spent in bankruptcy
court and the AQC in the ability to generate revenue for firms emerging out of
bankruptcy. There appears to be more stickiness in firm behavior in terms of the ATO
ratio as evidenced by the weakly significant variable representing AQC values for ATO
of firms before entering bankruptcy. Some of the variance in the ‘after’ AQC ATO values
is also captured by the weakly significant AQC ATO industry average variable,
suggesting that industry trends in the ability to generate revenue affect firm ATO
performance.
The second regression - Management & Financial Controls - reveals a stronger
relation between the two types of pre-arranged bankruptcies and firm performance in
terms of the AQC of the ATO ratio as compared to the profitability analysis. Prearranged bankruptcies perhaps signal strong creditor confidence and knowledge about the
ability of a reorganization of the firm being able to alleviate financial distress costs.
Another noteworthy difference with the profitability analysis is that a change of CEO
before bankrupt firm emergence does not have a significant bearing on the firm emerging
out of bankruptcy in terms of the ATO ratio. Finally, with regards to the second
regression specification, we tested whether the relation between the length of stay under
bankruptcy and the AQC of ATO would hold up irrespective of the firm and industry
controls. The particular regression is performed without inclusion of both pre-arranged
types of bankruptcies given the high collinearity with length of stay in bankruptcy. The
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results show that in fact the length of stay in bankruptcy does affect the AQC of ATO of
firms (see table 2) emerging out of bankruptcy; the longer the firm’s stay in bankruptcy
the lower is the change in ATO emerging out of bankruptcy. The results indicate that the
length of stay in bankruptcy and the AQC ATO values of firms before bankruptcy as well
as the industry equivalent after bankruptcy share some of the same variance.
The finding supports the view that firms with poorer performance in terms of the
ATO ratio spend more time in bankruptcy which, in general, subsequently worsens the
ATO performance for firms emerging out of bankruptcy. However, length of stay is not
as a dominant variable in explaining post emergence performance as is the case with
profitability. Moreover, unlike profitability, the change in the ability to generate revenue
is associated with firm performance values before bankruptcy (see appendix F). Both
industry adjusted Tobin’s Q and the ability to generate revenue before bankruptcy predict
the change in ATO coming out of bankruptcy; generally, firms that have a higher market
to book value - compared to their respective industry - as well as having a lower ability to
generate revenue are expected to recover faster out of bankruptcy. Perhaps that means
that there is a market expectation for some firms - as imputed in the market value - about
the possibility for a firm to experience reversion to the industry mean in its ability to
generate revenue after bankruptcy.
More important, given the scope of the paper , is to explain the reasons why
duration of stay in bankruptcy matters more for the firm’s ability to recover in terms of
profitability than its ability to generate revenue post emergence. The accounting
difference between the two variables reflects the firm’s ability to control costs.
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Management of firms during bankruptcy spend most of their time and entrepreneurial
talent on dealing with legal matters rather than the strategic future of the firm or, more in
the case of lower management, maintaining a hold on operational efficiency. The
diminished attention of management on operational matters deteriorates its efficiency, as
bankruptcy reorganization deals more with the reorganization of debt and the
distributional consequences for the various constituents of the firm. After all, one of the
reasons for the existence of the firm as an organizational form is that management
monitors the workers such as to minimize self-interested shirking (Alchain & Demsetz,
1972). The legal limbo of bankruptcy severs management from its role as monitors of the
firm which arguably reduces the firm’s operational efficiency. In part, the point is
strengthened by the difference in the impact a change in CEO has on post emergence
AQC in ATO and profitability: A new CEO - as opposed to the CEO that oversaw the
firm’s descend into failure - arguably has more political capital necessary to fulfill the
task of monitor to keep shirking to a minimum and thereby increasing operational
efficiency. More directly related to the ‘steering the middle of the road’ investment
strategy of the firm in bankruptcy is the possibility that in the majority of cases, the
strategy leaves the firm overinvested if it emerges out of bankruptcy. As is known, capital
investment has a robust negative implication for future profitability (Fama & French,
2006), especially so in the case of over investment (Li, 2004).
In sum, the attempt to estimate the effects of a firm’s stay in bankruptcy on its
performance, suggests that the longer the firm is under the bankruptcy’s court
supervision, the worse is the firm’s performance trend emerging out of bankruptcy. The
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finding is more pronounced if we look at firm’s performance in terms of profitability as
opposed the firm’s ability to generate revenue. The change in the ATO ratio of the
emerging firm is negatively related to the length of stay in bankruptcy, however shares
much of the explained variance with industry trends and the change in the ATO ratio
before the firm enters bankruptcy, which in turn implies stickiness in the ability to
generate revenue. Despite industry trends and firm stickiness, the ATO findings are not
inconsistent with the interpretation that firms’ deteriorating ability to generate revenue is
associated with longer stay in bankruptcy which in turn deteriorates the firm’s ability to
generate revenue emerging out of bankruptcy. Overall the results support the idea that the
institutional environment of bankruptcy affects firm operation performance negatively.

1.4. Concluding remarks
An important stylized fact in productivity research is that large and persistent
differences in productivity levels across businesses exist, even within the same industry.
The paper enforces, more generally, the claim that differences in institutional
environments in which firms operate - whether in time or place - can be an important
factor in explaining that difference. Specifically,

we

focus

on

the

institutional

environment of corporate bankruptcy and how it affects firm performance.
The institutional rules governing firms during bankruptcy both intensify the
conflict situation between senior and junior interests and do not align corporate
governance with firm value maximization. The rule of Trust and the prudent investment
rules steer management towards taking “the middle road” between conflicting interests
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resulting in a long drawn out bankruptcy procedure as well as avoiding significant
investment as well as liquidations of the estate. Evidence for the characterization of
affairs during bankruptcy confirms this: Firms during bankruptcy exhibit less variation in
their asset and physical capital valuation during bankruptcy as compared to their industry
counterparts.
Evidence on emerged firm performance suggests that firms are negatively
affected by their stay in bankruptcy as shown by the relation between longer stay in
bankruptcy and worse performance in the period after bankruptcy emergence. This
relation is more pronounced in terms of the change in profitability of firms emerging out
of bankruptcy as opposed to the change in the firm’s ability to generate revenue postbankruptcy emergence. The difference suggests investigating bankruptcy institutional
environment’s role in deteriorating the cost effectiveness of the firm, which can affect the
firm even when it emerged from bankruptcy. Two main explanations are suggested in the
paper: (1) management of the firm during bankruptcy deals with legal matters rather than
the daily operations of the firm which can undermine the role of management as monitors
and (2) the lower variability of (dis)-investment of firms during bankruptcy, in general,
indicate that the ‘middle of the road’ investment strategy lowers the chance that the
capital structure of the firm is adapted to the market environment outside bankruptcy.
Indeed, the longer the firm is in legal bankruptcy limbo the bigger the negative effects of
both mechanisms are expected to be, as suggested by the data.
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2 BANKRUPTCY AS FILTERING FAILURE

Successful market economies feature institutions that allow for the reallocation of
resources from less productive or valued activities to more productive or valued
activities. The process of entry, exit, decline and growth 35 – business dynamics – are
essential elements in the reallocative process (Syverson, 2011; Decker et al.,2013).
Especially during recessionary times featuring financial crises, a relatively frictionless
institutional environment can facilitate the economy’s ability to swiftly and efficiently
recover by allowing the reallocating of resources to their highest use and productive
value (Claessens et al.,2010).
The institutions of the bankruptcy process possibly play an important part in
business dynamics by acting as a filtering mechanism. U.S. Bankruptcy Law in its core
legitimation is supposed to exist to deal with the possibility that not all insolvent firms
should be liquidated. Assets can be used in their most productive use; however because
of financial reasons those types of firms can fail. The bankruptcy process’ role - under
supervision of the bankruptcy judge - is to restructure the debt and productive resources

“An optimal pace of business dynamics balances the benefits of productivity and economic growth
against the costs associated with reallocation – which can be high for certain groups and individuals”
(Decker et al.,2013)
1
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of these firms, as well as to help facilitate the liquidation of firms that feature resources
that are kept in an organizational form that does not maximize their social value36.
There is reason to believe that the bankruptcy process as a filtering mechanism is
not operating optimally in distinguishing economically viable firms from the unviable
ones; the process is likely to result in Type I (reorganization of a non-viable firm) and
Type II (liquidation of a viable firm) errors. Evidence on possible filtering failure has
been documented: 10% of small to medium-size firms emerge from Chapter 11 as going
concerns (Baird, 1993). However, studies on large companies find high reorganization
rates but poor post confirmation performance (LoPucki & Whitford, 1993). Many of
them experience operating losses in the three years following bankruptcy and or re-enter
bankruptcy (Hotchkiss, 1995).
Despite concern among bankruptcy practitioners and experts in academia, about
possible filtering failure in bankruptcy, little work has been done to measure the extent of
filtering failure37, let alone on the question to what extent bankruptcy as an institution
facilitates or hampers the overall flow of resources to their highest use value. The aim in
this paper is to address the issue of whether the U.S. Bankruptcy process in general
facilitates the flow of resources to their highest productive value as well as testing
36

Especially during severe financial crises the first possibility is an important problem that the bankruptcy
process must seek to mitigate; “Financial Distress Costs” cause a firm to not be able to reach its productive
capacity and bankruptcy’s role is to relieve those. After all, financial frictions can reduce the “recession
cleansing effect” (Ouyang, 2009; Barlevy, 2003;Osotomehin et al.,2014) thereby curbing business
dynamism.
37

For example Fisher & Martel (2005) estimate filtering failure in the Canadian bankruptcy system, they
estimate that Type I errors are four times more likely than Type II errors and that the incidence of filtering
failure is between 22 and 53 percent or 18 and 44 percent, depending on the definition of a firm’s viability.
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whether judicial influence plays a role. I do not test the significance of the bankruptcy
process within overall business dynamics as well measuring the extent to which Type I
and or Type II error are disrupting the flow of resources to their highest use-value.
Instead I ask the question whether bankruptcy, if at all, is contributing to the process of
re-allocation of resources to their highest productive value and whether the result is likely
to be affected by the role of the judge in the bankruptcy process.
To do so I gather data on large public bankruptcies from the UCLA-Lopucki
Bankruptcy Research Database (BRD)

in the time period 1981 -2010 as well as

compiling firm financial data during the same time period from the Center for Research
in Security Prices (CRSP). Both data sources are combined in a relational database and
data management system (RDDMS) that enables a dynamic querying of the combined
two datasets.
I subsequently test hypotheses related to the question whether the bankruptcy
process contributes to the re-allocation of resources to their highest use value. I show that
firms emerging from bankruptcy do not exhibit performance catch-up behavior – in terms
of their ability to generate revenue and profitability - to their going concern industry
counterparts as is expected from viable firms that are relieved from financial distress.
Secondly evidence on matched performance differences between bankrupt firms and
industry counterparts indicate that there is no improvement in the performance gap - as
measured by Tobin’s Q and the firm’s ability to generate revenue - between bankrupt
firms and industry right before and after bankruptcy. Moreover, employing a logistic
regression analysis of the determinants of bankruptcy survival, I find that the bankruptcy
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judge may be a source of filtering failure: Bankruptcies featuring more employees as well
as with operations closer to the judge’s district are more likely to emerge. The finding
suggests the possible impact of judicial influence - driven possibly by prestige and
favorable media exposure - on bankruptcy filtering failure.
The paper is organized as follows. First, I review the bankruptcy literature with
respect to the possible sources of bankruptcy filtering failure. Then, I describe the data
sources and research methodology. Subsequently, (1) tests are conducted on whether
bankruptcy facilitates industry catch-up by selecting for the right - economically viable firms to reorganize; (2) whether bankruptcy facilitates industry-convergence and (3)
whether the bankruptcy decision could be biased by judicial influence.

2.1. The Presumption of Filtering Failure in Bankruptcy
There is a well-known distinction between economic failure and financial failure.
The assets of an economically failed firm are worth more, allocated in some other use.
The assets of a financially failed firm, on the other hand, are in the right hands however
the firm is unable to meet its financial obligations. Firms that are insolvent but
economically viable should not be liquidated. In contrast firms that are not economically
viable should be liquidated.
According to some (f.e: Jackson & Skeel, 2013) modern bankruptcy law primarily
exists to help reduce the coordination problem that otherwise would not keep assets in
their most productive use. Whenever creditors act in their self-interest, they could steer
an insolvent but economically viable firm towards liquidation thereby imposing costs on
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other constituents of the firm and society as a whole. The scenario is likely whenever the
claims of creditors on the firm in the case of a liquidation are covered. In that case the
bankruptcy process should allow for the debt restructuring of those firms such that
financial distress costs are removed. The removal of financial distress costs will allow the
financially failed but viable firm to reach its productive potential.
There is reason to believe that the bankruptcy process is not able to properly
distinguish between economically and financially failed firms. Filtering failure could
amount to a high number of firms filing for bankruptcy again after emerging out of
bankruptcy, or could result in liquidations of firms that would have prospered. As a
result, U.S. bankruptcy procedures may operate with error (see Table 1): Type I error
occurs if economically inefficient firms are saved in bankruptcy, while Type II error
occurs if economically efficient firms are shut down (White, 1994).

Table 3: Possible States of the World as a result of the outcome of the Bankruptcy’s Procedural Decision to
Reorganize or Liquidate a Firm.

Bankruptcy
Procedural
Outcome

Economic Reality:
Economically Inefficient Economically Efficient
Firm
Firm
Liquidation
Accurate Decision
Type II Error:
Economically EfficientFirm Liquidated
Reorganization Type I Error:
Accurate Decision
Economically InefficientFirm Saved
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Evidence suggests that the filtering mechanism of bankruptcy is suspect. Overall
there is a big difference in the reorganization rates between different sized firms as well
as questionable post reorganizational performance. A large majority of small businesses
filing for Chapter 11 reorganizations fail to obtain confirmation of a Chapter 11 plan and
typically end up in liquidation. Fewer than 10% of small to medium-size firms (assets
under $500,000) emerge from Chapter 11 as going concerns (Baird, 1993). This could
especially be a problem since the vast majority of business bankruptcies involve small
and midsized firms. Even for studies on large companies with assets over $100 million
the results are mixed. While the confirmation rate in these cases is 96%; post
confirmation performance is poor. Over 32% of these cases re-file for bankruptcy after
emerging from Chapter 11 (LoPucki & Whitford, 1993). Another study -examining the
post-bankruptcy performance of 197 firms - found that over 40% experience operating
losses in the three years following bankruptcy and 32% of the firms re-enter bankruptcy
or privately restructure their debt (Hotchkiss, 1995).
Unless, small firms are somehow much less likely to be financially failed but
economically viable and unless experiencing operating losses is a sign of successful
reorganization, these numbers should give pause on the effectiveness of bankruptcy as a
filtering mechanism.
What could account for possible bankruptcy filtering failure?

Three themes

dominate the debates surrounding bankruptcy law and firm reorganization. All themes
focus on the bargaining power of the firm’s constituencies in the bankruptcy process. In
the first theme, managers and or equity holders, control the bankruptcy process (Bradley
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and Rosenzweig 1992; Bebchuk and Chang 1992; Adler 1993; Schwartz 1997). The
central claim made by these scholars is that U.S. Bankruptcy law is debtor-friendly and
that judges are passive or biased in favor of keeping an existing business intact: Managers
keep the business going while equity holders can extract concessions from creditors. As a
result, bankruptcy courts allow far more reorganizations of firms that should be
liquidated; i.e.: there are far more Type I than Type II errors. The second theme’s central
claim is that creditors act in a unified manner to force quick liquidation; i.e: there are far
more Type II than Type I errors.
Recently both themes have been challenged by research and bankruptcy
professionals (f.e: Baird and Rasmussen 2002; Skeel 2003; Warren and Westbrook 2003;
Miller and Waisman 2004; Adler, Capkun, and Weiss 2013). They claim creditors with
senior, secured claims have gained dominance in the bankruptcy process. Secured
creditors gain their influence in bankruptcy through extending secured lines of credit to
the firm, both before and after it files a bankruptcy petition. According to Miller (2007),
senior creditors, having more control over the debtor firm before and during bankruptcy,
usually determine that liquidation is the preferred option for the distressed firm.
However, secured creditors do not have free reign in the bankruptcy process: unsecured
creditors have often opposite interests and at least some power to frustrate secured
interests.
Indeed, a recent study by Kenneth Ayotte and Edward Morrison (2009) shows
substantial conflict between senior and junior interests. Moreover they show that it
distorts the bankruptcy procedures: Senior creditors have an incentive to liquidate the
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firm in a quick sale even when reorganization has a higher expected return for the
estate38.Thus, when senior creditors are exercising control the result is frequently an
inefficient fire sale of the debtor’s assets39. On the other hand, junior creditors exercising
control, have an incentive to block the quick sale in favor of a drawn-out reorganization
even when the sale has the higher expected return for the estate.

The bottom line is

that when senior creditors exercise control, more often than not assets are sold at less than
their highest value, and when junior creditors gain control, the firm expends unnecessary
resources on reorganization. According to Casey (2011) the conflict is the direct result of
a mandatory asset-distribution mechanism imposed by bankruptcy law. That mechanism known as the “absolute priority rule” (APR) - holds a privileged status in bankruptcy
theory and is viewed by many as the foundational principle for corporate reorganization.
It necessitates that assets in bankruptcy must be distributed in strict adherence to the
contractual priority that exists in the case of the liquidation of the firm outside
bankruptcy40.
What the APR, implicitly, does not take into account is that when a firm issues
debt, the repayment of that debt is contingent upon the future value of the firm.
Reasoning from the future value of the firm, a secured creditor receives payment of all
future value up to the face value of its debt. The junior creditor receives the future value
“This is true because the senior creditor’s payout in a good state of the world is limited by the face value
of the senior debt. Thus, when the senior debt is $100, the senior creditor prefers a certain sale at $90 to a
reorganization that has a 50 percent chance of paying $200 and a 50 percent change of paying $0. While
the reorganization has a total expected return of $100, the senior creditor’s expected reorganization payout
is $50” (Casey , 2011).
39
See, for example, Lynn M. LoPucki and Joseph W. Doherty (2007) who find that sales yield
significantly lower value than reorganization
40
The rule pays out assets by class of creditor and is codified in 11 USC § 1129(b)’s requirement that a
reorganization be “fair and equitable, with respect to each class of claims or interests.”
38
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that exceeds that face value. That means the “junior creditor’s interest is the equivalent of
a call option with a strike price equal to the face value of the senior debt” (Casey,2011).
In comparison the bankruptcy process, given the APR rule, negates the value of the call
option because all future possibilities are collapsed into given present-day values (Baird
& Bernstein , 2006). Thus the failure to respect the non-bankruptcy rights results in a
bankruptcy process where secured creditors are entitled to rights that were not determined
by the market41. The distortion is an important cause of the creditor conflict described
above42.
Secured creditors, being aware of their privileged position 43 in chapter 11,
strengthen their senior claims on the assets of the firm before filing happens. Indeed,
Ayotte and Morrison (2009) find that senior creditors obtain substantial control through
their loan agreements with distressed firms; 75 percent of the bankrupt firms obtain
senior secured financing prior to entering bankruptcy while in 76 percent of the cases,
bankrupt firms obtain loans after they file. In most of the cases, these loans were secured
41

It is difficult to contract around the APR: In Chapter 11 there are four major transaction costs that
cumulatively make it prohibitively expensive for the junior creditors to efficiently purchase control from
the senior creditors: (1) liquidity constraints (see Buccola & Keller; 2010 :“There are periods where capital
is scarce even to the most credit-worthy borrowers.”),(2)information constraints (see Baird &
Rasmussen,2002; Lopucki & Doherty, 2007) , (3) lack of coordination among junior creditors, and (4)
impediments to negotiation with the senior creditors (see Adler, 2012,pp.11-14).
42
Casey (2011) proposed an alternative rule for APR; the Option-Preservation Priority. “OptionPreservation Priority, requires that a senior creditor buy out the option value of junior creditors before
taking control of the Chapter 11 process. With that method, the non-bankruptcy contract rights of creditors
prior to filing are (1) foreclosure and sale rather than a hypothetical right to full payment of the face value
of the senior debt (which it would not realize outside bankruptcy) for the secured creditor; (2) a call option
with an exercise price that is equal to the face value of the senior debt for the junior creditor; and (3) the
value of the firm up to the face value of the senior debt after the junior creditor’s option value has been paid
for by the secured creditor. All of these rights must be protected in bankruptcy”.
43
It is difficult – outside bankruptcy - for the secured creditor to foreclose and sell the firm while
preserving the going – concern value. Therefore the secured creditor – whenever exercising control – has
an interest that the firm enters Chapter 11 such that a “free and clear” sale of the firm can be achieved. The
free-and-clear sale of the entire firm results in a higher value liquidation of the firm’s assets as compared to
outside bankruptcy.
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by a lien on all of the corporation’s assets44 and included covenants45 imposing line-item
budgets, profitability targets, or deadlines for submitting a plan of reorganization. It
seems then that secured creditors dominate the bankruptcy process. This is not the case:
The bankruptcy process features significant conflict. For instance, junior creditors, acting
through a creditors’ committee, filed objections in more than 50 percent of the cases.
Given substantial creditor conflict, it appears that the amount of secured creditor claims
as a percentage of the Total Asset Value of the bankrupt estate has predictive value as to
whether the firm is liquidated or reorganized.

Figure 8: Secured Creditors’ size of claims as a percentage of Estimated Value of the Total Assets of the
Firm. When the size of the secured creditors’ claims exceed the face value of the firm’s Total Assets the
firm is more likely to undergo reorganization as opposed to when the claims are less than the face value of
Total Assets.

44

Ayotte and Morrison (2009) observe low levels of secured debt among the firms in their sample when we
study documents filed one or two years before their bankruptcy filings. Thus most loans originated during
the year before the bankruptcies. This is a strong measure of senior creditor control. Secured creditors ,
when imposing , can impose the firm to not obtain additional secured financing in bankruptcy without
getting permission from or offering adequate protection to the pre-petition secured lender (11 U.S.C. §§
364(c), (d)).Large amounts of loans allow the creditor to demand payment before reorganization can be
confirmed , or allow them to unilaterally to seize collateral without court approval.
45
The lender is generally free to seize collateral unilaterally—without first seeking court approval—if the
corporation violated any of these covenants.
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When secured creditors are undersecured - their claims exceed the value of the
firms’ assets, making them the approximate residual claimants - and when there is no
secured debt at all - the unsecured creditors are the approximate residual claimants - the
cases are relatively long and more likely to result in a traditional reorganization46. When
secured creditors are oversecured - their claims are worth less than the value of the firms’
assets - creditor conflict is likely to be most pronounced (see figure 1). Oversecured
creditors’ interests are best served by a quick liquidation: Their claims are paid in full
even if the firm is sold for less than its fundamental value. Thus, a delay in the
bankruptcy process could diminish the value of their claims if firm value deteriorates
over time. Unsecured creditors’ interests in this case, on the other hand, are best served
by a lengthy reorganization. A lengthy reorganization is a way to exercise the option
value that is not legally granted to them given the APR: Unsecured creditors keep most of
the upside if firm value improves over time. Whenever firm value declines, unsecured
creditors loss is absent or shared with senior creditors. The creditor conflict view of
bankruptcy can be interpreted as claiming that the bankruptcy decision is driven by
distributional questions rather than questions of economic viability of the firm.

46

This is consistent with the idea that, in the absence of conflict, creditors value the reorganization process
as a means of alleviating liquidity problems. See Shleifer and Vishny (1992) and Gertner and Picker
(1992).
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Figure 9: Secured Debt Coverage Ratio as a Percentage of the Value of Total Assets (Jenkins & Smith,
2014). Whenever the amount of the secured debt is approximately equal to the value of the business, the
secured creditor bears the most risk of the continued operation of the firm without having a chance of
increased payouts.

The creditor conflict view of bankruptcy procedures clearly has a lot of empirical
support; however it likely cannot explain the full extent of the bankruptcy decision to
liquidate or reorganize and thus possible filtering failure. After all, a lot of large public
firms reorganize through bankruptcy even if the sizes of secured creditors’ claims are
about equal to the estimated value of the firm (see figure 2); the ratio at which secured
creditor control is expected to be strongest. Other constituents of the firm, such as the
firm’s management as well as the bankruptcy judge, are also expected to influence the
bankruptcy decision. The debtor’s management47, for instance ,decides - alongside its
attorneys - where to file, while the bankruptcy court has the discretion over nearly every
type of power exercised by the bankrupt firm’s constituents (Lopucki & Whitford, 1993)

47

Given the high turnover rate of management within bankruptcy, managers, knowing this, might invest in
wasteful strategies to delay a filing, as Adler, Capkun, and Weiss (2013) argue.
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as well as playing a role in the valuation of the bankrupt firm48.
Especially judicial influence in the bankruptcy decision is a candidate in
explaining error and or bias in the bankruptcy decision. Since bankruptcy is an
administrative process, the factors that lead to a reliable estimate of value in a market
process are absent in bankruptcy. There is no active market for control of the assets of the
bankrupt firm because it is discouraged by the structure of Chapter 1149 (Gilson et al.,
2000). Thus, the judge must guide a process “in a market institutional vacuum where
relevant prices are suppressed” (Zywicki & Rajagopalan, 2013) and will experience
difficulty adjudicating valuation50 disputes that are at the heart of the bankruptcy decision
to reorganize or liquidate51. Next to valuation errors the Judge’s incentives could bias,
rather than result in error, the bankruptcy decision. Since the bankruptcy judge is not the
residual claimant of a successful bankruptcy process, the judge could easily be influenced
For instance Lopucki & Doherty (2015) find that the judge’s level of experience dealing with big
bankruptcy cases and the proximity of the debtor’s headquarters to the local bankruptcy court predicts firm
bankruptcy survival.
49
Moreover, third parties need to inform themselves about the value of the firm via expensive due
diligence. According to Casey (2011) it is puzzling that the information constraint is not resolved by the
market: Given the discount at which the bankruptcy can be bought one might expect investors to swoop
in. Possibly, even given the significant discount, investors don’t make use of the discount because it
would attract new, less valuable firms into the market. “In a pure lemons market, the problem might
unravel until no market exists. In the market for bankrupt firms, this unraveling appears to be solved by
way of the stalking-horse bid. A“stalking horse” is a potential purchaser who is given access to the inside
information of the firm and performs the expensive due diligence to give itself comfort with regard to the
firm’s value. Because the stalking horse must expend resources to gain this information, and because its bid
creates an externality, it is highly compensated for its position” (Casey, 2011).
50
Shifts in power between creditor classes in the bankruptcy process can result from unpredictability of
valuation of the assets of the firm (see Baird and Bernstein, 2006)
51
Judge Winner articulated this problem in Consolidated Rock Products v. Dubois:“With all of these
things, to say that you can forecast- that you can appraise the values in the Canadian Arctic is to say that
you can attend the County Fair with your crystal ball, because that is absolutely the only way you can come
up with a result. … My final conclusion is that it is worth somewhere between $90 million and $100
million as a going concern, and to satisfy people who want precision on the value, I fix the exact value of
the company at the average of those, $96,856,850, which of course is a total absurdity that anybody could
fix a value with that degree of precision, but for the lawyers who want me to make that fool estimate, I have
just made it.”
48
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by peer pressure form lawyers, bankruptcy professionals, prestige and media exposure
(Lopucki & Doherty, 2007; Zywicki & Rajagopalan, 2013). That could mean that judges
are more likely to want to steer big bankruptcy cases, of firms with significant operations
within the judge’s district, towards reorganization.
In sum, the literature and evidence suggests that the bankruptcy process as a
filtering mechanism is suspect in being an efficient set of institutions fostering business
dynamics. The bankruptcy decision is arguably driven by distributional questions and or
judicial prestige, not with questions concerning whether the firm is economically viable
or not, within an institutional environment that makes firm valuation difficult.
Before I develop the hypotheses relating to the efficiency of bankruptcy as a
filtering mechanism as well as the hypothesis concerning the role of the judge in filtering
failure, I first summarize the data acquisition methodology.

2.2. Methodology and Data Analysis
To test the hypotheses related to the performance of bankruptcy as a filtering
mechanism, as well as the hypothesis concerning “judicial influence”, I first acquire data
from two separate data sources: the UCLA-Lopucki Bankruptcy Research Database
(BRD)52 and the firm financial data from the Center for Research in Security Prices
(CRSP)53. Secondly I compile the data from the two separate sources in a relational
database and data management system (RDDMS) to be able to query the combined two

52
53

The UCLA-Lopucki Bankruptcy Research Database is available from http://lopucki.law.ucla.edu/ upon request
Data from the Center for Research in Security Prices (CRSP) is available from http://www.crsp.com/ upon subscription
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datasets. From the BRD I acquire data on large U.S. public corporate bankruptcies
ranging from the beginning of 1981 to the end of 2010. I specifically obtain data on the
firm’s filing and court disposition date, the number of workers the firm employed one
quarter before filing for bankruptcy, the distance of the firm head quarter (HQ) from
court, whether the bankruptcy case was pre-negotiated or pre-packaged ,whether the
bankruptcy case

resulted in liquidation or reorganization, as well as the firm

identification number; CUSIP54. The CRSP database provides the quarterly reported
financial indicators of all publicly firms between 1981 and 2010 as well the CUSIP
identifier and the industry identifier, SIC55, to which the firm belongs. The firm financial
values I use in this paper are (see appendix A for more detail on data acquisition); the
value ($M) of Totals Assets (TA), firm Net Worth (NW) ($M), the value ($M) of Total
Sales (Sale), Operating Income before Depreciation (OIBDP in $M), Profitability56
(Prof), the Asset Turnover Ratio (ATO), Leverage (Lev), and Tobin’s Q (Q). In both
datasets I delete observations of financial firms, regulated firms as well as quasi-public
54

The CUSIP is a nine-digit security identification number to identify identifies most financial instruments,
including: stocks of all registered U.S. and Canadian companies, commercial paper, and U.S. government
and municipal bonds. Each U.S. firm that is publicly traded has a CUSIP identifier.
55
The Standard Industrial Classification SIC is a system for classifying industries by a four-digit code.
56
The elements from the financial ratios used are collected quarterly from CRSP and calculated thus:
The firm’s Profitability (𝑷𝒓𝒐𝒇𝒊 ) is a ratio between the values of operating income before depreciation
(OIBDP) and amortization and total assets (AT):
The firm’s Asset turnover Ratio ( 𝑨𝑻𝑶𝒊 ) – the firm’s ability to generate revenue – is a ratio between the
values of net revenue (Sale) divided by the total assets (AT):
The firm’s Leverage ( 𝑳𝒆𝒗𝒊 ) is the ratio between the value of total liabilities (𝐷𝐿𝐶 + 𝐷𝐿𝑇𝑇) and total
assets (TA):
The firm’s Tobin’s (𝑸𝒊 ) value is defined as the sum of the share price multiplied by number of common
shares outstanding (market value equity; MVE), value of debt in current liabilities (DLC) , value of longterm debt (DLTT) and the value of preferred stock minus (PSTKL) deferred taxes (TXDITC) , divided by
the value of total assets (AT); the value of net revenues (Sale); and profitability (Prof) (operating income
before depreciation divided by total assets):
𝑷𝒓𝒐𝒇𝒊 =

𝑂𝐼𝐵𝐷𝑃𝑖
𝑆𝑎𝑙𝑒𝑖
𝐷𝐿𝐶𝑖 + 𝐷𝐿𝑇𝑇𝑖
𝑀𝑉𝐸𝑖 + 𝐷𝐿𝐶𝑖 + 𝐷𝐿𝑇𝑇𝑖 + 𝑃𝑆𝑇𝐾𝐿𝑖 − 𝑇𝑋𝐷𝐼𝑇𝐶𝑖
; 𝑨𝑻𝑶𝒊 =
; 𝑳𝒆𝒗𝒊 =
; 𝑸𝑖 =
𝐴𝑇𝑖
𝐴𝑇𝑖
𝐴𝑇𝑖
𝐴𝑇𝑖 + 𝑆𝑎𝑙𝑒𝑖 + 𝑃𝑟𝑜𝑓𝑖
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firms57. To ensure consistency of firm size between the BRD and the CRSP I delete all
firm financial observations that are under $100 million (in 1980 dollars) in the CRSP
database58.

2.2.1 Does Bankruptcy Allow for Catch-up by alleviating Financial Distress?
Bankruptcy law’s existence is primarily predicated upon alleviating the
coordination problem that could cause creditors of a distressed firm to steer an
economically viable enterprise into liquidation.

Liquidating a financially failed but

viable firm – having their assets in the most productive use – imposes costs on other
constituents and on society as a whole. Therefore Bankruptcy law, as a process, must
distinguish the two types of firms and relief the financial-distress costs of those viable
firms that cannot reach their productive potential. Evidence on the relation between firm
performance and financial distress59 indicate that firms with higher leverage tend to lose
market share and have lower profitability compared to their competitors in the same
industry (Opler & Titman, 1994). On the other hand, financial distress can prompt firms
to change strategies to raise efficiency. While it is possible that financial distress can both
cause the firm to operate below productive potential and to change to more productive
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Excluded from our analyses are financial segments (SIC 6000–6999) and segments for regulated utilities
(SIC 4900 and SIC 4999).
58
Variables are deflated to constant 1980 dollars using the GDP deflator provided by the Bureau of
Economic Analysis.
59
Financial distress can impaire the firm’s access to credit and raise the costs of stakeholder relations (see
f.e.; Stulz, (1990) for relations between lenders and borrowers; Maksimovic and Titman (1991) for firm
and non-financial stakeholders; between managers and shareholders see Novaes and Zingales (1993)).
Financial Distress can also cause competitors to aggressively seize market share (see f.e.; Bolton and
Scharfstein (1990), Fudenberg and Tirole (1986)).
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strategies60, in the case of firms filing for bankruptcy the latter seems to be a less likely.
After all, if improved efficiency prompted by financial distress is sufficiently effective if
would not result in firm bankruptcy.
The relation between financial distress , firm performance, and the bankruptcy
process as a filtering mechanism allows us a testable prediction: If bankruptcy is able to
select the economically viable but distressed firms and allow for the alleviation of
distress it would allow those firms to catch-up – in terms of performance – to their
industry counterparts after emergence from bankruptcy61.

The time line above illustrates the empirical method for testing the ‘catch – up’
hypothesis. The relational database and data management system (RDDMS) allow for the
specific querying of bankrupt firm financial data from the quarter bankrupt firms emerge
(see timeline: Emergence Quarter) as well as their ‘going-concern’ counterparts (firms
that have never gone bankrupt in the 1980-2010 period) in the industry during the same
time period. I chose to take 2 years from the emergence quarter as the time window to
compile data necessary to test for firm catch-up behavior.
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see, Brown, James,and Ryngaert (1992), Gilson (1989), and Ofek (1993)
Financially distressed but viable firms are not reaching their productive potential before bankruptcy. The
alleviation of financial distress should allow those firms to reach that potential after bankruptcy.
61
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The metrics I use are profitability and the asset turnover ratio (ATO). Profitability
is used to measure the efficiency of the firm’s operating performance, independent of the
firm’s capital structure, investment and other corporate strategy level variables (Klein,
2001). The ATO is also used as an efficiency metric, reflecting the firm’s ability to
generate revenue independent from any debt servicing obligations. I collect the quarterly
profitability and ATO values for each firm that emerged from bankruptcy until two years
later. Per emerged firm, I do same for all ‘going-concern’ firms in the same industry as
well as in the same time period (see timeline).

Subsequently for each emerged firm I

calculate the average quarterly change (AQC) values62 in the 2 year period since case
disposition; the AQC values thus indicate how much on average a firm’s performance
metric change per quarter in the two year period since the firm emerged from bankruptcy.
The following method underlies the calculation of the AQC values for both the emerged
firm and the matched industry average.

First, per firm, I calculate the average quarterly performance value for two time periods;
(1) from the emergence quarter until 1 year after emergence (see timeline; +1 year) and
(2) from 1 year after emergence until 2 years after emergence (see timeline + 2 years):

62

See appendix A for the exact methodology in data collection and data treatment.
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∑𝑛𝑖=0

𝑋𝑖
𝑁

= 𝑎𝑣𝑒𝑟𝑎𝑔𝑒 before and after

where 𝑋𝑖 are the emerged firm quarterly performance values in each of the two time
periods in the two years after bankruptcy, N is the number of quarters in each of the two
periods. Now I can calculate the AQC performance values per firm that has emerged in
the database.
𝐴𝑣𝑒𝑖;𝑎𝑓𝑡𝑒𝑟 − 𝐴𝑣𝑒𝑖;𝑏𝑒𝑓𝑜𝑟𝑒

(

𝑁

) = 𝐴𝑄𝐶 per firm

Where 𝐴𝑣𝑒𝑖;𝑎𝑓𝑡𝑒𝑟 and 𝐴𝑣𝑒𝑖;𝑏𝑒𝑓𝑜𝑟𝑒 are the Quarterly averages per firm in the two years
after emergence from bankruptcy, N is the number of quarters in the two years after
bankruptcy.

I calculate the same metric (AQC) for the firm’s matching industry going

concern average in the same period (see timeline above) in the same way I calculate the
firm’s AQC value. First, per matching industry, I calculate the average quarterly
performance value for two time periods (average before and after; see timeline):

𝑗

𝑋
𝑖
∑𝑛
𝑖=0
𝑁

𝑁𝑘

= 𝐴𝑣𝑒𝑟𝑎𝑔𝑒 per matching industry before and after:

𝑗

𝑋𝑖 are the firm values, per firm j in the matching industry, in the same two periods as
the emerged firm, N is the number of quarters in each of the two periods (before and
after), and 𝑁𝑘 is the number of ‘going-concern’ firms in the emerged firm’s matching
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industry. Now I can calculate the AQC performance values per matching industry for
each firm that has emerged from bankruptcy in the database.

𝐴𝑣𝑒𝑖;𝑎𝑓𝑡𝑒𝑟 − 𝐴𝑣𝑒𝑖;𝑏𝑒𝑓𝑜𝑟𝑒

(

𝑁

) = 𝐴𝑄𝐶 per matching industry of the emerged firm

Where 𝐴𝑣𝑒𝑖;𝑎𝑓𝑡𝑒𝑟 and 𝐴𝑣𝑒𝑖;𝑏𝑒𝑓𝑜𝑟𝑒 are the Quarterly averages for the matched going
concern industry in the same time period as the emerged firm, N is the number of quarters
in the two years after bankruptcy.
Now I collect all the emerged firm’s AQC values for ATO and profitability as
well as the matched industry average AQC values into four distributions;
𝐹𝑓𝑖𝑟𝑚𝑠,∆𝐴𝑇𝑂 ; 𝐹𝑖𝑛𝑑𝑢𝑠𝑡𝑟𝑦,∆𝐴𝑇𝑂 and 𝐹𝑓𝑖𝑟𝑚𝑠,∆𝑃𝑟𝑜𝑓 ; 𝐹𝑖𝑛𝑑𝑢𝑠𝑡𝑟𝑦,∆𝑃𝑟𝑜𝑓 .
At this point I compare the distribution pairs in order to test the alleviation of
financial distress hypothesis. To do so we use the Kolmogorov-Smirnov (KS) test to
determine whether two empirical distributions come from different or the same
continuous distribution (Kolmogorov 1933,1941 & Smirnov 1939). Furthermore the KStest can be used to decide whether - if two distributions do not come from the same
distribution - contains significantly larger or smaller values than the other distribution.
The two sample version of the KS test generalizes to:

𝐾𝑆𝑛𝑛′ = √

𝑛𝑛′
𝑠𝑢𝑝𝑥 |𝐹0,𝑛 (𝑥) − 𝐹1,𝑛′ (𝑥)|
𝑛 + 𝑛′
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Where 𝐹0,𝑛 (𝑥) and 𝐹1,𝑛′ (𝑥) are two empirical cumulative distributions consisting
of values on x from two data sets of size 𝑛 and 𝑛′ , 𝑠𝑢𝑝 is the supremum function and
𝐾𝑆𝑛𝑛′ is the KS statistic (see Massey 1951 for a table of critical values for the two
>
sample KS-test). The possible testable hypotheses are 𝐻0 : 𝐹0 = 𝐹1 and 𝐻1 : 𝐹0 |≠| 𝐹1 .
<
In our case for the alleviation of the “financial distress” costs to yield
confirmation instances the following has to be true: 𝐻1 : 𝐹𝑓𝑖𝑟𝑚𝑠,∆𝐴𝑇𝑂 > 𝐹𝑖𝑛𝑑𝑢𝑠𝑡𝑟𝑦,∆𝐴𝑇𝑂 and
𝐻1 : 𝐹𝑓𝑖𝑟𝑚𝑠,∆𝑃𝑟𝑜𝑓 > 𝐹𝑖𝑛𝑑𝑢𝑠𝑡𝑟𝑦,∆𝑃𝑟𝑜𝑓 . In words: If financially troubled but viable firms are
allowed to move on in bankruptcy, the removal of financial distress costs, would allow
those firms to catch-up in terms of performance to their going-concern counter parts in
the industry. However, the KS-tests indicate that we cannot reject the possibility that the
distribution pairs 𝐹𝑓𝑖𝑟𝑚𝑠,∆𝐴𝑇𝑂 ; 𝐹𝑖𝑛𝑑𝑢𝑠𝑡𝑟𝑦,∆𝐴𝑇𝑂 and 𝐹𝑓𝑖𝑟𝑚𝑠,∆𝑃𝑟𝑜𝑓 ; 𝐹𝑖𝑛𝑑𝑢𝑠𝑡𝑟𝑦,∆𝑃𝑟𝑜𝑓 are
samples from the same distributions (appendix B contain the KS test summary statistics).

Figure 10: Comparison between firms in the two year period after bankruptcy with the industry averages in
terms of the average quarterly change value (AQC) for the same time period. The figure at the left
compares the AQC of the ATO ratio for firms in the two year period after bankruptcy (𝝁𝑨𝑸𝑪 =
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−𝟎. 𝟎𝟎𝟐; 𝝈𝑨𝑸𝑪 = 𝟎. 𝟎𝟏𝟖) with the AQC values for the industry averages (𝝁𝑨𝑸𝑪 = −𝟎. 𝟎𝟎𝟏; 𝝈𝑨𝑸𝑪 =
𝟎. 𝟎𝟎𝟕), the figure at the right shows the same comparison between emerged firms (𝝁𝑨𝑸𝑪 =
−𝟎. 𝟎𝟎𝟎𝟏; 𝝈𝑨𝑸𝑪 = 𝟎. 𝟎𝟎𝟏𝟔)
and industry averages (𝝁𝑨𝑸𝑪 = 𝟎. 𝟎𝟎𝟎𝟏; 𝝈𝑨𝑸𝑪 = 𝟎. 𝟎𝟎𝟏𝟐)
for
Profitability.

Firms emerging out of bankruptcy , as a group, do not exhibit catch-up (see figure
3) to their respective industries in terms of profitability and their ability to generate
revenue (ATO). I cannot be sure however to what extent it is the result of a filtering
problem of the bankruptcy process or that on average the debt restructuring deals were
inadequate to alleviate debt problems for viable firms, thus not reducing the financial
distress costs63. Also, firms within bankruptcy are unable to react to demand and supply
shocks during their stay in bankruptcy which can diminish their growth prospects
emerging out of bankruptcy (Lopucki, 1993;Van Bergem, 2015).

Whatever, the

importance of the several possibilities, the fact is that firms that emerge from bankruptcy
do not exhibit the behavior of firms that have been alleviated from their financial distress
costs.

2.2.2 Does the Bankruptcy Decision enhance Industry Convergence?
Bankruptcy as an institution has a role in the equalization of productivity
differences, profitability and the rates of return on the factors on production. Especially
within industries where the adjustment costs of the factors of productions is expected to

In our data sample, however, the relation between debt reduction (or reduction of leverage) – measured
as the difference between leverage right before and after emergence- has no significant relation with the
AQC values of profitability and the firm’s ability to generate revenue (ATO) thereby reducing the
probability of the explanation being true.
63
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be the lowest given industry complementarities the effect should be the most significant.
Here I aim to evaluate whether bankruptcy - as a filtering mechanism- enhances industry
convergence or equalization in performance by selecting and allowing for the
reorganization of economically viable firms while liquidating the non –viable64.
To test the industrial convergence role of bankruptcy process itself we
operationalize the following hypothesis: If bankruptcy facilitates industrial convergence,
we would at least expect the performance differences between firms filing for bankruptcy
and their matching industry counterparts to be greater than the same difference –
between firms and industry - after bankruptcy. The industrial convergence hypothesis is
different from the removal of financial distress hypothesis. The financial distress
hypothesis evaluates whether firms - whenever reorganized through bankruptcy experience improved performance after case disposition: In other words that test is about
whether emerged firms, in general, can be classified as financially distressed but
economically viable . The industry convergence hypothesis tests whether industry
convergence is facilitated by bankruptcy through the selection of the economically viable
as well as the liquidation of the unviable firms.
Note that I do not test for the significance of the efficacy of bankruptcy filtering
for overall industry convergence, but whether bankruptcy in its current form contributes,
if at all, to convergence. The overall significance test is important and requires
controlling for other factors affecting industry convergence (f.e. see Syverson, 2011).
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The liquidation of assets of failed firms are more profitably taken over by the existing going concern firm
within the same industry given the lower adjustment costs. Therefore bankruptcy as an institution – if
properly functioning in its filtering task- is expected to have the most noticeable effect on industry
convergence.
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To test the industry convergence hypothesis I query in the relational database two
performance related variables: Tobin’s Q (Q)65 – as a ratio of market over book value of
the firm - and the Asset Turnover ratio66 (ATO) values. Firms with low Q values can be
interpreted as having severely constrained investment opportunities given their low
expected cash flows relative to the amount of invested capital (Smith & Watts, 1992;
Gaver & Gaver, 1993). A low Q values can also be seen as a measure of managerial
inefficiency or agency conflict within the firm (Lang, Stulz, and Walkling, 1991). A wellfunctioning bankruptcy process is able to alleviate the aforementioned firm problems by
selecting the right firms – firm operating under productive potential - as well as allowing
and guiding debt renegotiations and if necessary the change of management6768.

The

specific empirical strategy for testing the industry convergence hypothesis is pictured
below.

See reference 20 for more details on the quarterly Tobin’s Q calculation.
The ATO metric is used to measure the efficiency of the firm’s operating units in their ability to generate
revenue, independent of the firm’s capital structure, investment and other corporate strategy level variables
(Klein, 2001). The ATO, unlike profitability, is also used as an efficiency metric of the firm’s ability to
generate revenue independent from any debt servicing obligations.
67
We chose not to incorporate the profitability metric in the testing of the “industry convergence”
hypothesis since the metric includes operating income in the numerator. After debt renegotiation in
bankruptcy, debt is converted into assets which reduces the debt servicing of the firm. This inflates the
“after” bankruptcy value of profitability regardless of whether the firm is economically viable or not.
68
In the “financial distress” hypothesis, tested in the previous section, we did not test for the AQC value of
Q. The reason is that I wanted to test for firm catch-up behavior independent from debt structure,
investment opportunities, or managerial conflict. Bankruptcy’s reason of existence after all is to solve these
type of problems, in order to allow for firms to grow back to their productive potential.
65
66
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More specifically I query the performance related values, Q and ATO, for each
firm that is about to go bankrupt (one quarter before bankruptcy) and for firms that
emerge out of bankruptcy (one quarter after bankruptcy). In order to compare these
bankrupt firms’ performance values with their ‘going concern’ counterparts in the same
matching industry (denoted by the same SIC classification), I collect per bankrupt firm, i,
all the firm performance values of all firms in their respective industry , 𝑝𝑗𝑘 , in the
quarter before firm bankruptcy as well as after bankruptcy ; that is, if the firm emerges.
The matched industry averages are then subtracted from the bankrupt firm
observations, both one quarter before and after bankruptcy, to provide a firm - industry
performance difference. That is, suppose that in a given quarter, say before bankruptcy,
firm ,i, has a performance value 𝑃𝑖 , the industry matched going-concern firms j = 1, …,n,
have a performance value of 𝑃𝑗𝑘 . Thus for a particular performance metric (ATO and Q) ,
the difference between the bankrupt firm and their respective industry average, ∆𝑝𝑖 , is
given by:
∆𝑝𝑖 =

𝑝𝑖𝑘

−

∑𝑛𝑗=1 𝑝𝑗𝑘
𝑛𝑘

Where 𝑝𝑖𝑘 is the bankrupt firm’s own P, and each 𝑝𝑗𝑘 is a matched going concern firm, j,
in the same industry, k, as the bankrupt firm while 𝑛𝑘 denotes the number of firms within
that industry. Subsequently, all the bankrupt firm – industry difference values are
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collected for both, one quarter before and after bankruptcy quarter, for both Q69 and
ATO70 to yield four distributions; 𝐹∆𝑄𝑖,𝑏𝑒𝑓𝑜𝑟𝑒 , 𝐹∆𝑄𝑖,𝑎𝑓𝑡𝑒𝑟 , 𝐹∆𝐴𝑇𝑂𝑖,𝑏𝑒𝑓𝑜𝑟𝑒 and 𝐹∆𝐴𝑇𝑂𝑖,𝑎𝑓𝑡𝑒𝑟 .
If the bankruptcy process facilitates within-industry convergence by guiding
economically viable firms through reorganization, but not the non-viable firms, we would
expect on average the performance differences between bankrupts firm and their matched
industry to diminish. In other words the hypothesis concerning the ATO and Q
distribution would yield: 𝐻1 : 𝐹∆𝑄𝑖,𝑏𝑒𝑓𝑜𝑟𝑒 > 𝐹∆𝑄𝑖,𝑎𝑓𝑡𝑒𝑟 and 𝐻1 : 𝐹∆𝐴𝑇𝑂𝑖,𝑏𝑒𝑓𝑜𝑟𝑒 > 𝐹∆𝐴𝑇𝑂𝑖,𝑎𝑓𝑡𝑒𝑟 .
However, the KS-tests (see figure 4) indicate that we cannot reject the possibility
that the distribution pairs 𝐹∆𝑄𝑖,𝑏𝑒𝑓𝑜𝑟𝑒 ; 𝐹∆𝑄𝑖,𝑎𝑓𝑡𝑒𝑟 and 𝐹∆𝐴𝑇𝑂𝑖,𝑏𝑒𝑓𝑜𝑟𝑒 ; 𝐹∆𝐴𝑇𝑂𝑖,𝑎𝑓𝑡𝑒𝑟 both come
from one underlying distribution. In other terms: 𝐻0 : 𝐹∆𝑄𝑖,𝑏𝑒𝑓𝑜𝑟𝑒 =

𝐹∆𝑄𝑖,𝑎𝑓𝑡𝑒𝑟 and

𝐻0 : 𝐹∆𝐴𝑇𝑂𝑖,𝑏𝑒𝑓𝑜𝑟𝑒 = 𝐹∆𝐴𝑇𝑂𝑖,𝑎𝑓𝑡𝑒𝑟 .
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We also tested comparatively the following distribution pairs: 𝐹𝑄,𝑓𝑖𝑟𝑚𝑠(𝑏𝑒𝑓𝑜𝑟𝑒) ; 𝐹𝑄,𝑖𝑛𝑑𝑢𝑠𝑡𝑟𝑦(𝑏𝑒𝑓𝑜𝑟𝑒) and
𝐹𝑄,𝑓𝑖𝑟𝑚𝑠(𝑎𝑓𝑡𝑒𝑟) ; 𝐹𝑄,𝑖𝑛𝑑𝑢𝑠𝑡𝑟𝑦(𝑎𝑓𝑡𝑒𝑟) . We find that for both before and after: 𝐹𝑄,𝑓𝑖𝑟𝑚𝑠 < 𝐹𝑄,𝑖𝑛𝑑𝑢𝑠𝑡𝑟𝑦 . The mean
values and std. deviation for the four distribution respectively: (𝜇 𝑇𝑄 = 0.7667 ; 𝜎 2 𝑇𝑄 = 0.1828); (𝜇 𝑇𝑄 =
1.198; 𝜎 2 𝑇𝑄 = 0.3929) and (𝜇 𝑇𝑄 = 0.637; 𝜎 2 𝑇𝑄 = 0.096); (𝜇 𝑇𝑄 = 1.060; 𝜎 2 𝑇𝑄 = 0.257). See
Appendix C for the KS test summary statistics. The tests indicate that before and after bankruptcy , the
industry in general has higher Q values compared to the population of matching firms.
70
We also tested comparatively the following distribution pairs: 𝐹𝐴𝑇𝑂,𝑓𝑖𝑟𝑚𝑠(𝑏𝑒𝑓𝑜𝑟𝑒) ; 𝐹𝐴𝑇𝑂,𝑖𝑛𝑑𝑢𝑠𝑡𝑟𝑦(𝑏𝑒𝑓𝑜𝑟𝑒)
and 𝐹𝐴𝑇𝑂,𝑓𝑖𝑟𝑚𝑠(𝑎𝑓𝑡𝑒𝑟) ; 𝐹𝐴𝑇𝑂,𝑖𝑛𝑑𝑢𝑠𝑡𝑟𝑦(𝑎𝑓𝑡𝑒𝑟) . We find that for both before and after: 𝐹𝐴𝑇𝑂,𝑓𝑖𝑟𝑚𝑠 <
𝐹𝐴𝑇𝑂,𝑖𝑛𝑑𝑢𝑠𝑡𝑟𝑦 . The mean values and std. deviation for the four distribution respectively: (𝜇𝐴𝑇𝑂 =
0.2698 ; 𝜎 2𝐴𝑇𝑂 = 0.0374) ;(𝜇𝐴𝑇𝑂 = 0.3209; 𝜎 2𝐴𝑇𝑂 = 0.0319), and (𝜇 𝑇𝑄 = 0.3268; 𝜎 2 𝑇𝑄 = 0.041 ;
(𝜇𝐴𝑇𝑂 = 0.3634; 𝜎 2𝐴𝑇𝑂 = 0.0348). See Appendix C for the KS test summary statistics. The tests indicate
that before and after bankruptcy , the industry in general has higher ATO values compared to the
population of matching firms.
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Figure 11: Comparison between paired bankrupt Firm – Industry Asset Turnover Values (ATO) and
Tobin’s Q values, one quarter before and after bankruptcy. The figure at the left compares the one quarter
before paired bankrupt Firm – Industry values of ATO (𝝁𝑨𝑻𝑶 = −𝟎. 𝟎𝟒𝟔𝟖; 𝝈𝟐 𝑨𝑻𝑶 = 𝟎. 𝟎𝟐𝟕𝟒) with the
one quarter after paired bankrupt Firm – Industry values of ATO (𝝁𝑨𝑻𝑶 = −𝟎. 𝟎𝟑𝟐𝟑; 𝝈𝟐 𝑨𝑻𝑶 = 𝟎. 𝟎𝟐𝟐𝟎),
the figure at the right shows the same comparison between the one quarter before paired bankrupt Firm –
Industry values (𝝁𝑻𝑸 = −𝟎. 𝟒𝟑𝟐; 𝝈𝟐 𝑻𝑸 = 𝟎. 𝟗𝟗𝟑𝟕) and the one quarter after paired bankrupt Firm –
Industry values (𝝁𝑻𝑸 = −𝟎. 𝟒𝟐𝟐𝟎; 𝝈𝟐 𝑻𝑸 = 𝟎. 𝟒𝟎𝟎) for TQ.

The KS-tests (see appendix D for KS test summary statistics) indicate that we
cannot reject the possibility that the bankruptcy process does not facilitate within industry
convergence by successfully reorganizing economically viable firms and liquidating the
firms that are not viable, in terms of the metrics we evaluate the proposition by. Again,
however, I cannot be sure – as in the alleviation of financial distress costs hypothesis – to
what extent the result is driven by bankruptcy filtering failure, bankruptcy limbo effects
on firm performance during bankruptcy, or the failure of debt renegotiation to alleviate
financial distress or stakeholder conflict.
There is another reason to be cautious about the result. The caution is based on the
possibility that Tobin’s Q and the ATO - as metrics - reflect underinvestment caused by
debt overhang. Hennessey (2004), for instance, argues that firms with debt overhang have
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both level and composition of investment distorted, with underinvestment more severe
for long lived assets. Since more severe debt overhang, on average, is more likely to be a
feature of firms before bankruptcy, not after, our conclusions concerning the industry
convergence hypothesis can be distorted if it is based on the ATO and Q ratios. Since
underinvestment, as a result of debt overhang, is not a feature of firms emerging from
bankruptcy – I assume here that debt is successfully reorganized in bankruptcy on
average71 - the comparison between firms before and after emerging from bankruptcy
could be biased.
As a result, both Q and ATO are potentially biased upwards for firms before
bankruptcy for reasons unrelated to firm operating performance as opposed to firms after
bankruptcy72. As a result bankruptcy, as a filtering mechanism, would look worse than it
actually is given biases inherent in the metrics used.
However, the issue is the possibility of underinvestment distorting the between
before and after bankruptcy, firm industry comparisons. I have reason to believe that
underinvestment -despite the absence of debt overhang causing it – is also a feature, on
average, for firms emerging out of bankruptcy. Given the low variability of (dis)investment during the bankruptcy process, (see Van Bergem 2015; Lopucki & Whitford,
1993) underinvestment - as a feature of the bankrupt firm - is likely to carry over to the
emerged firm one quarter after bankruptcy. Indeed, if underinvestment is a problem
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In the event that debt is not sufficiently reorganized, the potential bias is also absent. Debt will continue
to be associated with underinvestment after bankruptcy.
72
Underinvestment biases the ATO and Q ratios upwards since underinvestment lowers the denominator
more so than the numerator on both ratios.
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because of debt overhang, the firm is unlikely to have adjusted for that one quarter after
bankruptcy despite being relieved from debt overhang itself.

2.2.3. Is Judicial Bias another Source of Filtering Failure in Bankruptcy?
The tests related to the filtering performance of bankruptcy give credence to the
thesis that the bankruptcy procedure’s performance of facilitating reallocation or keeping
resources in their highest use value is suspect. The evidence presented so far, indicates
that bankruptcy, in general, does not diminish financial distress costs, as well as not
facilitating industry convergence. The findings raise the possibility of filtering failure
being true, but do not indicate whether alleged filtering failure is the result of
predominantly Type I or Type II errors in the bankruptcy decision.
The creditor conflict view of bankruptcy (see Baird and Rasmussen 2002; Skeel
2003; Warren and Westbrook 2003; Miller and Waisman 2004; Adler, Capkun, and
Weiss 2013; Ayotte and Morrison, 2009; Casey, 2011) suggests that when senior
creditors are in control the bankruptcy result is more likely to be an inefficient fire sale of
the debtor’s assets (Type II error). On the other hand, if the junior creditors are in
controls the more likely outcome is a Type I error.
The creditor conflict perhaps overemphasizes the role creditors play in the
bankruptcy process: After all, the debtor’s Management decides where to file, while the
judge has a wide ranging discretion in bankruptcy process. In this section I test whether
the bankruptcy judge is expected to influence bankruptcy filtering failure. The reason to
expect judicial influence to be a factor in filtering failure is that the bankruptcy judge -
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not being a residual claimant in the efficiency of the bankruptcy decision - can be led by
peer pressure and or can be motivated by prestige and favorable media exposure
(Zywicki & Rajagopalan, 2013). If, so the bankruptcy judge is more likely to steer big
bankruptcy cases, especially of firms with significant operations within the judge’s
district, towards reorganization. In other words, judges are more likely to be biased
towards Type I errors when firms are large, and even more so when liquidation leads to
large employment losses in the judge’s district73.
To determine whether the intuition about judicial influence - motivated by the
prestige and favorable media exposure – is borne out by the data, I query the following
data from the RDDMS: (1) Whether a firm emerged from bankruptcy, (2) how far the
bankruptcy case court is from Head-Quarters (HQ) of the firm, and whether (3) the
bankruptcy case involved a form of pre-negotiation before the case starts.
The following analysis employs a logistic regression setup in which the log
likelihood of firm bankruptcy is predicted on the basis of data that proxies the suspected
influence of judicial influence on bankruptcy filtering failure. Thus I first determine
whether judicial influence is related to the bankruptcy decision to liquidate or reorganize
a firm. Subsequently I determine (1) if the result holds after controlling for data that
proxy for firm performance before bankruptcy, as well as (2) justifying which firms’
performance controls have been used in the final logistic regression specification.
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The tests are constructed around the intuition that is more likely Type I errors when bankrupt firms
employ more people and have operations closer to the court. It could be that judges as a result are more
likely to neglect the smaller cases which therefore might results in more Type II errors.
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First, the following logistic regression setup specifies whether there is, if at all, a
presumption of judicial influence underlying bankruptcy filtering failure:

̂
𝑝

(4) 𝐿𝑜𝑔. (1− 𝑖̂
)= 𝛽1 𝑥 𝑃𝑟𝑒𝑃𝑎𝑐𝑘𝑖 + 𝛽2 𝑥 𝑃𝑟𝑒𝑁𝑒𝑔𝑖 + 𝛽3 𝑥 𝑙𝑜𝑔. 𝐷𝑖𝑠𝑡𝐶𝑜𝑢𝑟𝑡𝑖 +
𝑝
𝑖

𝐸𝑚𝑝𝑙𝑜𝑦

𝛽4 𝑥 𝑙𝑜𝑔. 𝐸𝑚𝑝𝑙𝑜𝑦𝑖 + (𝛽3 𝑥 log(𝐷𝑖𝑠𝑡𝑐𝑜𝑢𝑟𝑡)𝑖 )
The first two variables (Prepack and PreNeg) indicate whether the firm’s
bankruptcy was resolved as a pre-packaged or pre-negotiated bankruptcy74. Both
bankruptcy types feature significant creditor agreement before bankruptcy filing about
the future of the firm. In either type the bankruptcy decision outcome is expected to be
favorable in terms of reorganization given significant creditor agreement pre-bankruptcy
about the future of the firm. The last three explanatory variables are directly related as a
proxy to measure judicial influence. The variables measure: (1) the distance of a bankrupt
firm’s headquarters to the bankruptcy court, (2) the number of workers employed by the
firm one quarter before filing as well as (3) an interaction variable combining both
distance and employment. The interaction variable is a ratio between employment and
distance such that, as the distance to court is smaller and or the firm employs more
workers before bankruptcy, the resulting ratio is larger.
The regression specification results are listed in the column ‘bankruptcy type,

In a prepackaged bankruptcy, the debtor negotiates its bankruptcy reorganization plan with the firm’s
constituencies, arranges debtor-in possession financing (if necessary) and solicits votes on the plan before
the filing for bankruptcy. A prenegotiated plan refers to a plan that is agreed to by the major constituents of
the debtor. The soliciting of votes on the debtor’s proposed plan starts after the firm has filed for
bankruptcy. The prenegotiated plan is not as swift as a prepackaged bankruptcy but significantly shorter
than a classic bankruptcy process.
74
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distance and employment’ (see table 2). The odds ratio for log distance is 0.86 (p<0.10)
which, ceteris paribus, indicates that a decrease in the log distance of the court to the
firm’s head quarter is associated with an increase in the odds of reorganization by 1.16.
The odds of reorganization increase as well, as a firm employs more workers before
bankruptcy; an odds ratio of 1.28 for log employment (p<0.05) indicates that the chance
of reorganization increases with the number of workers the firm employs before
bankruptcy.
The interaction term that combines both employment and distance - regressed
separately instead of distance and employment - is also significant (p<0.05) and explains
as much variance in data as regressing both variables individually. Therefore I chose to
use the interaction term rather than the two independent variables individually.
Whether bankruptcy involved a pre negotiation or pre packaging also significantly
influences the chances of reorganization; the odds ratios are 2.87 (p<0.05) and 15.1
(p<0.05) respectively. The latter results are as expected: pre-agreement of creditors to
reorganize the firm through bankruptcy cannot easily be overturned by the bankruptcy
judge, if it were in the interest of the bankruptcy judge to do so.
In light of the judicial influence hypothesis ,the results indicate that firms employing more workers as well as filing in a court closer to their headquarter - have a
greater chance of surviving bankruptcy. Thus the results, so far, indicate that judicial
influence might be an underlying factor in bankruptcy filtering failure. Unless, of course,
if court distance and employment are reasonable indicators of future firm performance.
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To be surer about the result, I control for firm performance as measured one
quarter before bankruptcy in the following logistic regression (see table 1; ‘full
specification’):

̂
𝑝

(1) 𝐿𝑜𝑔. (1− 𝑖̂
)= 𝛽1 𝑥 𝐴𝑇𝑂𝑖,𝑏𝑒𝑓𝑜𝑟𝑒(𝑓𝑖𝑟𝑚) + 𝛽2 𝑥 𝑃𝑟𝑜𝑓𝑖,𝑏𝑒𝑓𝑜𝑟𝑒(𝑓𝑖𝑟𝑚) +
𝑝
𝑖

𝛽3 𝑥 𝑇′𝑞𝑖,𝑏𝑒𝑓𝑜𝑟𝑒(𝑓𝑖𝑟𝑚) + 𝛽4 𝑥 𝐿𝑒𝑣𝑒𝑟𝑎𝑔𝑒𝑖(𝑓𝑖𝑟𝑚) +

𝛽5 𝑥 𝑃𝑟𝑒𝑃𝑎𝑐𝑘𝑖 +

𝐸𝑚𝑝𝑙𝑜𝑦

𝛽6 𝑥 𝑃𝑟𝑒𝑁𝑒𝑔𝑖 + 𝛽7 𝑥 log(𝐷𝑖𝑠𝑡𝑐𝑜𝑢𝑟𝑡)𝑖

The first four variables measure firm performance in terms of the Asset Turnover
Ratio; Profitability, Tobin’s Q and Leverage. The last three variables indicate whether the
bankruptcy was a prenegotiated or a prepackaged one as well as the interaction effect
combining (1) the distance of the firm’s HQ to the court and (2) the number of workers
the firm employs. All but the ATO ratio, profitability and whether a bankruptcy is
prenegotiated (significant at the p=0.1 level) are significant predictors of a bankruptcy
reorganization. The odds ratios for the significant performance indicators, Tobin’s Q and
Leverage are 0.120 and 13.46 (both significant at p<0.05).
In other words, the odds of a firm reorganizing through bankruptcy – ceteris
paribus - increases as Tobin’s Q falls and when leverage increases. Low Q values can be
interpreted as severely constrained investment opportunity sets for firms (Smith & Watts,
1992; Gaver & Gaver, 1993) as well as a measure of managerial inefficiency or agency
conflict within the firm (Lang, Stulz, and Walkling, 1991).
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Table 4: The dependent variable is a dichotomous variable indicating whether the firm emerged from
bankruptcy or not. The odds ratios are as well as the robust standard errors in parenthesis. Odds ratios are
interpreted as the increase in the odds of firm emergence from a one-unit increase in the independent
variable. 1 indicates no change. Odds ratios lower than 1 indicate that increases in independent variables
decrease the odds of emergence. * and ** indicate variable significance at the 10% and 5% levels.
Emerge
vs.
Liquidation

Firm
Financials

Quarterly
Change in Firm
Financials

Asset Turnover
Ratio

0.643
(0.437)

Profitability

Industry
Adjusted Firm
Financials
(Firm
–
Industry)

Full
Specification

25.19
(213.7)

3.652
(3.152)

0.394
(0.334)

2.251
(4.397)

269.3
(3734)

3.877
(7.012)

0.674
(1.317)

Tobin’s Q

0.100**
(0.072 )

1.492
(1.883)

1.149
(0.203)

0.120**
(0.084)

Leverage

22.68**
(17.61)

0.050
(0.243)

2.809
(1.339)

13.46**
(10.56)

1.438**

0.683*

0.444

( 0.233)

(0.134)

(0.303)

1.597 *
(0.382)

0.651
(0.178)

2.468
(1.813)

Log.
Assets

Total

Standardized.
Net Worth

Bankruptcy Type
/
Court
&
Distance

Pre-Packaged
BK

15.05**
(15.62)

9.280**
(9.955)

Pre-Negotiated
BK

2.827**
(1.017)

1.919*
(0.732)

Log. Distance
(HQ to Court)

0.861*
(0.089)

Log.
Employment

1.278**
(0.121)

Log.(Emp
1/Distance)

x

Number
of
Observations
Log Likelihood
Prob > Chisquare

1.223**
(0.084)

1.233**
(0.102)

285

285

319

285

280

-162.72
0.00

-174.95
0.29

-180.83
0.00

-170.23
0.27

-154.35
0.00
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Adjusted
square

R-

0.08

0.02

0.08

0.02

0.12

In order to construct the previous or final specification, I first constructed three
preliminary regression specifications to determine the impact of several firm performance
metrics on the bankruptcy decision. The following specifications are used: ‘firm
financials’, ‘change in firm financials’ and ‘industry adjusted firm financials’.
The final full specification - already presented - thus is the result of determining
the non-collinear performance metrics that are most significantly related to the
bankruptcy decision. The ‘firm financial’ (see table 1) performance indicators75 show the
significance of a lower Tobin’s Q (p<0.05), higher Leverage (p<0.05), bigger firm Asset
Size (p<0.05) as well as a higher Net Worth (p<0.10) on the increased odds of firm
reorganization; both firm size variables (Total Assets and Net Worth) are run separately
since they are highly collinear.
Subsequently, I determine whether the average quarterly change76 of the same
firm financials contribute to the chance of reorganization. Perhaps firms that experience
greater performance deterioration before they file for bankruptcy have a smaller chance
of being reorganized. However, no such relations are found.
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The following regression is specified: 𝐿𝑜𝑔. (

̂𝑖
𝑝
̂𝑖
1− 𝑝

)= 𝛽1 𝑥 𝐴𝑇𝑂𝑖,𝑏𝑒𝑓𝑜𝑟𝑒(𝑓𝑖𝑟𝑚) + 𝛽2 𝑥 𝑃𝑟𝑜𝑓𝑖,𝑏𝑒𝑓𝑜𝑟𝑒(𝑓𝑖𝑟𝑚) +

𝛽3 𝑥 𝑇′𝑞𝑖,𝑏𝑒𝑓𝑜𝑟𝑒(𝑓𝑖𝑟𝑚) + 𝛽4 𝑥 𝐿𝑒𝑣𝑒𝑟𝑎𝑔𝑒𝑖(𝑓𝑖𝑟𝑚) + 𝛽5 𝑥 𝑙𝑜𝑔 𝑇𝐴𝑖(𝑓𝑖𝑟𝑚) + (𝛽5 𝑥 𝑆𝑡𝑑 𝑁𝑊𝑖(𝑓𝑖𝑟𝑚) )
The following regression is specified: 𝐿𝑜𝑔. (1−𝑝̂𝑖𝑝̂)= 𝛽1 𝑎𝑞𝑐𝐴𝑇𝑂𝑖,𝑏𝑒𝑓𝑜𝑟𝑒(𝑓𝑖𝑟𝑚) + 𝛽2 𝑎𝑞𝑐𝑃𝑟𝑜𝑓𝑖,𝑏𝑒𝑓𝑜𝑟𝑒(𝑓𝑖𝑟𝑚) +
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𝑖

𝛽3 𝑎𝑞𝑐𝑇′𝑞𝑖,𝑏𝑒𝑓𝑜𝑟𝑒(𝑓𝑖𝑟𝑚) + 𝛽4 𝑎𝑞𝑐𝐿𝑒𝑣𝑒𝑟𝑎𝑔𝑒𝑖(𝑓𝑖𝑟𝑚) + 𝛽5 𝑙𝑜𝑔. 𝑎𝑞𝑐𝑇𝐴𝑖(𝑓𝑖𝑟𝑚) + (𝛽5 𝑆𝑡𝑑. 𝑎𝑞𝑐𝑇𝐴𝑖(𝑓𝑖𝑟𝑚) )
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I also considered the possibility that the difference in firm performance with their
respective industry average values could provide an indicator for firm reorganization77.
After all, if the bankruptcy process facilitates the flow of resources from the less
productive to the more productive firms – especially within industry given the lower
subsumed resource adjustment costs – it seems likely that a greater difference in
operating performance indicators between firms and industry would predict liquidation.
However, industry adjusted firm performance metrics have no significant influence on
the likelihood of reorganization. These findings can be interpreted as indirect evidence of
inefficient bankruptcy filtering failure.
The three preliminary regression setups are aimed at uncovering significant noncollinear firm performance indicators with which to control the judicial influence
findings. The exercise is concluded thus: (1) I included firm performance metrics –
instead of industry adjusted and AQC performance metrics given their irrelevance- to
control the judge bias finding, (2) I selected firm employment levels before bankruptcy
over the total assets of the firm as predictor, given that employment levels are more
significant than, as well as correlated with the size of the firm.
Overall, the regressions indicate that judicial influence – possibly motivated by
prestige and favorable media exposure – can be an underlying factor in explaining
bankruptcy filtering failure. Bankruptcy judges can use their influence in the bankruptcy
process to gain prestige or favorable attention from media outlets and or fellow
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The following regression is specified: 𝐿𝑜𝑔. (
′

̂𝑖
𝑝
̂𝑖
1− 𝑝

)= 𝛽1 𝑥 𝐴𝑇𝑂𝑖,𝑏𝑒𝑓𝑜𝑟𝑒(𝑓𝑖𝑟𝑚−𝑖𝑛𝑑𝑢𝑠𝑡𝑟𝑦) +

𝛽2 𝑥 𝑃𝑟𝑜𝑓𝑖,𝑏𝑒𝑓𝑜𝑟𝑒(𝑓𝑖𝑟𝑚−𝑖𝑛𝑑𝑢𝑠𝑡𝑟𝑦) + 𝛽3 𝑥 𝑇 𝑞𝑖,𝑏𝑒𝑓𝑜𝑟𝑒(𝑓𝑖𝑟𝑚−𝑖𝑛𝑑𝑢𝑠𝑡𝑟𝑦) + 𝛽4 𝑥 𝐿𝑒𝑣𝑒𝑟𝑎𝑔𝑒𝑖,(𝑓𝑖𝑟𝑚−𝑖𝑛𝑑𝑢𝑠𝑡𝑟𝑦) +
𝛽5 𝑥 𝑙𝑜𝑔 𝑇𝐴𝑖(𝑓𝑖𝑟𝑚−𝑖𝑛𝑑𝑢𝑠𝑡𝑟𝑦) + (𝛽5 𝑥 𝑆𝑡𝑑 𝑁𝑊𝑖(𝑓𝑖𝑟𝑚−𝑖𝑛𝑑𝑢𝑠𝑡𝑟𝑦) )
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bankruptcy professionals. Especially when bankruptcy judges are in involved in a
reorganization of large companies in or close to their district, is the mechanism expected
to be most significant.

2.3 Concluding Remarks
The institutions of the bankruptcy process arguably play an important part in
business dynamics by acting as a filtering mechanism. U.S. Bankruptcy Law in its core
legitimation exists to deal with the possibility that not all insolvent firms should be
liquidated. Assets can be used in their most productive or use value, however because of
financial reasons those types of enterprises can fail. However, a number of reasons can be
distilled why the bankruptcy process as a filtering mechanism is not operating optimally
in distinguishing economically viable firms from the unviable ones.
The Creditor Conflict views indicates that when senior creditors exercise control,
more often than not, assets of an economically viable firms are sold at less than their
‘going-concern’ value (Type II error), and when junior creditors gain control, possibly
the firm expends unnecessary resources on the reorganization of an economically
unviable firm (Type I error). The judicial influence view of filtering failure in
bankruptcy claims that the bankruptcy judiciary underlies filtering failure as well:
Bankruptcy judges use their powers – driven by prestige while not being residual
claimants of a successful bankruptcy decision– to steer larger firms in their districts
towards reorganization. Moreover, genuine judicial error is likely to be an important
factor too, as judges find themselves passing judgment in a price vacuum during the
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bankruptcy process.
In the paper I tested whether there is filtering failure in the bankruptcy decision.
Secondly, I tested for the possibility of judicial influence affecting filtering failure.
Concerning filtering failure, the results in the paper indicate that I cannot reject the
possibility that the bankruptcy process in the U.S. does not contribute to business
dynamics in allowing resources to flow to their highest use values. On average firms do
not catch up – in terms of their ability to generate revenue and profitability - to their
industry counterparts, after emerging from bankruptcy, as can be expected if bankruptcy
relieves financially failed, but economically viable firms, from financial distress.
Secondly, comparing bankrupt firms with their industry counterparts, I find that the
population of firms in our sample before bankruptcy is displaying equally poor
performance - as measured by Tobin’s Q and the firm’s ability to generate revenue- as
the population of firms emerging out of bankruptcy.
To test whether judicial influence is expected to be a factor underlying possible
filtering failure I employed a logistic regression analysis regarding the bankruptcy
outcome to liquidate or reorganize. The results indicate that a greater chance of
reorganization is associated with greater firm pre-bankruptcy employment levels, as well
as a smaller distance between the firm’s headquarters and bankruptcy court. These results
give credence to the judicial influence view of bankruptcy failure.
An important caveat is that no attempt has been made to test for the significance
of the bankruptcy process within overall business dynamics; it could very well be that
bankruptcy as institution does not affect the general flow of resources in an economy to
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significantly influence overall business dynamics. The possibility would mean that even
though there might be bankruptcy filtering failure, its presence is not significant enough
to affect business dynamics. Moreover, the extent by which the results in the paper are
driven by either Type I or Type II errors has not been tested for in the paper.
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3 BANKRUPTCY FILTERING FAILURE AND RECESSION CLEANSING

Recessions typically feature an increase in the number of bankruptcies, business
closures and layoffs. Although recessions are periods of economic hardship, they can also
be thought of as times in which inefficient economic organizations of resources leave the
scene such as to make place for new economic arrangements. Recessions drive down the
profitability across the whole spectrum of economic establishments and the ones that are
not viable enough are revealed to be so by the recession. In this manner recessions reduce
the slack in the economy by revealing the identity of economic organizations that were
barely profitable enough. The ones involved in those organizations, as well as the capital
employed, have to find new more profitable endeavors. The silver- lining view of
recessions goes back to Schumpeter (1942) who argued that the dynamic is an important
source of creative destruction.
This conception of recessions has been echoed until quite recently; several
scholars formalized the idea in models that recession feature cleansing (Hall, 1991 &
2000; Mortensen and Pissarides, 1994; Cabellero and Hammour, 1994). Subsequently,
empirical work has pointed out that there are some problems with the cleansing view of
recessions; studies done on reallocation in the manufacturing industry (Griliches, Regev,
1995; Bailey et al., 1998) find that there is not strong evidence that recessions feature the
flow of resources into more productive arrangements. Moreover, evidence shows that
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employment created during recessions are more likely to be destroyed than employment
created during boom periods (Bowlus, 1995; Davis et al.,1996). Recently Forster et al
(2014) show evidence that generally recessions are periods of greater reallocations, as
well as more productivity enhancing, than normal times. According to the authors the
pattern reversed, however, in the great recession, in which the intensity of reallocation
fell, as well as being less productivity enhancing, as even compared to normal times.
Explanations and their formalizations - meant to qualify the orthodox recession
cleansing view that has been challenged by empirical research - can be arranged in a
number of categories: matching frictions, credit frictions and political economy frictions.
Matching frictions amplify structural changes in the labor market where changes
in market circumstances, such as technology changes, cause workers to be unemployed
for a long time period until they retrain in accordance to the new reality. Matching
frictions amplify structural unemployment through the tendency of firms to refrain from
creating new jobs given the existing skill mismatch in the labor market which in turn
reduces the incentive of labor to retrain ( Cabellero and Hammour, 1996). Given this
reasoning , Restrepo (2015) has proposed that the extent of the skill mismatch caused by
structural changes can cause both skilled and unskilled workers to be unemployed for a
longer time period. Whenever the extent of the skill mismatch is greater, the chance of an
employer to find a skilled worker is smaller which in turn reduces the incentive even
further for employers to create high skilled jobs.
Credit frictions or credit market imperfections can further reduce the ability for
recessions to be cleansing. For instance Barlevy (2003) - making use of the credit market
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frictions in Bernanke and Gertler (1989) - shows that despite recessions’ tendency to be
cleansing, financial constraints can counter that tendency and in fact reverse it. Barlevy’s
assumption is that if potentially the most productive projects require the most funding,
credit constraints caused by credit frictions can prevent these project to come off the
ground. Given that recessions tighten the credit constraints, firms are necessitated to
reallocate their employment and funds to less risky projects: Thus recessions feature
more reallocation but the reallocation is not cleansing in nature.
Osotimehin and Pappadà (2015) - build on the same Bernanke and Gertler
financial friction but arrive at an opposite conclusion. Their conclusion is that although
credit frictions raise the possibility that higher productivity firms exit during recessions,
the effect is not large enough to reverse the recession cleansing effect. The reason is that
firm productivity is persistent to a certain degree, which means that higher productivity
firms face lower net worth constraints when financing their projects.
Political economy frictions refer to the possibility that recessions can affect the
subsequent evolution of economic institutions. Rajan and Ramcharan (2016) provide
evidence from the 1930s that shows that towns suffering a greater number of banking
failures have had fewer banks up until moment that greater bank competition was
permitted78. The authors show that, although recessions might lead to greater
concentration, the fewer post-recession remaining banks shape the subsequent
development of the banking sector through political economy mechanisms. In other
words the recovery from job and organizational destruction in recessions can be

78

The 1994 Riegle-Neal Act allowed for increased banking competition.
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hampered by the support of entry restrictions, among other reallocative restrictions, by
incumbents.
In this paper we argue that legal frictions potentially have an impact on
reallocation and recession cleansing. In particular we show that the bankruptcy process in
the US can diminish the recession cleansing effect if bankruptcy features filtering failure.
That is, if the bankruptcy process features errors in determining whether failing firms are
merely financially failed and can be profitably reorganized (Type II error: efficient firm
liquidated) , or whether firms are economically non-viable and therefore need to be
liquidated (Type I error: inefficient firm reorganized) .
Evidence of filtering failure in the US bankruptcy process is based on the large
disparity in successful reorganization rates of small and large businesses and on postbankruptcy emergence firm performance: Fewer than 10% of small to medium-size firms
(assets under $500,000) emerge from Chapter 11 as going concerns (Baird, 1993).
Reorganization rates of bigger firms are higher at 93% but 32% of those firms refile for
bankruptcy within the first five years after emergence (LoPucki & Whitford, 1993).
Another study found that over 40% experience operating losses in the three years
following bankruptcy (Hotchkiss, 1995). Van Bergem (2016) provides evidence that
firms emerging from bankruptcy do not exhibit catch-up behavior to their respective
industry as well shows that there is no improvement in the financial performance gap
between bankrupt firms and their respective industry right before and after bankruptcy.
To determine whether bankruptcy filtering failure affects recession cleansing we
incorporate a mechanism of bankruptcy filtering failure into the model of Osotimehin and
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Pappadà (2015). The model adds filtering failure on top of the Bernanke and Gertler
(1989) credit friction. The reason why the credit friction is a necessary condition for the
existence of bankruptcy filtering is that without the friction firms can only exit on the
basis of productivity being too low. In other words, the exit and capital decisions of the
firm, without the financial frictions, would not depend on the firm’s level of equity which
implies there is no difference between financial and economic failure.
A crucial assumption in the application of bankruptcy filtering failure’s role in
diminishing cleansing, in the model of firm dynamics, endogenous exit and entry under
credit conditions, is that higher net worth firms are generally firms with higher asset
valuations. Firms with higher net worth face relaxed credit constraints in financial
markets and can therefore increase their levels of capital easier than firms with lower
levels of equity, moreover higher equity levels also mean that collateral requirements are
easier met when firms need to raise capital. In the model firms can afford - given their
own as well as given the bank constraint - to stay in business with lower productivity as
long as their net worth position is relatively healthy. Conversely when firms are more
productive they can afford to stay in business with lower net worth. Generally firms with
greater net worth have a higher chance of avoiding bankruptcy given their level of
productivity.
In the bankruptcy process firms with a higher pre-bankruptcy asset valuation have
a greater chance of getting reorganized through the bankruptcy process (Lopucki &
Doherty, 2014; Van Bergem 2016; LoPucki & Whitford, 1993; Hotchkiss, 1995). Given
our assumption it means that given a level of productivity, higher net worth firms are less
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likely to enter the bankruptcy process as well as facing a higher probability of being
reorganized.
We find that by implementing bankruptcy filtering failure into the credit frictions
model that the cleansing effect of a recession is still present but diminishes as compared
to the benchmark model in which only credit frictions are present. Given an aggregate
productivity shock, average productivity of the surviving firms rises. This is due to
especially to the modelling fact that lowest productivity firms are more likely to enter
bankruptcy. Even if the lowest productivity firms enter bankruptcy, debt relief increasing their net worth - would not be sufficient to satisfy the firm participation
conditions.
However, relative to the credit frictions benchmark conditions; we find that
including bankruptcy filtering failure, the recession cleansing effect dampens. The result
is due to our assumption that higher net worth firms have a higher chance of getting
reorganized in the model than lower net worth firms. The bankruptcy friction also compared to the benchmark credit friction model - reduces the cleansing intensity, that is
it reduces the net exit rate as well as net firm entry rate given the aggregate productivity
shock. The extent to which bankruptcy filtering failure reduces the recession cleansing as
well as the cleansing intensity varies with the size of the increase of firms filing for
bankruptcy as well as the size of the assumed rate of Type I and Type II errors within the
bankruptcy process.
We proceed as follows: Section 2 describes the baseline model firm dynamics
featuring credit frictions, endogenous entry and exit. In section 3 we introduce the
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bankruptcy filtering failure mechanism and show how it interacts with the baseline model
as well as how the model including bankruptcy filtering failure reacts to an aggregate
shock to productivity. Section 4 concludes.

3.1. A Model of Firm Dynamics with Financial Frictions
To investigate the effect of legal frictions in the form of bankruptcy filtering failure
we adopt a model of firm dynamics featuring credit frictions, endogenous entry and exit
(Osotimehin and Pappadà , 2015). The model is one in the tradition of the canonical
model of firm dynamics that form the basis of research into how productivity and
reallocation are affected over economic cycles (Jovanovic, 1982; Hopenhayn, 1992;
Hopenhayn and Rogerson, 1993; Ericson and Pakes, 1995). The foundation of these
models is centered on a computational structure for heterogeneous firm dynamics which
are driven by various types of shocks. The various firms’ survival as well as their
entrance into the market is driven by these heterogeneous shocks. We begin by describing
the model of heterogeneous firm dynamics under exit and entry conditions which features
credit frictions, on top of which we build a legal friction in terms of bankruptcy filtering
failure.
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3.1.1. Business Heterogeneity, Decisions and their Changing Productive Environments
The simulated economy consists of firms that discount the future with a constant
rate79. At the start of time in the model, firms are heterogeneous and throughout the
simulation they remain so. They differ with respect to how productive they are and how
much net worth they have. Firms maximize their profits and only employ capital that
produces output at decreasing returns to scale. Next to deciding the appropriate level of
capital at the beginning of a simulated time step the firm also decides whether it wants to
stay in the market. That decision depends on whether the expected value of investing the
firm’s net worth exceeds the value of investing the equity into a safe asset. The value of
1

investing in the safe asset, yielding at a rate 𝑟 = β−1, is the value of the discounted
income stream from that safe asset.
If the firm decides to stay in the market, it has to incur a fixed operation cost to
start producing for the next simulated time period. More formally if the firm decides to
produce it pays the operating cost, c, and produces output via a production function; 𝐴𝑘 𝛼
where capital, k, depreciates at rate δ. The firm’s productivity, 𝐴 = 𝑍(𝜃 + 𝜖), is made
up from three components: 𝑍, 𝜃 𝑎𝑛𝑑 𝜖:
1. The Aggregate, economy wide, shock Z, is the aggregate productivity which is
common for all simulated firms.
2. The idiosyncratic productivity,

∈ [𝜃𝑚𝑖𝑛 , 𝜃𝑚𝑎𝑥 ] ,is persistent and follows a

Markov process for each firm with a conditional distribution 𝐹(𝜃 ′ |𝜃). The
conditional distribution ensures that the higher a productivity shock is at time t,
79

The firms are risk neutral and discount the future with a constant factor 0< β<1.
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the more likely it will high at time t +1, vice versa (all notation of variables
referring to the next period are denoted by ‘).
3. The idiosyncratic productivity, 𝜖 ∈ [𝜖𝑚𝑖𝑛 , 𝜖𝑚𝑎𝑥 ] is non persistent and
independently and identically distributed (i.i.d) for each firm and each time period
from a distribution 𝜑 with a mean of zero
At the start of each time period in the model, thus also at t=0, each firm knows
their persistent idiosyncratic productivity 𝜃, the economy wide productivity Z, and their
net worth , e , while they don’t know their idiosyncratic non-persistent productivity; 𝜖.
On the basis of that knowledge the firm decides their optimal capital level. Whenever the
firm’s equity is not sufficient to cover the cost of installing the optimal level of capital
and fixed cost of operation, the firm will borrow (𝑐 + 𝑘 − 𝑒). The resulting debt contract
with the bank is a one model time period debt contract. It could also be the case that the
firm’s net worth position is greater than what is necessary to finance production. In that
case the firm distributes the left over equity as dividends.
Once the firm produced on the basis of their capital level their idiosyncratic nonpersistent productivity, 𝜖, is revealed to them. At that time, which is the end of the model
period, , the firm observes the amount of revenue generated and the firms pay down their
debt (𝑐 + 𝑘 − 𝑒). What is left over, is the firm’s equity or net worth position, q. Now the
cycle starts all over: given their end of period net worth, q, the firms observe the next
period productivity elements, 𝑍 ′ , 𝜃 ′ , and decide their optimal levels of capital, 𝑘 ′ , if they
decide to stay in the market. Whenever the firm finds out that the value of liquidating
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their equity and investing it in the safe asset for perpetuity is greater than the value of
investing for production, the firm will exit.

3.1.2. The Finance of the Firm under Credit Frictions
Whenever the firm needs to enter into a debt contract with the bank when their
equity or net worth is too low, the firm borrows(𝑐 + 𝑘 − 𝑒). The interest rate at which the
firm borrows from the bank depends on whether the financial market is perfect in the
Modigliani Miller sense. The value of the firm would not depend on how the firm is
1

financed in that case and would borrow at the risk free rate 𝑟 = β−1. None of the
decisions of the firm in the model would depend on the level of equity the firm has and
thus the firm would exit the market only if they are not productive enough.
However, whenever the firm faces credit frictions the situation changes. To
finance the capital the firm borrows from the financial intermediary by using its equity, e,
whenever k + c > e. If so the firm borrows, (k + c –e), from the bank at rate 𝑟̃ . The
contract between the intermediary and firm depends on the value of the firm’s net worth ,
e , on the persistent idiosyncratic productivity, 𝜃, as well as on the economy wide
productivity; Z. These values are all common knowledge , however, the bank does not
observe the firm’s idiosyncratic non persistent shock; 𝜖.
There is thus asymmetric information with respect to part of the firm’s
productivity.

The financial intermediary can only know the firm’s idiosyncratic

productivity at a monitoring cost of 𝜇𝑘 𝛼 and the financial intermediary only monitors the
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firm when the firm defaults. Since the monitoring, to ameliorate asymmetric information,
comes at a cost it gives rise to credit constraints (Bernanke & Gertler, 1989; Carlstrom
and Fuerst, 1997).
The firm defaults whenever the value of production is not sufficient to cover the
value of the debt contract. Whether the firm defaults depends on the non - persistent
productivity component, given that idiosyncratic persistent productivity, 𝜃, as well as on
the economy wide productivity, Z , are known. The threshold level for the non-persistent
productivity, 𝜖̅ , is given by;

𝑍[𝜃 + 𝜖̅]𝑘 𝛼 + (1 − 𝛿)𝑘 = (1 + 𝑟̃ ) (𝑘 + 𝑐 − 𝑒)

When the firm defaults, it does not necessary mean that the firm wants to exit. If
the firm’s own participation constraint is satisfied, the firm will try to continue, however
is subject to the bank willing to lend the capital (𝑐 + 𝑘 − 𝑒). The financial intermediary
will lend to the firm when the expected income from the loan is minimally equal to the
opportunity cost of lending:

𝜖̅

(1 + 𝑟̃ ) (𝑘 + 𝑐 − 𝑒)[1 − 𝜑(𝜖̅)] +

∫ [𝑍(𝜃 + 𝜖)𝑘 𝛼 + (1 − 𝛿)𝑘 − 𝜇𝑘 𝛼 ] 𝑑𝜑(𝜖) ≥ (1 + 𝑟)(𝑘 + 𝑐 − 𝑒)
𝜖 𝑚𝑖𝑛

The value of the loan is thus equal to repayment of the loan, including interest, if the firm
does not default. When the firm defaults, the loan value will be equal to the firm’s
remaining net worth or equity net of the monitoring costs. Given aggregate productivity,
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Z, persistent productivity, 𝜃 and the firm’s net worth, e, the bank derives - from its
participation constraint - the default threshold80. From the default threshold the implied
interest rate

𝑟̃ that the bank charges can be implied. If the firm has a higher net worth

position before it askes the bank for a loan, the cost of borrowing for the firm declines
since it relaxes the bank participation constraint.
Some firms do not have enough net worth to satisfy the bank. Given aggregate
productivity and the firm’s idiosyncratic persistent productivity, a threshold exists for
which the bank refuses to lend; 𝑒𝑏 (𝜃, 𝑍). In that case the firm is left no other choice but
to leave the market. The amount of net worth the firm81 is left with after production can
be summarized:
𝑍(𝜃 + 𝜖)𝑘 𝛼 + (1 − 𝛿)𝑘 − (1 + 𝑟̃ ) (𝑘 + 𝑐 − 𝑒) 𝑖𝑓 𝜖 > 𝜖̅
𝑞= {
0
𝑖𝑓 𝜖 ≤ 𝜖̅

3.1.3. The Problem of the Firm
The value of the firm depends on whether it stays in the market, and if the firm
stays in the market the value depends on how its investments pan out. Whenever the firm
at the end of production finds out that its net worth is too low for the bank to participate

80

The result is obtained by substituting in the firm default condition into the participation constraint of the
bank:
𝑍[𝜃 + 𝐺(𝜖̅)]𝑘 𝛼 + (1 − 𝛿)𝑘 − 𝜇𝑘 𝛼 𝜑(𝜖̅) ≥ (1 + 𝑟)(𝑘 + 𝑐 − 𝑒)
𝜖̅

𝑤𝑖𝑡ℎ 𝐺(𝜖̅) ≡ [1 − 𝜑(𝜖̅)]𝜖̅ + ∫

𝜖𝑑𝜑(𝜖)

∈𝑚𝑖𝑛
81

Using the default threshold allows for a simplification of the net worth of the firm at the end of the
period:
̅ ; 0}
q = max {𝑍𝑘 𝛼 (𝜖 − 𝜖)
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in providing a loan, it is forced to leave the market. Whenever the opposite is true - the
firm has enough net worth for the bank to lend - it does not necessarily mean the firm
wants to produce. It could be the case that the firm finds that investing in the safe asset
yields more than production even though the bank is willing to lend. The problem of the
firm summarized:

𝜖 𝑚𝑎𝑥

𝑚𝑎𝑥
𝑚𝑎𝑥
𝑉(𝑒, 𝜃, 𝑍) = (𝑘, 𝜖̅) 𝐸 { ∫ 𝐼(𝑞)𝑞 + (1 − 𝐼(𝑞)) max [𝑞, ′ (𝑞 − 𝑒 ′ + 𝛽𝑉(𝑒 ′ , 𝜃 ′ , 𝑍 ′ ))] 𝑑𝜑(𝜖)}
𝑒
𝜖 𝑚𝑖𝑛

With:
𝐼(𝑞) = {

0 𝑖𝑓 𝑞 ≥ 𝑒𝑏 (𝜃 ′ , 𝑍 ′ )
1 𝑖𝑓 𝑞 < 𝑒𝑏 (𝜃 ′ , 𝑍 ′ )

Subject to:
𝑍[𝜃 + 𝐺(𝜖̅)]𝑘 𝛼 + (1 − 𝛿)𝑘 − 𝜇𝑘 𝛼 𝜑(𝜖̅) ≥ (1 + 𝑟)(𝑘 + 𝑐 − 𝑒)

̅ ; 0}
𝑞 = 𝑚𝑎𝑥{𝑍𝑘 𝛼 (𝜖 − 𝜖)

(1)

(2)

The firm maximizes its profits which is equivalent to maximizing the dividends it
can pay out, if the firm satisfies the bank’s participation constraint (see equation 1)82. The
net worth the firm ends up with after production is defined by equation (2). If the firm is
solvent enough to borrow from the bank, it faces the trade-off of choosing a higher level
of capital to increase production , while on the other trying to reduce the chance of
default which increases with the amount borrowed.

82

This implies that the firm’s net worth has to be sufficient for the bank to lend: 𝑒𝑏 (𝜃 ′ , 𝑍 ′ ) ≤ 𝑒 ′ ≤ 𝑞
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3.1.4. Exit thresholds under Credit Friction Conditions
In the modeled economy, featuring credit frictions, firms exit if their productivity
and net worth pair is not sufficient to either satisfy their own or the bank’s participation
constraint. Therefore the firm exit thresholds can be represented in the 𝜃, 𝑞 plane (see
figure 1). We can identify four regions that are relevant to the exit of the firm in the credit
frictions economy:
1. The firm exits whenever 𝜃 < 𝜃(𝑍), independent from its net worth position
2. Firm exit happens whenever 𝜃(𝑍) ≤ 𝜃 < 𝜃 ∗ (𝑍) if its end of period net worth is
too low for it’s own participation constraint to be satisfied:
3. In the third area firm exit happens if 𝜃 ∗ (𝑍) ≤ 𝜃 < 𝜃 ∗∗ (𝑍) if its end of period net
worth is too low for the financial intermediary’s participation constraint to be
satisfied
4. Whenever 𝜃 ≥ 𝜃 ∗∗ (𝑍) whatever the level of net worth of the firm ,it will not exit

Figure 12: Exit thresholds for the firm; the solid line represents the firm threshold , 𝒆𝒇 (𝜽, 𝒁), and the
dashed line represents the bank threshold , 𝒆𝒃 (𝜽, 𝒁).
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Both bank thresholds and the participation constraint of the firm are decreasing in
terms of the firm’s persistent productivity as well as the firm’s net worth. Thus the lower
productivity or net worth is, the higher the likelihood is of the firm exiting.

3.1.5. Bankruptcy Filtering Failure and Firm Exit in a Credit Friction Economy
It is necessary to start from a model with credit frictions in order to incorporate a
legal friction in the form of bankruptcy filtering failure into a model that can explain its
effect on recession cleansing. After all, the exit and capital decisions of the firm, without
the financial frictions, would not depend on the firm’s level of equity which implies there
is no difference between financial and economic failure.
Bankruptcy filtering failure arises when the bankruptcy process features errors in
determining whether failing firms are merely financially failed and can be profitably
reorganized (Type II error: efficient firm liquidated) , or whether firms are economically
non-viable and therefore need to be liquidated (Type I error: inefficient firm reorganized)
.

In the credit frictions model of endogenous firm exit, the exit decision is based on

the firm’s productivity and net worth or equity position. In this narrow definition of firm
exit, Type I and Type II errors in the bankruptcy decision are defined as such: the more
productive the firm is while at the same time having less equity, the more likely is a Type
II error if the firm is liquidated in the model. Type I errors are of the opposite logic: the
less productive the firms are while at the time having more equity, the more likely is a
Type I error.
In studying the role of filtering failure on recession cleansing, we made an
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important assumption: Higher net worth firms are generally firms with higher asset
valuations. Firms with higher net worth face relaxed credit constraints in financial
markets and can therefore increase their levels of capital easier than firms with lower
levels of equity, moreover higher equity levels also mean that collateral requirements are
easier met when firms need to raise capital.
In the bankruptcy process firms with a higher pre-bankruptcy asset valuation have
a greater chance of getting reorganized through the bankruptcy process (Lopucki &
Doherty, 2014; Van Bergem 2016; LoPucki & Whitford, 1993; Hotchkiss, 1995). Given
our assumption it means that given a level of productivity, higher net worth firms are less
likely to enter the bankruptcy process as well as facing a higher probability of being
reorganized.
To incorporate the implication in the model of credit frictions we modify the exit
conditions to incorporate the possibility of bankruptcy filtering failure. To do so we must
(1) identify the relevant exit thresholds for remodification (see figure 1 : exit thresholds)
as well as (2) incorporate the bankruptcy ‘treatment’ that (3) includes a bias for the
reorganization of higher net worth firms in the bankruptcy process.
First, the bankruptcy treatment is not relevant under certain conditions in the
model since successful bankruptcy reorganization consists of increasing the net worth
position of the bankrupt firm by debt to asset conversions. The bankruptcy process cannot
by itself increase the productivity of the firm. This implies that the only relevant exit
thresholds for bankruptcy are where the net worth of the firm matter in terms of firm exit,
which are: 𝑞 < 𝑒𝑓 (𝜃, 𝑍) and 𝑞 < 𝑒𝑏 (𝜃, 𝑍); area B and C respectively (see figure 1). In
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the other areas - A & D (see figure 1) - bankruptcy does not matter: Area A features firms
that exit irrespective of their net worth position (𝑒𝑥𝑖𝑡 𝑞) ; in Area D firms are
productivity enough for their net worth position not to matter (𝑛𝑜 𝑒𝑥𝑖𝑡 𝑞). Given the
identification of the relevant areas of exit thresholds we can define the bankruptcy
treatment within the model.
Whenever 𝜃(𝑍) ≤ 𝜃 < 𝜃 ∗ (𝑍) , firms enter bankruptcy if its end of period net worth
is too low for it’s own participation constraint to be satisfied. However, bankruptcy does
not mean the firm exits. If the firm is able to have enough debt repudiated through the
bankruptcy process, the net worth position of the firm would be sufficient to satisfy its
own participation constraint. Suppose 𝑈 = 𝐹(𝑥) has a uniform distribution on (0,1) such
that 𝑥𝑖 = 𝐹 −1 (𝑈), is a randomly generated value, 𝑥𝑖 , from (0,1). For each bankruptcy , i,
for which 𝑞 < 𝑒𝑏 (𝜃, 𝑍), we generate a random value ,𝑥𝑖 , in the model such that
whenever 𝑥𝑖 ≤ 𝑋, the firm gets reorganized through bankruptcy. For example, 𝑋 = .5
implies a 50% chance of reorganization if the firm files for bankruptcy in the model. The
actual bankruptcy reorganization is modeled as an debt to asset conversion such that
𝑞𝑖 = 𝑒𝑏 (𝜃, 𝑍) + 1. That is for each firm that is chosen for reorganization, the firm will
undergo a debt to asset conversion such that their net worth level exceeds the exit
threshold for their particular level of productivity (see figure 2: bankruptcy treatment).
In the third area firm exit happens if 𝜃 ∗ (𝑍) ≤ 𝜃 < 𝜃 ∗∗ (𝑍) whenever its end of period
net worth is too low for the financial intermediary’s participation constraint to be
satisfied. We apply the same bankruptcy procedure in the model as when the firm is not
able to satisfy its own participation constraint. Thus for each bankruptcy, i, for which 𝑞 <
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𝑒𝑓 (𝜃, 𝑍), we generate a random value ,𝑥𝑖 , in the model such that whenever 𝑥𝑖 ≤ 𝑋, the
firm gets reorganized through bankruptcy. The actual bankruptcy reorganization is
modeled as a debt to asset conversion such that 𝑞𝑖 = 𝑒𝑓 (𝜃, 𝑍) + 1. That is for each firm,
i , that is chosen for reorganization, will receive a debt to asset conversion such that their
net worth level exceeds the exit threshold for their particular level of productivity (see
figure 2: bankruptcy treatment).

Figure 13: Bankruptcy treatment; firms that are randomly chosen in the bankruptcy relevant areas (B&C) to
receive a debt to asset conversion such that their net worth levels are above the firm’s relevant exit
threshold.

Last, to incorporate the alleged bankruptcy process’s bias for reorganizing firms
with higher net worth we apply a different value for the probability of reorganization.
Within the model the possible values of all variables are discretized, thus also the
productivity range 𝜃(𝑍) ≤ 𝜃 < 𝜃 ∗∗ (𝑍) for areas B&C (see figure 1&2). There is thus a
fixed number, N, of possible productivity values, firms can have in areas B&C. We take
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the midpoint of N , 𝑁𝑚𝑖𝑑 , such that firms that exit in the model in the areas B&C either
belong to two ranges; (1)𝑓𝑟𝑜𝑚 𝑛 = 0 𝑡𝑜 𝑁𝑚𝑖𝑑 𝑜𝑟 (2) 𝑛 = 𝑁𝑚𝑖𝑑 𝑢𝑛𝑡𝑖𝑙𝑙 𝑁 . The first
range contains the firms that if they exit, they exit while having a higher net worth or
equity position as compared to the second range where firms exit with a lower net worth
position. Now we can apply different probabilities of firm reorganization through
bankruptcy by assigning each two ranges a probability; 𝑋1 for the first range and 𝑋2 for
the second range. Later on in the numerical analysis of bankruptcy filtering failure and
credit frictions, we apply differing probabilities to estimate the effect of bankruptcy
filtering failure on recession cleansing.
In sum, we have established the procedure for bankruptcy reorganization to work
in the model of credit frictions.

Bankruptcy reorganization, within the model, is

conceptualized as a probability of a debt to asset conversion which raises the filing firm’s
net worth above the exit threshold. The probability of the reorganization is dependent
upon the exiting firm’s net worth position upon the moment it files for bankruptcy.

3.1.6. Entry, Distributions of Net Worth and Productivity and Average Productivity
The number of firm entrants in the model is determined by a productivity and
level of net worth draw which are drawn independently. Productivity is drawn from an
exogenous distribution, 𝜃. Net worth is drawn from a uniform distribution such that the
lowest possible value is zero and the highest possible value does not require the new
entrant to pay dividends after the first period of production. The drawn values for both
productivity and net worth for new potential entrants form a joint distribution, v.
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Together with the distributions on the idiosyncratic and persistent productivity of the
firms as well as the capital, default, dividend and exit decisions , an endogenous joint
distribution of productivity and net worth can be formed; 𝜉. The joint distribution can be
used to determine the average firm - level productivity in the economy. The average firm
-level productivity is necessary to know the effect of an aggegrate shock , Z, on the
recession cleansing effect: ∬ 𝜃𝑑 𝜉(𝑒, 𝜃).

3.2. Legal Frictions and the Cleansing Effect of Recessions
Here we analyze how the model of credit frictions is affected by the inclusion of
bankruptcy filtering failure given a negative aggregate productivity shock that mimics a
recessionary period. The model is not meant to give a precise prediction of how
bankruptcy filtering failure affects the recession cleansing effect. Rather we attempt to
highlight the mechanism through which bankruptcy filtering failure affects recession
cleansing and its intensity as well as to gain confidence in the robustness of the
mechanism. First, we discuss the model’s calibration and its steady state. Subsequently
we discuss how the model behaves following an aggregate productivity shock.

3.2.1 Calibration
We follow Osotimehin and Pappadà (2015) in their calibration of the model in the
steady state of the credit frictions economy (see appendix: Table A.1 for all benchmark
calibrations). In terms of bankruptcy filtering failure we do not alter the calibrations,
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since we study its effect on recession cleansing exclusively during an aggregate negative
productivity shock. Off course firms exit outside recessionary periods (see appendix:
figure A.5) and thus possible bankruptcy filtering failure is also secular force in
influencing productivity growth rates. However, although given the possible greater
importance of the long run effects of filtering failure, we focus on recession cleansing.
The risk free rate ,r, in the model is set at 4% , the discount rate, β, is 0.956 ,capital
depreciates, δ, at 7% and the returns to scale parameter, α, is set at 0.7 (Hennessey and
Whited, 2007). In the steady - state of the model the aggregate productivity, Z, is
normalized at 1. The firm’s persistent productivity component, 𝜃, follows an AR(1)
sequence whereby the next period’s productivity component, 𝜃 ′ , is a product of the
previous productivity level:

ln 𝜃 ′ = 𝜌𝜃 ln 𝜃 + (1 − 𝜌𝜃 )𝜂𝜃 + 𝜀𝜃 , where 𝜀𝜃 𝜖 (0, 𝜎 𝜃 )

The continuous AR(1) process is approximated with a Markov chain spanning
over 50 grid points [𝜃𝑚𝑖𝑛 , 𝜃𝑚𝑎𝑥 ]. The distribution of idiosyncratic persistent productivity
𝜎2

has a mean value of 0.3, 𝜂𝜃 = ln(0.3) − 0.5 1−𝜌𝜃 2 , with an autocorrelation coefficient, 𝜌𝜃
𝜃

of 0.9. Osotimehin and Pappadà (2015) calibrate 𝜎𝜃 such to be in line with intra-industry
distribution of total factor productivity found by Syverson (2004) who estimated an
average interquartile ratio between 1.3 and 1.6. The transitory idiosyncratic shock, 𝜀, is
drawn for each firm in the model from a normal distribution with mean of zero and a
standard deviation of 0.3 to match a default probability of 1% (Carlstrom and Fuerst,
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1997). The monitoring costs of bankruptcy are set at 10% of the capital value (Andrade
and Kaplan, 1998). The fixed cost of production, c, is set to ensure a firm steady state exit
rate of 11.6% (see appendix: figure A.5).

3.2.2. Model Steady State Description
We did not incorporate bankruptcy filtering in the steady state and as such
possible filtering failure does not affect the model in the benchmark configuration. In any
case bankruptcy filtering failure does not alter the exit decisions of the firm. In the model
with credit friction both productivity as well as net worth determines the decisions of the
firms. We explore in the steady state (1) the relation between the exit probability and net
worth, (2) net worth and the level of capital of the firm, (3) net worth and productivity,
and (4) productivity, capital and exit probabilities.
As expected, the firm exit probability declines with net worth (see appendix:
figure A.1). Also firms with higher net worth feature generally higher levels of capital
(see appendix: figure A.1). The higher the net worth of the firm, the less a firm might be
hindered by credit frictions if the firm wishes to increase its capital. The relation is in line
with the crucial assumption we made concerning bankruptcy filtering failure where we
assumed that firms with higher asset valuations have a greater chance of reorganization
through bankruptcy.
The relation between productivity and net worth indicates (see figure A.2) that
high productivity firm have a greater share of firms at the higher end of net worth, which
indicates that high productivity firms can accumulate net worth faster. However, high
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productivity firms can also survive at lower levels of net worth. Especially for those
firms, credit frictions are more likely to matter. Higher productivity firms, while having a
lower net worth position, have a high optimal scale of production (see appendix: figure
A.3) and therefore have greater financial requirements which subsequently make them
more vulnerable to credit frictions. In recessionary times, credit frictions can be
especially damaging for firms of the latter type.
Generally, however, high productivity firms have a lower likelihood of exiting
(see appendix: figure A.3) even in the credit friction benchmark scenario. Since an
important component of firm productivity is persistent, it follows that firms with a high
productivity have a small chance of drawing a low productivity that necessitates firm
exit. Moreover, higher productivity firms generally can accumulate net worth faster such
as to be less likely credit constraint.

3.2.3. The Recession Cleansing Effect and Bankruptcy Filtering Failure
Here we analyze the response of the modeled economy - in the benchmark and the
bankruptcy filtering failure configuration - to a recessionary period, modeled as a decline
in aggregate productivity in terms of the impact it has on the recession cleansing effect.
The recession cleansing effect is measured in terms of average firm productivity.
Aggregate productivity follows a Markov Chain that has two values: 1 for the steady state
and 0.97 for the recessionary period. The transition between states is the same as in Lee
and Mukoyama (2015) such that each modeled period is in line with three years in real
time. The modeled economy starts off with an aggregate productivity of Z=1 in steady
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state, and is subsequently hit by an aggregate shock such that Z=0.97.
Possible bankruptcy filtering failure adds a legal friction to the model. We
simplify the assumption that higher net worth firms are more likely to be reorganized by
dividing the relevant exit areas - the areas in which the firm’s net worth position matters
for exit - in to two ranges. The first range contains the firms that if they exit, they exit
while having a higher net worth or equity position as compared to the second range
where firms exit with a lower net worth position. We can apply different probabilities of
firm reorganization through bankruptcy by assigning each two ranges a probability;
𝑋1 for the first range and 𝑋2 for the second range. We set the two probabilities in line
with the evidence on differing reorganization rates between different sized firms (see:
Baird, 1993; LoPucki & Whitford, 1993); 𝑋1 is set at 70% and 𝑋2 is set at 30% which
reflects a higher probability of reorganization of higher net worth firms

and a lower

probability of reorganization of lower net worth firms once they have filed for
bankruptcy. In terms of bankruptcy filtering failure , Type II errors are more likely in the
lower net worth range while Type I errors are more likely in the higher net worth range.
Since bankruptcy filtering does not pertain to the steady state - given that we
study the effect of bankruptcy filtering failure on the recession cleansing effect - it would
only affect a calibrated 1.5% increase in firm exit (see appendix: figure A.5). Therefore
we choose to increase the exit rate in the recession to correspond to a larger firm exit rate
in the benchmark case. Obviously, when firm exit does not equate with firms leaving the
market but rather entering the bankruptcy process, the exit rate will be somewhat smaller.
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Figure 14: The response to an aggregate productivity shock for both the Credit Friction case and the Legal
Friction Case; the left panel displays the response in the exit and entry rates, while the right panel shows
the response in terms of aggregate productivity.

As is the case in the Credit Friction economy, aggregate productivity increases in
the Bankruptcy Filtering Failure case (see figure 3; right panel). On impact, the net exit
rate in the Legal Frictions increases by 4.35% while average productivity increases by
0.84%. The Credit Frictions economy features, in contrast, an increase of 5.26% in the
net exit rate as well as an increase in aggregate productivity of 1.09%.
Aggregate productivity increases in both the Credit Friction and the Bankruptcy
Filtering Failure configurations. The reason that the recession raises aggregate
productivity in the recession is that the aggregate shock raises the exit thresholds of
mainly low productivity firms (see appendix: figure A.4). These firms do not emerge
from the bankruptcy process since no debt to asset conversion would allow them to meet
the participation constraints (see figure 2; increase in 𝜃(𝑍)).
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Also the aggregate shock slightly raises the probability of exit of the low
productivity firms beyond 𝜃(𝑍) more than it does for the somewhat higher productivity
firms that have a vulnerable net worth position (see appendix: figure A.4). The
explanation of why Bankruptcy filtering failure diminishes the recession cleansing effect
- as compared to the credit frictions benchmark - if Type I errors are more prevalent for
higher net worth firms, while type II errors are more likely for lower net worth firms is
based on that finding: The aggregate shock raises the chance of firms entering the
bankruptcy process slightly more for firms with low productivity with high net worth and
less for more productive firms with lower net worth.
It should be noted that the connection between recessions and increased cleansing
is not a necessity. To the degree that recessions are driven by aggregate demand failures,
the cleansing effect would be absent at best. To take the extreme case where the recession
is a pure aggregate demand driven type recession, the best case scenario entails the
absence of filtering failure and thus zero cleansing. In this case the bankruptcy process
keeps in business all firms that exit until temporary aggregate demand failures subside.
In sum, an aggregate shock in the credit friction benchmark model raises the exit
rate of lower productivity firms more than higher productivity firm, both the ones that
exit irrespective of their net worth position as well as the ones that have a relatively
higher net worth position. Given that benchmark, alleged bankruptcy filtering failure
cannot reverse the recession cleansing effect. However it can reduce the extent to which
the recession is cleansing by favoring higher net worth firms in the bankruptcy process in
terms of reorganization. That extent is determined by a (1) greater likelihood of Type I
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errors for higher net worth firms as well as greater likelihood of Type II errors for lower
net worth firms, as well as (2) the increase in the amount of firms that exit given a
recessionary period.

3.2. Concluding Remarks
The orthodox or ‘silver lining’ view of recessions is that recessions reveal misallocation of resources which subsequently allows for the reallocation of the resources of
inefficient economic organizations to more valuable endeavors. The view has been
challenged in recent literature both empirically and as embodied in theoretical
formalizations of those findings. So called frictions can frustrate the reallocative forces
that make recessions ‘cleansing’ such as matching frictions, credit frictions and political
economy frictions. In the paper, we attempted to show that legal frictions can potentially
hamper the forces of reallocation. Specifically, alleged bankruptcy filtering failure in the
form of the bankruptcy process making errors in allowing non-productive organizations
to get reorganized or the failure of allowing the reorganizations of productive
establishment can diminish the recession cleansing effect.
We adopt a calibrated model of firm dynamics featuring credit frictions,
endogenous entry and exit to investigate the effect of bankruptcy filtering failure on the
recession cleansing effect.

Given our assumption that higher net worth firms are more

likely to get reorganized in the bankruptcy process we find that alleged bankruptcy
filtering failure can diminish recession cleansing. The extent is determined by a (1)
greater likelihood of Type I errors for higher net worth firms and a greater likelihood of
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Type II errors for lower net worth firms, as well as (2) the increase in the amount of firms
that exit given a recessionary period.
Since we focused on the effect of bankruptcy filtering failure on the recession
cleansing, we did not take into account the effect on steady state cleansing. Firm exit is a
constant, thus bankruptcy filtering failure can arguably be one of the diminishing secular
driving forces behind productivity growth. As for recession cleansing, other forces
interacting with bankruptcy filtering failure can arguably more the cleansing effect less
pronounced. Future research can take into account the interaction with ‘leverage cycles’
with bankruptcy filtering failure. After all, pronounced leverage cycles can make
especially high productivity firms with low net worth extremely vulnerable for downturns
that feature increased collateral requirements in a downturn, whether they are a natural
consequence of a downturn or of a regulatory nature. Moreover, the model, as used in the
paper, can be adapted to investigate the role monetary policy has - via the safe interest
rate channel - in changing firm selection dynamics.
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4 OVERALL CONCLUSION

Predicting failure in complex systems such as economies is difficult given that
failure is often the emergent result of several interconnected elements within that system.
The discovery of failing elements or imbalances within such complex systems is often
occurring on the local level. Any expert, or group of experts, taking a bird’s eye view will
have a hard time predicting systemic system failures. Therefore the question is not so
much how we can prevent failure as more how we can fail well.
This dissertation is meant as an example of the study into the role that Legal and
Regulatory institutions play in determining economic failure as well as into their role in
the subsequent (re)-allocation of productive resources. The broad goal is to investigate
how institutions that underlie reallocation and adjustment processes in the economy can
hamper or facilitate the flow of resources to their highest productive use, as well as the
Macro-Economic impact of that functioning. The dissertation specifically investigates
how corporate bankruptcy functions in this light.
The institutional rules governing the U.S. corporate bankruptcy process increase
the conflict situation between opposite interests in the bankrupt firm and do not align
corporate governance with firm value maximization. The behavior of corporate
management during lengthy bankruptcy procedure can best be described as ‘steering a
middle road’ between the various interest. The results is that firms during bankruptcy are
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not properly managed which results in worse financial performance once and if the firm
emerges from bankruptcy.
Moreover the bankruptcy process plays a vital role in distinguishing economically
viable but financially failed firms from economically failed firms. The evidence provided
in this dissertation suggests the bankruptcy process is not able to distinguish between
financially failed but viable firms and economically unviable firms: (1) Firms that emerge
from bankruptcy do not exhibit performance catch-up behavior to their going concern
industry counterparts and (2) the financial performance gap between bankrupt firms and
matched industry right before and after bankruptcy does not improve. Bankruptcy
filtering failure is likely not only the result of creditor conflict but also is a function of the
role the judge plays: firms that have more pre-bankruptcy employment as well having
more operations close to the bankruptcy court are more likely to emerge.
The Macro-Economic consequences of bankruptcy filtering failure can be
described by determining its impact on recession cleansing. By incorporating alleged
bankruptcy filtering failure into a model of business dynamics and firm exit under credit
frictions, I illustrate the mechanism through which bankruptcy filtering failure affects the
extent by which recessions are cleansing. The model shows that the degree to which
recessions are cleansing depends on bankruptcy filtering accuracy. The recession
cleansing effect worsens, when I incorporate the fact that firms with bigger asset
valuations have a higher likelihood of bankruptcy survival.
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APPENDICES

Appendix A.1 Data Acquisition and Methodology
We compile data from two separate data sources – the UCLA-Lopucki Bankruptcy
Research Database (BRD)83 and the firm financial data from the Center for Research in
Security Prices (CRSP)84 From the BRD we compile data on large U.S. public corporate
bankruptcies (firms which total assets are value higher than $100 million in 1980 dollars)
ranging from the beginning of 1981 to the end of 2010 . We specifically obtain data on
the firm’s filing (Filedindex) and court disposition date (Dispositionindex), the number of
workers the firm employed one quarter before filing (Emp Before) for bankruptcy, the
distance of the firm head quarter (HQ) from court (Dist Crt to HQ), whether the
bankruptcy case was pre-negotiated or pre-packaged (Pre-Neg or Pre-Pack) ,whether the
bankruptcy case resulted in liquidation or reorganization (Emerge), whether the bankrupt
firm changed CEO before case disposition, as well as the firm identification number;
CUSIP85. The CRSP database provides the quarterly reported financial indicators of all
publicly firms between 1981 and 2010 as well the CUSIP identifier and the industry

83

The UCLA-Lopucki Bankruptcy Research Database is available from http://lopucki.law.ucla.edu/ upon
request
84
Data from the Center for Research in Security Prices (CRSP) is available from http://www.crsp.com/
upon subscription
85
The CUSIP is a nine-digit security identification number to identify identifies most financial instruments,
including: stocks of all registered U.S. and Canadian companies, commercial paper, and U.S. government
and municipal bonds. Each U.S. firm that is publicly traded has a CUSIP identifier.
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identifier, SIC86, to which the firm belongs. The quarterly firm financial values we use in
this paper are; the value ($M) of Property, Plant and Equipment (PPEGT), the value ($M)
of Totals Assets (TA), firm Net Worth (NW) ($M), the value ($M) of Total Sales (Sale),
Operating Income before Depreciation (OIBDP in $M), stock price at fiscal-quarter
(PRCCQ in $), number of common shares outstanding (CSHPRI), debt in current
liabilities (DLC in $M), long-term debt (DLTT in $M)

, preferred stock (PSTKL),

deferred taxes (TXDITC in $M).
The following variables are derived from the individual quarterly financial values:
Profitability87 (Prof) ,the Asset Turnover Ratio (ATO), Leverage (Lev), and Tobin’s Q
(Q). In both datasets we delete observations of financial firms, regulated firms as well as
quasi-public firms88. To ensure consistency of firm size between the BRD and the CRSP
we delete all firm financial observations that are under $100 million (in 1980 dollars) in
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The Standard Industrial Classification SIC is a system for classifying industries by a four-digit code.
The elements from the financial ratios used are collected quarterly from CRSP and calculated thus:
The firm’s Profitability (𝑷𝒓𝒐𝒇𝒊 ) is a ratio between the values of operating income before depreciation
(OIBDP) and amortization and total assets (AT):
The firm’s Asset turnover Ratio ( 𝑨𝑻𝑶𝒊 ) – the firm’s ability to generate revenue – is a ratio between the
values of net revenue (Sale) divided by the total assets (AT):
The firm’s Leverage ( 𝑳𝒆𝒗𝒊 ) is the ratio between the value of total liabilities (𝐷𝐿𝐶 + 𝐷𝐿𝑇𝑇) and total
assets (TA):
The firm’s Tobin’s (𝑸𝒊 ) value is defined as the sum of the share price multiplied by number of common
shares outstanding (market value equity; MVE), value of debt in current liabilities (DLC) , value of longterm debt (DLTT) and the value of preferred stock minus (PSTKL) deferred taxes (TXDITC) , divided by
the value of total assets (AT); the value of net revenues (Sale); and profitability (Prof) (operating income
before depreciation divided by total assets):
87

𝑷𝒓𝒐𝒇𝒊 =

𝑂𝐼𝐵𝐷𝑃𝑖
𝑆𝑎𝑙𝑒𝑖
𝐷𝐿𝐶𝑖 + 𝐷𝐿𝑇𝑇𝑖
𝑀𝑉𝐸𝑖 + 𝐷𝐿𝐶𝑖 + 𝐷𝐿𝑇𝑇𝑖 + 𝑃𝑆𝑇𝐾𝐿𝑖 − 𝑇𝑋𝐷𝐼𝑇𝐶𝑖
; 𝑨𝑻𝑶𝒊 =
; 𝑳𝒆𝒗𝒊 =
; 𝑸𝑖 =
𝐴𝑇𝑖
𝐴𝑇𝑖
𝐴𝑇𝑖
𝐴𝑇𝑖 + 𝑆𝑎𝑙𝑒𝑖 + 𝑃𝑟𝑜𝑓𝑖

88

Excluded from our analyses are financial segments (SIC 6000–6999) and segments for regulated utilities
(SIC 4900 and SIC 4999).
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the CRSP database89. All quarterly firm financial values are deflated to constant 1980
dollars using the GDP deflator provided by the Bureau of Economic Analysis.

A.1.1.: Database matching between CRSP/CCM and BRD
WE use a relational database and database management system (RDDMS) in
which I merge the BRD and CRSP databases. The CUSIP , SIC and Financial Quarters
(spanning the 1981 -2010 time period) are used as identifiers on the basis of which we
query the data via a B-Tree data structure90. First, the CUSIP identifiers are used to match
the firms in the BRD with the CRSP .The result is two data structures; one contains firm
financial information of firms that have never been bankrupt during the 1981-2010 time
period, the other contains firm financial information of firms that are bankrupt, are going
into bankruptcy as well as firms emerging out of bankruptcy.
The dates on firm bankruptcy filing and dates on firm case dispositions, obtained
from the BRD, are converted into a financial quarter identifier. The financial quarter
identifiers are subsequently used to further separate the firm quarterly financial data in
the dataset containing data on firms that ever have been bankrupt: The data is separated
into three categories: firm financial data on firms during the period two years prior to
bankruptcy, data on firms during bankruptcy and data on firms during the two years after
emerging from bankruptcy. The procedure leaves us with four data structures; (1) firm
financial data on firms that never have been bankrupt during the 1981-2010 period, (2)
89

Variables are deflated to constant 1980 dollars using the GDP deflator provided by the Bureau of
Economic Analysis.
90
A B-tree is a tree data structure that keeps data sorted and allows searches, sequential access, insertions,
and deletions in minimal computation time. The B-tree is therefore ideal for dealing with large datasets.
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firm financial data on firms in the two year period leading up to bankruptcy, (3) firm
financial data on firms during bankruptcy, and (4) firm financial data on firms in the two
year period after bankruptcy.

A.1.2: Average Quarterly Change Metrics and Firms and Industry Comparisons
In the financial distress hypothesis testing , average quarterly change values are
used for some of the financial indicators that have been collected. Also in the logistic
regression ,predicting the likelihood of the bankruptcy decision, we use the AQC of some
financial metrics. In the RDDSM the metric can be calculated for each separate financial
reporting for each firm category ‘before’, ‘during’ and ‘after’ and for each firm’s
matching industry during the same time period. We begin calculating the AQC values by
collecting for each firm the first and last quarter for each category (see table A.1) ;
‘before’, ‘during’, and ‘after’ (we define a quarter span from the period 1981 -2010 to
start with quarter one at the 1st of January of 1981). For each category we separate the
data into two periods; from the start quarter to the midrange quarter (excluding the
midrange quarter) and from the midrange quarter to end quarter (including the midrange
quarter).

Table A.1: The determination of the data ranges for each category; ‘before’, ‘during’ and ‘after’: 𝐵𝑠 = The
start quarter of the before bankruptcy category (2 years prior to the last quarter before bankruptcy), 𝐵𝑚 =
the mid range quarter of the before bankruptcy category, 𝐵𝑒 = the end quarter of the before bankruptcy
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category (the last quarter before bankruptcy). 𝐷𝑠,𝑚,𝑒 are the start (the filing quarter), mid and end quarters
(the quarter of case disposition) for the during category and 𝐴𝑠,𝑚,𝑒 are the start (the first quarter out of
bankruptcy), mid and end quarters (2 years after the first quarter out of bankruptcy) for the after category.

The six resulting time ranges (see table A.2), two per category ‘before’, ‘during’
and ‘after’, are used to collect the financial data separately such that an average can be
calculated per financial attribute per one of the six time categories per firm in bankruptcy:
𝑛

∑
𝑖=0

𝑋𝑖
= 𝐴𝑣𝑒 𝑝𝑒𝑟 𝑡𝑖𝑚𝑒 𝑐𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑔𝑜𝑟𝑦
𝑁

Where 𝑋𝑖 = the 𝑖 𝑡ℎ quarterly financial attribute value X that includes all the values within
a certain time category, and N = number of non-zero financial observations. Per firm the
calculation results in two averages of the time series of a particular financial attribute per
category; the average before midpoint and the average after midpoint. Now we calculate
the AQC for every relevant financial value per firm, per category ‘before’, ‘during’ and
‘after’ bankruptcy:
𝐴𝑣𝑒𝑖;𝑎𝑓𝑡𝑒𝑟 𝑚𝑖𝑑𝑝𝑜𝑖𝑛𝑡 − 𝐴𝑣𝑒𝑖;𝑏𝑒𝑓𝑜𝑟𝑒 𝑚𝑖𝑑𝑝𝑜𝑖𝑛𝑡
(
) = 𝐴𝑄𝐶𝑖
𝑁
Where i= 𝑖 𝑡ℎ firm and N= number of quarters that span each bankruptcy time range
category. The resulting database consists of AQC values per financial indicator per firm
per three bankruptcy time ranges (‘before’, ‘during’, ‘after’).
To compare the firm AQC financial metrics with the industry equivalent, we want
to control for time effects while comparing the particular firm with their respective
industry. Thus, Per bankrupt firm we query the database for firms that have not been
bankrupt during the 1981-2010 period using the bankrupt firm’s SIC identifier and collect
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all financial information of all firms in the same industry. We use the bankrupt firm’s
time ranges for the three bankruptcy categories (‘before’, ‘during’ and ‘after’; see table
A.1), by making use of the financial quarter identifier, to separate the data into three
different datasets.
The three data sets contain firm financial information on all firms in the same
industry as the bankrupt firm , per bankrupt firm, per three bankruptcy time categories.
Next we calculate per bankrupty firm, per all time categories ,two industry averages of all
firms in the same industry as the bankruptcy firm; average before midpoint and average
after midpoint for all time categories. Subsequently, the matched industry average AQC
values are calculated – for ‘before’, ‘during’ and ‘after’ - as an average of all the firms in
the same industry per matched bankrupt firm in each bankruptcy category ‘before’,
‘during’ and ‘after’;

∑𝑛𝑖=𝑜 (

𝐴𝑣𝑒𝑖,𝑎𝑓𝑡𝑒𝑟 𝑚𝑖𝑑𝑝𝑜𝑖𝑛𝑡 − 𝐴𝑣𝑒𝑖,𝑏𝑒𝑓𝑜𝑟𝑒 𝑚𝑖𝑑𝑝𝑜𝑖𝑛𝑡
)
𝑁
= 𝐴𝑄𝐶𝑗
𝑁𝑗

Where i= the 𝑖 𝑡ℎ firm in the same industry as the bankrupt firm , 𝑁𝑗 is the number of
firms in the same industry (SIC) , j ,as the bankrupt firm, 𝑁 = the number of quarters that
span a bankruptcy category (before, during and after).

The

resulting

database

contains per bankrupt firm the average industry’s AQC value of all collected financial
indicators for the three bankruptcy categories.
Besides, the AQC values for the firms and their matched industry averages, we
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also compare bankrupt firms with their industry counterparts, not in terms of their AQC ,
but their raw equivalent. For example if we want to compare the bankrupt firm with their
respective industry , in terms of some financial indicator, we query the RDDMS per
specific firm (CUSIP), per specific financial quarter, for all the firm financial values in
the same industry (SIC) in the same quarter as the bankrupt firm. In fact, we are able to
make any possible combination of queries in our data universe using the RDDMS based
on the CUSIP, Financial Quarter, and SIC indentifiers.
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Appendix B: KS Results for Firm vs. Industry Comparisons during Bankruptcy

Figure B.1: Empirical Distributions of average quarterly change (AQC) values of firms during bankruptcy and industry average AQC
values during the same time period for Property Plant and Equipment (left panel) and Total Assets (right panel).

Figure B.2: Empirical Distributions of average quarterly change (AQC) values of firms during bankruptcy and industry average AQC
values during the same time period for Total Sales (left panel) and Profitability (right panel).

Figure B.3: Empirical Distributions of average quarterly change (AQC) values of firms during bankruptcy and industry average AQC
values during the same time period for the Asset Turnover Ratio.
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Comparison
Ffirms,PPE(n=39)

Outcome
&

Ffirms,PPE

Findustry,PPE(n=39)

Findustry,PPE

Ffirms,TA(n=44) &

Ffirms,TA <

Findustry,TA(n=43)

Findustry,TA

Ffirms,TS(n=43) &

Ffirms,TS <

Findustry,TS(n=42)

Findustry,TS

Ffirms,Prof(n=36 &

Ffirms,Prof >

Findustry,Prof(n=35)

Findustry,Prof

Ffirms,ATO(n=42 &

Ffirms,ATO >

Findustry,ATO(n=42)

Findustry,ATO

KS-Stat

P-Value

< 0.401

0.001

0.584

0.000

0.435

0.000

0.439

0.000

0.309

0.014

Table B.1: Summary table of empirical cumulative density functions comparisons by means of Kolmogorov-Smirnov test. Firm AQC
distributions during bankruptcy are compared with industry average AQC values for Property Plant and Equipment (PPE), Total
Assets (TA), Total Sales (TS), Profitability (Prof) and the Asset Turnover Ratio (ATO).
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Appendix C: KS-Tests Results for Firms Before and During Bankruptcy

Figure C.1: Empirical Distributions of average quarterly change (AQC) values of firms during bankruptcy and AQC values of firms
before bankruptcy for Property Plant and Equipment (left panel) and Total Assets (right panel).

Figure C.2: Empirical Distributions of average quarterly change (AQC) values of firms during bankruptcy and AQC values of firms
before bankruptcy for Total Sales (left panel) and Profitability (right panel).

Figure C.3: Empirical Distributions of average quarterly change (AQC) values of firms during bankruptcy and AQC values of firms
before bankruptcy for the Asset Turnover Ratio.
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Comparison

Outcome

Fduring,PPE(n=39) & Fduring,PPE <
Fbefore,PPE(n=309)

Fbefore,PPE

Fduring,TA(n=44) &

Fduring,TA <

Fbefore,TA(n=389)

Fbefore,TA

Fduring,TS(n=43) &

Fduring,TS <

Fbefore,TS(n=389)

Fbefore,TS

Fduring,Prof(n=36 &

Fduring,Prof >

Fbefore,Prof(n=354)

Fbefore,Prof

Fduring,ATO(n=42 &

Fduring,ATO =

Fbefore,ATO(n=388)

Fbefore,ATO

KS-Stat

P-Value

0.391

0.000

0.338

0.000

0.228

0.001

0.520

0.000

0.1641

0.236

Table C.1: Summary table of empirical cumulative density functions comparisons by means of Kolmogorov-Smirnov test. Firm AQC
values distributions of firms before and during bankruptcy are compared for Property Plant and Equipment (PPE), Total Assets (TA),
Total Sales (TS) , Profitability (Prof) and the Asset Turnover Ratio (ATO).
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Appendix D: KS-Tests Results for Firm vs. Industry Comparisons after Bankruptcy

Figure D.1: Empirical Distributions of average quarterly change (AQC) values of firms emerging out of bankruptcy and industry
average AQC values during the same time period for Operating Income(left panel) and Profitability (right panel).

Figure D.2: Empirical Distributions of average quarterly change (AQC) values of firms emerging out of bankruptcy and industry
average AQC values during the same time period for Total Sales.
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Comparison
Ffirms,OI(n=85)

&

Outcome

KS-Stat

P-Value

Ffirms,OI =

0.126

0.487

0.117

0.582

0.119

0.433

0.183

0.057

Findustry,OI(n=84)

Findustry,OI

Ffirms,Prof(n=85) &

Ffirms,Prof =

Findustry,Prof(n=84)

Findustry,Prof

Ffirms,TS(n=102) &

Ffirms,TS =

Findustry,TS(n=101)

Findustry,TS

Ffirms,ATO(n=102) &

Ffirms,ATO =

Findustry,ATO(n=101)

Findustry,ATO

Table D.1: Summary table of empirical cumulative density functions comparisons by means of Kolmogorov-Smirnov test. Firm AQC
distributions after bankruptcy are compared with industry average AQC values for Property Plant and Equipment (PPE), Total Assets
(TA), Total Sales (TS) , Profitability (Prof) and the Asset Turnover Ratio (ATO).
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Appendix E: Descriptive Statistics
Descriptive statistics on the sample of 59 firms for chapter 11 bankruptcies in the 1981 2010 that have non-zero values for the Average Quarterly Change metric on profitability
for firms and industry before and after bankruptcy. The sample is the results of merging
the CRSP/CCM with the BRD. ‘AQC in Prof. after BK (firms)’ is the average quarterly
change in profitability for firms in the two years after emerging from bankruptcy. ‘AQC
in Prof. before BK (firms)’ is the average quarterly change in profitability for firms in the
two years before bankruptcy. ‘Ave. AQC in Prof. after BK (Industry)’ is the average
quarterly change in profitability as an average for the industry (the industry to which a
bankrupt firm belongs to) in the two years after emerging from bankruptcy. ‘Ave. AQC
in Prof. before BK (Industry)’ is the average quarterly change in profitability as an
average for the industry in the two years before bankruptcy. ‘Quarters in BK’ is the
number of quarters a firm was under the court’s bankruptcy supervision. ‘Pre-packaged’
indicates whether the bankruptcy was a pre-packaged bankruptcy or not. ‘PreNegotiated’ indicates whether the bankruptcy was a pre-negotiated bankruptcy or not.
‘New CEO during BK’ indicates whether the firm changed its CEO during the
bankruptcy procedures. ‘Net Worth after BK’ shows the firm’s net worth position after
emerging from bankruptcy.
N

Mean

Std.Dev

Min

Max

AQC in Prof. after BK (firms)

59

-0.0003

0.0034

-0.0158

0.0112

AQC in Prof. before BK (firms)

59

-0.0016

0.0037

-0.0133

0.0121

Ave. AQC in Prof. after BK (Industry)

59

0.0012

0.0053

-0.0035

0.0381

Ave. AQC in Prof. before BK (Industry)

59

-0.0002

0.0019

-0.0062

0.0046

Quarters in BK

59

5.3307

3.8324

0.3397

13.3151

Pre-packaged BK

59

0.1356

0.3453

0

1

Pre-negotiated BK

59

0.2034

0.4059

0

1

New CEO during BK

59

0.3220

0.4713

0

1

Net Worth after BK

59

1501.52

5195.02

6.86

34999.1
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Appendix F: Regression Results for Firm Quality and Performance After
Industry adjustments are made by subtracting the contemporaneous median operating
margin of the portfolio of CRSP/CCM firms with the same SIC code. Firm size is given
by log(total assets) and Liabilities totals both short and long term liabilities. All
independent values are sampled as the quarter value right before filing for bankruptcy.
AQC Prof. (firm) ‘After’

Firm & Industry
Controls ‘Before’

AQC ATO. (firm) ‘After’

Firm & Industry
Controls ‘Before’

Firm Profitability ‘Before’

0.0329
(0.0304)

Firm Profitability ‘Before’

0.0317
(0.1209)

Industry Adjusted Firm
Profitability ‘Before’

-0.0191
(0.0250)

Industry Adjusted Firm
Profitability ‘Before’

-0.0631
(0.1244)

Log. Net Worth ‘Before’

-0.0004
(0.0007)

Log. Net Worth ‘Before’

-0.0004
(0.0221)

Log. Total Assets ‘Before’

0.0002
(0.0006)

Log. Total Assets ‘Before’

-0.0019
(0.0020)

Liabilities / Assets ‘Before’

-0.0002
(0.0078)

Liabilities / Assets ‘Before’

0.0023
(0.0227)

Industry Adjusted Firm
Liabilities / Assets ‘Before’

-0.0004
(0.0064)

Industry Adjusted Firm
Liabilities / Assets ‘Before’

0.0143
(0.0128)

Firm Tobin’s Q ‘Before’

0.0009
(0.0043)

Firm Tobin’s Q ‘Before’

-0.0264
(0.0181)

Industry Adjusted Firm
Tobin’s Q ‘Before’

0.0006
(0.0008)

Industry Adjusted Firm
Tobin’s Q ‘Before’

0.0095**
(0.0181)

Firm ATO ‘Before’

0.0009
(0.0028)

Firm ATO ‘Before’

-0.0277**
(0.0093)

Industry Adjusted Firm
ATO ‘Before’

-0.0025
(0.0045)8

Industry Adjusted Firm
ATO ‘Before’

0.0242
(0.0148)

Number of Observations
58
58
F
0.78
4.65
Prob>F
0.65
0.00
Adjusted R2
0.07
0.40
Table 1: Summary of Regression Outcomes with respect to the Average Quarterly Change values of ATO
in the two year period of firms emerging out of bankruptcy. Notes: SEs in parentheses; * and ** indicates
significant at the 10% and 5% levels.
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Appendix G: Duration of Bankruptcy Procedures and Number of Bankruptcies

Figure F.1: Average duration of bankruptcy procedures (from filling to completion) for large public companies in the U.S. Source:
UCLA-LoPucki Bankruptcy Research Database.

Figure F.2: Number of large public company bankruptcy filings in the U.S per year. Source: UCLA-LoPucki Bankrupty Research
Database.
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Appendix H: KS-Tests Results for Firm vs. Industry Comparisons after Bankruptcy

Figure H.1: Empirical Distributions of average quarterly change (AQC) values of firms emerging out of bankruptcy and industry
average AQC values during the same time period for Operating Income(OI; left panel) and Profitability (Prof) (right panel).

Figure H.2: Empirical Distributions of average quarterly change (AQC) values of firms emerging out of bankruptcy and industry
average AQC values during the same time period for Total Sales (TS; left panel) and the Asset Turnover Ratio (ATO; right panel).
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Comparison
Outcome
Ffirms,OI(n=85)
& Ffirms,OI =
Findustry,OI
Findustry,OI(n=84)

KS-Stat

P-Value

0.126

0.487

Ffirms,Prof(n=85) &
Findustry,Prof(n=84)

Ffirms,Prof =
Findustry,Prof

0.117

0.582

Ffirms,TS(n=102) &
Findustry,TS(n=101)

Ffirms,TS =
Findustry,TS

0.119

0.433

Ffirms,ATO(n=102) &
Findustry,ATO(n=101)

Ffirms,ATO =
Findustry,ATO

0.183

0.057

Table H.1: Summary table of empirical cumulative density functions comparisons by means of Kolmogorov-Smirnov test. Firm AQC
distributions after bankruptcy are compared with industry average AQC values for Operating Income (IO), Profitability (Prof), Total
Sales (TS) , and the Asset Turnover Ratio (ATO).
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Appendix I: KS-Tests Results for Firm vs. Industry Comparisons after Bankruptcy

Figure I.1: Empirical Distributions of the one quarter before values of firms filing for bankruptcy and their respective industry
average values at the same quarter for Tobin’s Q (Q; left panel) and the Asset Turnover Ratio (ATO; right panel).

Figure I.2: Empirical Distributions of the one quarter after values of firms emerging out of bankruptcy and their respective industry
average values at the same quarter for Tobin’s Q (Q; left panel) and the Asset Turnover Ratio (ATO; right panel).
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Comparison
Outcome
Ffirms,Q before(n=362)
& Ffirms,Q before <
Findustry,Q before
Findustry,Q before(n=362)

KS-Stat

P-Value

0.399

0.000

Ffirms,Q after(n=98) &
Findustry,Q after(n=98)

0.495

0.000

Ffirms,ATO before(n=362)&
Ffirms,ATO before =
Findustry,ATO before(n=362) Findustry,ATO before

0.158

0.000

Ffirms,ATO after(n=98) &
Findustry,ATO after(n=98)

0.208

0.012

Ffirms,Q after <
Findustry,Q after

Ffirms,ATO after =
Findustry,ATO after

Table I.1: Summary table of empirical cumulative density functions comparisons by means of Kolmogorov-Smirnov test.
Distributions of Firm values one quarter before and after bankruptcy are compared with the respective industry average values for
Tobin’s Q (Q), and the Asset Turnover Ratio (ATO).
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Appendix J: KS-Tests Results for Firm vs. Industry Comparisons after Bankruptcy

Figure J.1: Empirical Distributions of the paired Firm – Industry one quarter before and after values of firms filing for and emerging
out of bankruptcy for Tobin’s Q (Q; left panel) and the Asset Turnover Ratio (ATO; right panel).

Comparison
Ffirms−industry,TQ before(n=362)
& Ffirms−industry,TQ after(n=98)

Outcome
Ffirms−industry,TQ before
= Ffirms−industry,TQ after

Ffirms−industry,ATO before(n=362) Ffirms−industry,ATO before
& Ffirms−industry,ATO after(n=98) = Ffirms−industry,ATO after

KS-Stat

P-Value

0.608

0.634

0.1045

0.355

Table J.1: Summary table of empirical cumulative density functions comparisons by means of Kolmogorov-Smirnov test. Paired Firm
– Industry one quarter before and after values of firms filing for and emerging out of bankruptcy are compared for Tobin’s Q (TQ) and
the Asset Turnover Ratio (ATO).
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Appendix K: Descriptive Statistics of Variables used in the Logistic Regression

The table includes the descriptive statistics of large public firms, one quarter
before filing for bankruptcy. The industry adjusted firm performance values are derived
by subtracting the industry matched average from the firm value one quarter before
bankruptcy. Large values are logged, where necessary we standardized the values. Three
binary variables are included: whether the bankruptcy was pre-negotiated, whether it was
pre-packaged, and whether the bankruptcy case resulted in the firm emerging as a
reorganized firm.

Asset Turnover Ratio
Profitability
Tobin’s Q
Leverage
Log. Total Assets ($M)
Std. Net Worth ($M)
Log. Employment
Log. Distance
Log. (Employment x ( 1/Distance))
Pre packaged Bankruptcy
Pre negotiated Bankruptcy
Firm Emergence
Asset Turnover Ratio (Firm – Industry
Ave.)
Profitability (Firm – Industry Ave.)
Tobin’s Q (Firm – Industry Ave.)
Leverage (Firm – Industry Ave.)
Std. Total Assets ($M) (Firm – Industry
Ave.)
Std. Net Worth ($M) (Firm – Industry
Ave.)

N

Mean

Std.Dev

Min

Max

324
292
320
318
324
324
322
321
318
324
324
324
324

0.273
-0.007
0.668
0.679
6.047
0.000
8.059
6.305
1.737
0.078
0.201
0.694
-0.040

0.223
0.068
0.482
0.435
0.894
1.000
1.405
1.196
1.946
0.267
0.401
0.461
0.172

-0.045
-0.841
0.065
0.021
4.387
-6.617
3.634
0.000
-4.131
0.000
0.000
0.000
-0.668

2.034
0.284
5.051
5.159
8.624
7.869
11.39
8.497
7.447
1.000
1.000
1.000
0.943

292
320
318
324

-0.020
-0.399
0.358
0.000

0.066
0.769
0.439
1.000

-0.777
-5.565
-0.417
-13.57

0.255
3.756
4.971
1.627

324

0.000

1.000

-11.47

2.584

Table K.1: Descriptive Statistics of Variables used in the Logistic Regression
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Appendix L: Recession Cleansing Steady State and Legal Friction Results

Figure L.1: exit probabilities and capital as a function of net worth
for a firm at the median level of productivity

Figure L.2: The cumulative distribution of initial net worth based
on productivity for the first (p25), median (p50) and third quartile
(p75) is displayed in the left panel. The right panel displays average
net worth (dark line) and the exit and dividend thresholds
(grey lines) in terms of net worth.
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Figure L.3: Exit probabilities and capital as a function of productivity

Figure L.4: Shift in the exit threshold in the credit frictions economy
as a result of the reduction in aggregate productivity (Z = 0.97)
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Figure L.5: The figure displays private exit rate (%), from 1994 -2012. Source:BLS
Business Employment Dynamics annual data.
Benchmark Calibration
Parameter

Symbol

Value

Discount Factor

β

0.956

Risk Free Rate

r

0.04

Depreciation Rate

δ

0.07

Returns to scale

Z

0.7

Aggregate Productivity

𝜂𝜃

1

Persistent Productivity, mean

𝜎𝜃

-1.2591

Persistent Productivity, volatility

𝜎𝜃

0.1498

Persistent Productivity,
persistence

𝜌𝜃

0.9

Fixed Cost of Production

c

0.7

Idiosyncratic volatility

σ

0.3

Monitoring cost

μ

0.25

𝑒̅, entry

9.7

Entrants net worth upper bound

Table L.1: Steady State benchmark calibration of the Credit Frictions model with endogenous firm exit and
entry
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